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OUR COMPLETE
LINE OF PORTABLE

OWER TOOLS.
When you're talking Yaesu handhelds, power takes on many

meanings.
Like maximum RF output. Sophisticated microprocessor

control. Deceptively simple operation. Even cost savings-as
most accessories are interchangeable throughout the line.

Added up, it's no wonder amateurs choose Yaesu HTs
more than any others.

FT -470. DUAL -BAND OPERATION PERFECTED.

2 metre and 430-440 MHz 42 memories.
Simultaneous receive of both bands. Dual VFOs
each band. Paging feature. DTMF autodialer
(10 memories, 15 digits each). Auto repeater
shift. Scanning features. Auto power -off.
Battery saver. Audible command
verification. Keypad and rotary -dial
frequency entry. Battery packs available
from 2.3 to 5 watts. More.

FT -411 SERIES. MAXIMUM
SINGLEBAND PERFORMANCE.

2 metre FT -411 and 430 MHz FT -811.
49 memories. Dual VFOs DTMF

autodialer (10 memories, 15 digits each). Auto
repeater shift. Scanning features. Auto power -off. Battery saver.
Audible command verification. Key -pad and rotary -dial frequency
entry. Many battery packs available, from 2.3 to 5 watts. More.

FT -23R SERIES. SMALL, SMART, RUGGED.

2 metre FT -23R, and 430 MHz FT -73R. 10
memories (7 store odd splits). Memory scan at 2

frequencies per second. High/low power switch. LCD
power output and "S" -meter display. Auto -battery saver.

Alluminium-alloy case. Water-resistant seals. Many battery
packs available, from 2 to 5 watts. More.

Want more information? Call (0703) 255111
Or call into your local authorised Yaesu dealer and

ask about the FT -470, FT -411 and FT -23R Series
handhelds. The power in handheld performance.

South Midlands Communications Ltd, S M House,
School Close, Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate,

Eastleigh, Hampshire, S05 3BY. Telephone (0703)
255111, Fax (0703) 263507, Telex 477351

SMCOMMG.

YAE SU
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
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0
ICOM

IC-2SE,
SIMPLE OR MULTI -FUNCTION
144 MHz FM TRANSCEIVER

Icom's tradition of building high quality,
reliable handhelds continues with the IC-2SE
an incredibly compact handheld designed

with features thai exceed larger, bulky
handhelds. The IC-2SE proves that superior

quality comes in all sizes.

Slim and unbelievably compact.
The IC-2SE measures only 49(W) x 103.5(H) x 33(D)* mm with the BP -82 Battery
Pock. Hold the IC-2SE in your hand to truly appreciate its miniature size.
Weighing just 270gt with the BP -82, the IC-2SE will easily fit anywhere - on belts
in shirt pockets, handbags, etc. '1.9(W) x 4(H) x 1.3(D) in. t 9.5 oz.

Simple design for operating convenience.
Even with its tremendous versatility and a wide variety of functions, the IC-2SE is
easy to use. All functions are performed by a total of just six switches and three
controls. The IC2SE includes both simple and multi -function modes. The result is
two transceivers in one: both an easy -operation and multi -function transceiver.
Simple mode ensures totally error -free operations. Multi -function mode allows
you a variety of function settings depending on your operating requirements.

Other advanced features:
Reduced size doesn't have to mean reduced quality. The IC-2SE proves this with
a wide variety of advanced functions.
 Tuning control on the top panel for quick QSYing.
 Monitor function that allows checking of the input frequency of a repeater.
 Function display that clearly shows all information required for operations.
 Splash resistant design and durable aluminum die-cast rear panel for

dependable outdoor operations.

Options
 DA -11, Deno. Cap. Protective cop for terminals
on the bose of the IC-2SE.

 Denary peeks and case.
BP -81 7.2V, 110mAh
BP -82 7.2V, 300mAh
BP -83 7.2V, 600mAh
BP -84 7.2V, 1000mAh
BP -85 12V, 340mAh
BP -86 Case for six R6 (AA) size batteries

 Ilt-721, AC Denary Charger.
Desk top charger for the BP -81- BP -85.

 CP-12, Cigarette lighter sable with noise
filter. Allows you to use the IC-2SE through o
12V cigarette lighter socket. Also chorges the
8P-81 - BP -85.

 PA-140,11,144MIlz nasals antenna.
Flexible ontenna for 144MHz bond operation
Same type supplied with the IC-2SE.

NM -46, Sposicer/Mierepheme.
Combination speaker and microphone equipped
with on earphone jock. Clips to your shirt or lapel.

NS -51, WNW:sof. Headset with VOX function
thot allows you hands -free operation.

 Carrying Cases.
Carrying Case Battery Packs,

Battery Case

LC -53 BP -81

LC -55 BP -81, BP -83 or BP -86
LC -56 BP -84 or BP -85

 MA -30, Meenting Dresicet.
Mounts the IC-2SE in a vehicle or on a wall.

 OPC-235, Mini DC Power Cable.
For use with o 13.8 V DC power supply

CILABLEE,
AVA

VERSION

NOW

Actual Size

Datapost: Despatch on same day whenever possible.
Visa & Mastercards: Telephone orders taken by our mail order dept. instant credit & interest free H.P.



Count on us!

THE COMPACT HANDHELD
WITH A SPLiT PERSONALITY
S Watt Output Power.
Utilizing a specially designed ultra -small
highly efficient power module, the IC-2SE
delivers a full 5 W" of output power. Bring
those distant repeaters into range.
" At 13.8V DC

48 Memory Channels.
The IC-2SE has 48 fully -programmable
memory channels and one coil channel.
Each memory and call channel stores an
operating frequency and other information
required for repeater operations.

Convenient Repeater Functions.
The IC-2SE is equipped with programmable
offset frequencies for accessing repeoters.
All memory channels and a call channel
store repeater information for your
convenience. The IC-2SE includes a newly
designed 1750 Hz tone call transmit
function. A 1750 Hz tone call transmits
when the PTT switch is pushed
twice quickly.

Power Saver for longer operating
time.
The power saver ensures lower current
flow during standby conditions. Operating
times are much longer than with older,
more conventional transceivers.

Built-in Clock with timer functions.
The IC-2SE is equipped with an advanced
24 -hour system clock with timer function.
The transceiver automatically turns on when
reol time matches a pre-programmed time.
This is perfect for scheduling QSO's. Auto
power -off timers and other settings can be
made in clock mode.

Convenient Scan Functions.
The IC-2SE is equipped with VFO and
memory scan.
 VFO Scan. VFO Scan repeatedly scans
all VFO frequencies. In addition, unnecessary
frequencies can be skipped.
 Memory Scan. Memory scan repeatedly
scans memory channels.

Auto Power Off Timer Function.
If you ever forget to turn the IC-2SE off, don't
worry. It will turn itself off. Power -off time
can be selected or deactivated using multi-

function mode. Preserve battery pack
power for the times when you need it most.

Priority Watch.
Why interrupt calls to check other stations?
Priority watch monitors a specified station
every five seconds while you operate on a
VFO frequency. Continue with your
communicotions and let priority watch

do the checking for you.

Icom (UK) Ltd.
Dept PW, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 741741 24 Hour. Fax: 0227 360155



Southampton (0703) 255111 Leeds (0532) 350606 Chesterfield (C

SPRING SALES
WHY NOT SHAKE OFF THE WINTER BLUES WITH

A SPRING SPECIAL FROM
We are pleased to offer
FREE with every FT -23R,
FT -73R, FT -411, FT -811,
FT -911 &FT -470 an FNB9
NiCad Pack and NC27C
Charger.

YAESIJ
1111

FT -411

SMC

This makes these some of
the best value hand-helds
around.

FT -23R £209 FT -73R £229
FT -411 £225 FT -811 £239
FT -911 £329 FT -470 £369

OR THE INCREDIBLE FT -736R

With a FREE bm module, a
saving of £239 on the normal

retail price.
You pay only E1359 for

arguably the world's best
multiband VHF/UHF Station

,44411r .4.16111/ -ram MEM
Amman"

=

* ALL THESE OFFERS AVAILABLE FROM 14th MARCH TO *
30th APRIL FROM ALL AUTHORISED YAESU DEALERS

Southampton (0703) 255111 Leeds (0532)350606 Chesterfield (0246)453340 Birmingham 021-327 1497 Axminster (0297)34918
SMC HQ. School Close, SMC Northern. SMC Mxilcrnds. SMC Birmingham. Reg Ward & Co. Ltd.
Chcrndlers Ford Ind. Est. Nowell Lane Ind. Est.

TI0e2wHAZe:ltOn
504 Alum Rock Road, 1 Western Parade.

Eastliegh, Nowell Lane, Alum Rock, West Street.
Hants S05 3BY. Leeds LS9 6JE. Chesterfield. Birmingham B8 3HX. Axminster.
9crrn.-5pm. Mon -Fri 9arn.-5.30pm. Mon -Fri 9.30crm.-5. 30pm. 9crrn. -5.00pm. Tues-Fri Devon EX1 3 5NY.
9cn.-Ipm Sat 9arn.-Ipm Sat Tues-Sat 9am. -4pm Sat. 9.00can.-5.20pm. Tues-Sat

Practical Wireless, April 1991



)246) 453340 Birmingham 021-327 1497 Axminster (0297) 34918

TOKYO HY-POWER
SAGRA-600
2M LINEAR AMPLIFIER
600W OUTPUT 25W DRIVE (NOMINAL)
2 X 4CX250B VALVES

NOW ONLY £799.00
AS REVIEWED IN APRIL 90 HAM RADIO TODAY

II

HF LINEARS
HL/KGX HL66V

VHF LINEARS
6m 10W in 50-60W out RX Pre -amp £129.00

160-10m 2 X 4CX250B HL166V 6m 3/10W in 80-160W out RX Pre -amp £249.00
lkW PEP RF INPUT HL37V 2m 3W in 32W out RX Pre -amp £89.00
70-120W DRIVE £875.00 HL62V 2m lOW in 60W out RX Pre -amp £135.00

HL2K
160 -IOM 2 X 3-500Z

HL110V
HL180V
HL36U

2m 2/10W in 100W out RX Pre -amp
2m 3-25W in 120W out RX Pre -amp
70cm 3/10W in 40-50W RX Pre -amp

£215.00
£295.00
£135.00 NMI

2kW PEP RF INPUT HL6OU 70cm 10/25W in 50W out RX Pre -amp £215.00
60-120W DRIVE £1425.00 HLI3OU 70cm 3-25W in 120W out RX Pre -amp £389.00

SMC...For all your accessories
BASE STATION ANTENNAS MOUNTS C8/70 70cm C001110, 6.1dBd £123.17

SMCGCCA Gutter Clip ciao 4m cable £14.25 D8/70 70cm 8 over 8 slot Yap 12.3484 . .. £44.51

HF SMCSOCA Cable Ass. 4m 50239/PL259 £6.90 PBM18/70 70cm 18 ele parabeam 13.1484 £53.94

OSTD-HP 10-80m Trapped Dipole £51.49 SMCSOCAL Cable Ass. 6rn 50239/P1259 £7.20 PBM24/70 70cm 24 ele parabeam 15.108d £70.50

OSG5RV 10-40m Hall size G5RV £19.50 HS-TMK Trunk Mount H.Duty cable £18.50 MBM28/70 70cm 28 ale multibeam 11.5 OBd £35.88

DSG5RVF 1980m Full size G5RV £25.49 SOMM Meg Mount civi 4m cable £12.75 MBM48/70 70cm 48 tie mutbbeam 14.0484 £57.39
HF3VNB 12-17-30m Vertical £79.00 SMCGCO Gutter Clip only £8.45 MBM88/70 70cm 88 ale multlbeam 16.3484 £80.04
28HS.2H8 10m H89CV 2 Element £65.00 BSD Bumper Strap £11.50 8XY/70 70cm 8 ale crossed Yagi 10.0484 £69.00

RSM4M Mag Mount eAv Cable Ass. £25.88 12XY/70 70cm 12 eb cross YegI 12.0484 £85.56
VHF/WIF TBR Hatchback Mount £11.25 015/23 23cm 15 over 15 slot 15.0084 £75.21

DSC 770 DIscone 70-700MHz £24.95 D15/21 23cm 15 over 15 slot 15.0484 £75.21

TW435D Discone 100-1200MHz
D130 Discone 25-13130MHz

£46.00
£75.00

MINI VHF/UHF

CHL21J 2m/70cm 0/2.15113 £14.49 B CREATE
2H66 6rn HEMCV 2 element £35.00 CHL23J 2m/70cm 2.15/3.8dB £18.95 B

HS-GP62 6rn 2step coNinear £61.95 D HS-727SS 2m/70cm 0/2.848 £16.95 B 7140-3 3/4 ele Va6' 15-2940m £799.00
ABC23 2m 3 x 5/8 collinear £63.97 AFA40 2 ale Viol 40m £375.00

GP23 2m 3 x 5/8 collinear £45.00 MOUNTS MINI CO218 3 eke NI 10-15m £199.86

GPV5S 2m 2 x 5/8 collinear £45.49 RS17 Mini Trunk mount only £12.50 A C0318JR 4 ele Yap 10-15-20rn £299.86

50144 2m Swiss Ouad (Vert Pott £67.95 RS16 Mini Gutter Clip only £12.50 A 00318 4 ele Vogl 10-15-20m £349.00

GP714 70cm 14 step collinear £88.20 CK-3LX Mini Cable Ass. RS16/11517 £15.95 003188 5 We Yegl 10.15-20m £449.00
WX1 2m/70cm 4.5/7.2413 collinear £54.99 SSB1 Mini Hatch Mount ciao 5m cable £26.50 C0318C 6 ele Yap 10-15-20m £725.00

WX2 2m/70cm 6.0/8.0dB collinear £75.00 SS -BM Mini Multipurpose Mount only £10.00 CLIO 5 ele Yegi 10r1 £215.00

WX4 2m/70cm 7.8/10.846 collinear
CA2X4WX 2m/70cm 6.5/9.048 collinear

£99.00

£79.00 JAYBEAM
CL15 5 ale Vag' 15m £319.00
CL408-4 3 Me Yap 40rn £999.00

CA2X414AX 2rn/70cm 8.5/11.9d13 collinear £99.95 HF CV730V-1 V-dipoie 1915-20-40m £149.00
LT606 Lag Peridoic 50-500MHz £184.00 MM3 Minibeam 10.15-20m £408.25 D CY103 3 de Yap 10m £120.75

MOBILE ANTENNAS
VR3MK3 Vertical 10-15-20m
TB1MK3 Dipole 10-15-20m

£92.00 C

£133.40
CY104 4 ele Yogi 10n1 £171.35
CV48 Vertical 40m £209.99

HF TB2MK3 2 Be yagi 10-15-20m £264.50 D *0385 Switch Box 40/80m um with CV48 £49.00

SMC12SE 12m Foldover £16.85 T133MK3 3 Ole yagi 10-15-20m £394.45 D

SMC15SE 15m Foldover £16.85 BALM
SMC17SE 17m Foklover £18.75 VHFAIHF BL4OX 1:1 3-40MHz S0239 1 klATEP £19.49
RSL280 10m Foldover £13.95 DB4 4m/6m 4 ele yagi £153.99 D RAG -1.1A 1:1 1.8-30MHz S0239 25WPEP £25.99

PL20/4 20m Fixed F22.43 4Y6M 6m 4 ele7dBd £64.63 C CB2F/21( 1:1 2-30MHz S0239 2kWPEP ..... £29.95
PLIOM 40m Fixed £22.43 4Y/4M 4m 4 ele yogi £53.25 C CB2F/4k 1:1 2-30490 S0239 4kWPEP £55.00
PL80M 80m Fixed £23.58 HO/2M 2m Halo Head Only £12.88 A CB2F/6k 1:1 2-30MHz 'HNtype 81tWPEP ... £175.00
PL160M 160m Fixed £23.58 HW2M 2m Halo c/w 24' mast £15.07 B CB2F/10k 1:1 2-30MHz 'HN' type 101MPEP . £450.00
HELI5 10/11/12/15/20m two section £48.88 C5/2M 2m collinear 4.8034 £116.27 C CB2F/5k 4:1 50MHz 'N' type 3kV/PEP ... £103.50

FLEXII0 160-10m £80.39 LR1/2m 2m collinear 4.346:1 £49.91 C 081-30 1:1 1.7-30MHz S0239 1kWPEP £18.50
LW5/2m 2m 5 ale yagi 7.8484 E24.38 C CE11-2000 1:1 0.5-60411: S0239 2KWPEP £25.00

VHFAHIF LW8I2M 2m 8 eh' yap' 9.548d £31.28 C

20W 2m 1/4 wave £4.95 LW10/2M 2m 10 ele yagi 10.5080 £37.95 C OUPLEKERII

2NE 2m 5/8 wave toldover £13.25 LW16/2M 2m 16 ele poi 13.4484 £55.43 D CF416MN 144/430 Outdraw OHFAI corm. £25.50

VM-144HP 2m 7/8 wave to/dover £31.95 PBM10/2M 2m 10 ele parabeam 11.7d8d £75.33 C HS7900N 144/430 Duplexer UHFM skts £2550
788 2m 7/8 wave baN £15.130 PBM11/2M 2m 14 ele parabeam 13.748d £91.54 D CFX1310 144/430/1200 Triplexer £36.00
88F 2m 8/8 wave £18.00 04/2M 2m 4 ele quad 9.40131 £48.53 C

268E 70cm 2 sect collinear £32.80 06/2M 2m 6 ale quad 10.9484 £63.14 C PRICES FOR POSTAGE ON ALL THE ABOVE fTEIAS ARE
358 70cm 3x 5/8 wave £33.73 CIIIMM 2m 8 ele quad 11.9084 £78.66 D CODED AS FOLLOWS;
VM-727RS 2rn/70cm 1/2  2 x 5/8 wave HI Pwr £27.75 135/2M 2m 5 over 5 slot yap' 10.0094 £44.39 C A = £1.75
VM-727SKR 2n/70cm 1/2  2 x 5/8 save £24.98 08/2M 2m 8 over 8 slot yagi 11.1464 £60.84 C B=£4.00
HS-727VMS 2m/70 1/2 + 2 x 5M wave shortened £25.98 5XY72M 2m 5 ele cross yagi 7.8484 £47.15 C C = £6.00
CA2X4MB 2m/70cm 4.5/7.4413 £37.75 I3XY/2M 2m 8 ele cross yagi 9.5dBd £60.15 C D = £10.00
CA2X4KG 2m/70cm 2 x 5/8  4 x 5/8 wave £39.95 10XY/2M 2m 10 isle cross yagi 10.8dBd £75.33 C ES £15.00

RSGB

VISA
a ...wpm

'Free Finance on selected items, subject to status. Details available on request.
Up to £100 instant credit, a quotation in writing is available on request, subject to status.

M Ycresu Distributor Warranty, 12 months parts and labour.
I Carriage charged on all items as indicated or by quotation.
I Prices and availability subject to change without prior notice.
I Same day despatch wherever possible.

Practical Wireless, April 1991



YOU WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST DEAL AT SAVE MONEY WITH OUR

ARROW
SEE US AT

BIRMINGHAM NEC
27th and 28th April

BLACKPOOL
Norbreck Castle - 17th March

SANDOWN PARK
RSGB UHF Convention - 24th March

KENWOOD TS850S
The ultimate transceiver for the CW

operator - £1,295

AR1000 Series II
Now covers down to 500KHz, SMD
technique PCB. Same good price
£249. Still available on interest free
finance - £50 dep and 8 x £24.88

New MVT7000
100kHz to 1300MHz hand scanner

PHONE FOR PRICE

NEW NRD535
Superb gen coverage receiver.

Send large SAE for the amazing
specification info!

£1,095

NEW C5608D
Standard's all mode, dual bander, full

duplex etc. £649

ICOM IC 735

BARGAIN!
£899

LATEST YAESU DUAL BANDERS
See the 2m/70cm and

70cm/1296 models

NEW YAESU MINIS
Latest handies for 2m and 70cm

NEW ICOM W2
Dual band hand held £385

TM241E NEW MODEL
2M MOBILE
£58 dep. 8 x £28.88

TH77E NEW MODEL
Kenwood Dualband handy
£78 dep. 8 x £38.88

C5608D 2M/70cms
True twin band, simultaneous
TX/RX

£649 £130 dep. 8 x £64.88

SWEDISH KEYS Back at last! £79

CASH PRICE? TELEPHONE FOR OUR STUNNING CASH OFFERS
Finance available subject to status. Typical APR 34.28%. Mail
Order Finance also available - Please telephone any branch.
0% finance available on selected items from our wide range.
List of qualifying items on request or please 'phone.

CARRIAGE and INSURANCE
ADD £6 UNLESS COLLECTING

0% FINANCE
Our special, zero interest credit terms
are still available on selected products,

including some of these items.
Call to check out the figures

- you will be amazed!

COMET
ANTENNA

`The effective aerial'
3 NEW ANTENNAE

B10 - Black mini dual bander,
non radial £16.65

B20 - Black slim line,
dual bander £23.20

CHA6 - Vertical for 80, 40, 20, 15, 10
and SIX with loaded radials £225

GPX2010 Highest Gain Dual Band Base antenna in the
WORLD!

7 9 Metres long 9 5dB/2M 13.2 dB/70cms £142.95
CDS150 DISCONE in S/Steel 25/1300 Mhz ONLY £59.95
CHL72S NEW 2/Band BNC whip for Dual Band Handhelds 111.65

NON RAOUL: Mille odium iulu ur M Miele peel $'e
CHL21J 144/432 Mhz, Unity/2.15dB, tUOW Only 29cms long

114.49
CHL23J 144/432 Mhz 2.15d13/3.8d8 100W Only 44 metres 916.95
CHL24J 144/432 Mhz 2.15d0/5d0 100W 0.8 metres long . £25.30
CHL250H 144/432 Mhz 3.0d8/5 5dB 200 Watts 0 95 metres long

.E32.80

21461,  TANI Wiles al eau mhos onions
2x4M 144/432 Mhz 4 5/7 248 150 watt 1.53 metres £37.65

2e4 SERIES 8 DUAL SANDERS leder* 1M *me wpm Misr COMM

2x4MINAX 144/432 Mhz 8.540/11.948 200 Watt 5 4 metres "N" G Fibre

t2x4WX 144/432 Mhz 6.5/9.0d13 200W 3.18 metres Glasstibre
£10.95

2x4SUPER II 144/432 Mhz 6./8.4dB 200W 2.43 metres Glass1Mre
£17.35

2x4FX Compact 144/432 Mhz 4.5/7.2dB 200W 1 79 metres £55.80

DUPLEX 8 TRIPLEX ZIec alley Mead
CFX5140 50/144/432 Mhz 800/800/500 Watt PEP 55dB isolation

CF413N 432/1296 Mhz 500/200W PEP 5549isolation "N" £13830;6510

Cf415 144/432 Mhz 800/500W PEP 6048 isolation £26.00

SR Series le order eel. MONO BANDER MOBILE ANTENNAS
CA285 5/8 wave 3 5dB 300Watt 1.32 Metres Base loaded £15.00
CA287C 7/8 wave 52.40 200W 1 89 metres double co -phase £22.50
CA430TM 3 x 5/8 wave 432 Mhz 6.840 150W 1 47 metres _929.95

'DAMIAN° BASE ANTENNAS
ABC21 5/8wave Ground Plane 144 Mhz 3 4dB 200W 1.4 metres

f24.50
A BC22A 2 x 5/8 wave 144 Mhz 6.540 2.87 metres . F36.00
A BC23 3 x 5/8 wave 144 Mhz 7.8413 200 W 4.5 metres £59.50
A BC7I 5/8 wave ground plane 432 Mhz 3.448 54 metres £21.56
ABC72 2 x 5/8 wave GP.432 Mhz 200W 5.8dB 1.07 metres £34.85
CA712EF 432 Mhz Twelve x Hall wave! 9.5dB 3.10 metres .£55.00

NE A 50 MHZ
CHA-5 Vertical with Loaded Radials for 80/40/20/15/10 M 200W SSB
5.29 Metres. Features trifilier wound toroidal core

SPECIAL OFFER £1911.00
52HB4 4 EI.H89CV Beam 10.446 for 50 Mhz 400W SSB 3 2M

507.90
CBL30 HE 1.7 -30 Mhz Balun 1.1 lkw 02

CRZ/DISCONE .1 HANDHELD ANTENNAS

CRZ120B A Unique wide band Active antenna 500Hz to 1500 Mhz 2045

Metres with controller £96.30
CDS180 Discone 28-1300Mhz + Tx 6/2/70/23 9

CRZ-07 Mobile Wide -band Active £66.506.50

New "Prestige" range of ultra -high quality
antennas now in stock.

Send SAE for new catalogue and full price
list

ARROW RADIO
HEAD OFFICE:

5 The Street, Hatfield Peverel,
Chelmsford, Essex CM3 2EJ

Tel: 0245 381626/381673
Fax: 0245 381436

Hours: 9-5 (Closed Thursdays)

GLASGOW:

Unit 17
Six Harmony Row

£011611

Glasgow

Scotland G51 38A
Tel: 041 445 3060

Hours: 8.30-5.30 Mon -Fri
(closed Saturday)

WIGAN:

Greenaway Arcade

Gerrard Street

Ashton-in-Makeriield
Wigan, Luca

Tel: 0942 713405

LEICESTER:

DAVE FOSTER (Agent)

Telephone: 0533 608189
Latest calls

8.30pm please!

For a good

deal - a fair

deal - the

best deal

YOUR ORDER CAN BE TELEPHONED WITH CREDIT

CARO DETAILS 8 DESPATCHED IMMEDIATELY!

FREE FINANCE ON MANY MAJOR ITEMS AT ROP.

(Ask for details of qualifying items -
see examples above'
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M CRON A

At ICI -\

T

£7995

EW
Talking Multitester. Press a button on the probe
and the meter calls out it's reading in clear
English. The reading is also shown on the unit's
large easy to read LCD display. Features
autoranging, autopolarity, continuity sounder,
diode -check and over -range indicators. 10
megohms input. Measures to 1000 VDC, 750
VAC, 300 mA AC/DC, 30 megohms. Measures:
613/16 x 35/33 x 11/4".

InterTAN U.K. Ltd., Tandy Centre, Leamore Lane, Walsall,
West Midlands. WS2 7PS Tel: 0922 710000
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0 tk WE SELL ALL
WELL-KNOWN

BRANDS LET US QUOTE
FOR YOUR CHOICE

KENWOOD- ICOM - STANDARD

ICOM
IC -R100 WITH SSB!

inn.4=mm
Co,

11111 111

IC -R 100 Mobile/Base Receiver
now with SSB!
WHY SETTLE FOR ANYTHING LESS!
For the enthusiast who prefers a more
permanent installation the IC -R100 is ideal
giving full frequency coverage of 500kHz-
1800MHz and AM/FM. FM wide modes of
operation. The IC -R100 boasts 100 memory
channels to store your favourite stations
and has features similar to the little pocket
receiver.

ONLY FROM US -
WITH SSB!

\--Phone
- for Best

'rice

STAR
k/\rITEM

ec-4
C010001,-.0.4 DeCLME.

THE

AMAZING
ICR1

Scan
Receiver
now at a new
amazing
price!
PHONE FOR

BEST

PRICE!

Frequency
range 100kHz
to1300MHz no
gaps AM or
FM Also
available on
easy terms.

Other Scanners Available -
JUPITER II FAIRMATE UNIDEN

ARE
at NEC and

Sandown Park
As always we will be there with
superb deals. Whether it's part
exchange, terms, credit card or
cheque, we will offer prices that
cannot easily be beaten. If our
prices at the recent London Show
made our competitors cry - then
wear raincoats and Wellington
boots when you come to NEC
and Sandown Park.

SPECIAL SHOW OFFER!
BONUS VOUCHERS

ON ALL STAR
ITEMS SHOWN

AND MORE!

STANDARD C528

ICOM IC -725 or 726 HF
Transceivers for both mobile or base -

the 726 HAS 6 meters inc.

PHONE FOR OUR PRICE
YOU WILL BE AMAZED

A DREAM COME TRUE
Bored with two metres?

Then why not turn that 2m rig
onto the HF bands

HX240
TRANSVERTER

fr-1111,

FT29OR II £395
2 METRE TRANSVERTER

TOKYO HX240 Transverter £229
WITH AUTO SWITCH £249

With the HX 240 teed in 3 to 10 watts on 2m and
transmit on 10-15-20-40 or 80 with 40 watts
output.

YAESU
FT290

Probably the most versatile
dual band hand held
available!
Packed with so
many features
that we haven't
the room to list
them all. But we
will try a few:
Full Duplex
Dual Receive
Extend Cover
Programmable
Offsets
DTMF
5 TONE PAGER
RECEIVE 130-175

330-470
820-960

OPTION : CTCSS

I Y/S4OM.

-

PHONE FOR
OUR PRICE

Once again
ARE COMMUNICATIONS
BREAK THE PRICE BARRIER!

Now a 2 Metre Hand -
Held transceiver
made by Kenpro.
Model KT22E for

£139 inc. VAT
Package includes
NICAD pack charger 
and antenna.

* Fully synthesised

* Thumbwheel tuning

* 10MHz cover on RX

* 1750kHz Tone Burst

* 600kHz Shift for
repeater operation

* Low and High power
switch

PHONE

FOR BEST

PRICE

. &SI1'

12 Monthly
Payments of £13.55

PHONE 081-997 4476
ALL EASY TERMS ARE BASED ON AN APR of 34.4%

Opening Hours Monday -Friday 9.30-5.30

NOW OPEN SATURDAY 10.00-5.00pm

Car parking at rear of shop.

ARE Communications Limited, 6 Royal
Parade, Hanger Lane, Ealing, London

W5A 1 ET. England
Tel: 081-997 4476 Fax: 081-991 2565
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Waters & Stanton 0702 206835
or 204965
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BEST PRICES! FAST MAIL ORDER

ALINCO
The Serious
Alternative!
Join the hundreds of
happy ALINCO users

with one of these
1991 models.

DJ -160E
3 Watts 2m FM 140-170MHz
Rx Key pad Entry Rotary
tuning Scanning
1 2.5/25kHz steps 21
memories DTMF Battery
Saver 12v DC -DC 700mAh
Pack Rapid charger Tone
Burst 600kHz shift Auto
Power Off 142 x 57 x 32mm
Rubber Duck etc.

DJ -120E
25 Watts 2m 140-170MHz Rs
LCD Readout 10 memories
12.5kHz steps 1750Hz tone
Repeater shift 12v DC -DC
 Battery Saver S -meter
70OrnAh Pack AC Charger
Rubber Duck 165 x 60 x
30mm Full UK Spec.

25W 2M

DJ -560E
INCLUDES

TONE
SQUELCH

Zm & 70cm 2W 130-174 & 400-
520MHz Rs Key pad entry Rot-
ary tuning  2 x VoVSqu controls
5/12.5/25kHz etc steps DTMF
Dual Watch *Scanning Bell
alarm *40 memories 12v DC -DC
Auto dial AC charger
70OrnAli pack 169 x 57 x 32mm
 Rubber Duck Plus many other
features. Phone for details.

DJ -460E For 70cms also in stock £229

DR -590E
2M & 70CMS

£499

The new DR 590E transceiver should be available by about the time
you read this! Compare its features and you will see why ALINCO is
growing from strength to strength in the UK. Send for details.

2m & 70cms  45 Watts  lOor 5 Watts low power  Dual watch  Full Duplex  Automatic
Repeater Memory  38 Memories  Auto Band Change  Reverse Repeater  6 channel
steps 5-2.5kHz  Brightness control  Priority  Bell Function  Detachable front panel
option  Built-in speaker  Fist mic and full mounting kit  150x 50x 178mtn.

Price
Crash!

NEW
DR-112EM

MISER'S MOBILE!
2in FM  25 Watts  5 Watts Low Power  14 memories 
6 channel steps  4 Scan modes  1750Hz tone  Reverse
repealer  Memory skip  Priority  Call channel  list mic
 Mounting kit  Built in speaker

NEW PREMISES
Our new super store is now open. Located right next
to our old premises, you'll have no trouble in
finding us. We have our own private car park and
air conditioned show room. Mail order facilities
have been expanded to cope with the increase in
demand. We now use 24 hour Parcel Force upon
request, which offers a true 24 hour delivery. For
this service try to get your orders in by 12 noon.

NEW PRODUCTS
There is a continual influx of new products. This
month sees the new Kenwood TS850 hf transceiver.
A real beauty! We also have the new Kenwood
TM702 dual band dual display 2m/70cms rig coming
in at E449. There's a new scanner on the way and we
can now normally offer the Kenwood TS950 and
TL922 from stock. And don't forget, we can supply
most brands of products from stock including
aerials. Why not send for a free copy of our famous
price list crammed with nearly 800 products!
Nobody has a wider selection of products!

KENWOOD SPECIALIST DEALER

All Models stocked
Best Deals!

Wide range in stock

TS 850!
£1295 +

FREE PSU!
Full 12 month warranty

Phone for latest
DEALS!

TS -140S Compact HF rig + FREE PSU! £862
TS -440S Classic HF rig + FREE PSU! £1138
TS -680S HF with 6 metres + FREE PSU' £985
TL -922 Hunky 2kW Linear in stock! £1495
TS -790E 2m/70cms (Part Ex welcome!) £1495
TH-77E Dualband handy + Free High Gain Ant £389
TR-751E 2m All Mode + FREE PSU! £599

Retail and Mail Order: 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 40S. Tel: (0702) 206835/204965
Retail Only: 12 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex. Tel: (04024) 44765

VISA & ACCESS MAIL ORDER. 24 Hour Answerphone. Open 6 Days a Week 9am-5.30pm.
Rail: Liverpool St./Hockley or District Line/Hornchurch

Oz

r
z

O
z

Oz
17

z

Oz

z
m

ALL MAJOR BRANDS STOCKED LARGEST IN SOUTH EAST
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.Reg Ward & Co. Ltd.
Yaesu

1 Western Parade, West Street, Axminster, Devon, EX13 5NY.
Telephone: Axminster (0297) 34918

KENWOOD
O
ICOM

;11000 HF Tianscapar 2996.00110.001 1C765 HF Transom., 2499.001 0.001 059505 NEW MF Trans.., 3199.001 0.00
FT7127 9F Trenscener 159900110.031 917514 /IF Transceiver 1600.00) 0.001 TS140 OF 9 Band Gen. Coy. THIRD 562 00 9.00
FEX767121 2rn Mod, 17671 179 CO 13.021 IC735 New 9F Trenersanrer 979.001 0.001 TS680S OF, TX Gen. Co, PX 5175.00 9.00
FEX71571701 70cm Modu417671 226.00 13.021 91720 HF/13.11 Woo en.

0725 /4F 8ow Trwwwwor
959.001 0.001 05440 9 Bend TX Genera) Coy RR 1138.81 9.00

F60767151
SP767

ern Modus 17671
Smoker

179.00 13.001
09.96 0.00)

719.001
185.60

0.001
5.00)

41440
P550

Auyo ATU
H Doty PS./

144.82
22249

4.03
4.00AT100 100W ATU 1751/7451

FT74709
ST757GX

Budget HF
Men /IF Trenaceiver

659 00110.001
969 00110.001

AT150 180W 41417351
P555 Eat PSUI/351

315.00
186.00

5.00)
5.001

41230
P5430

AO Band ATU. Pone, Meter
Matching Po... Soopy

208.67
173.78

3.00
4.00

F P700 204 P S.U. 219.00 4.001 0505 509144 rmattnntode 080a61. 529.60 5.001 59430 Metchosg 40 01 COO
FC700
FP75701)

Menus! ATU
Heavy Duty 20, P S.0

149.00
268 75

3.001
4.001

1C2290 NEW 20, 26W FM Mabel.
025E 2m blew Mrs Handheld

325.00
275.00

5.001
5.001

T1922
TH26

10,150 2kW Lmea.
20, If Heel

149500110.00
249.00 5.00

1C27SE New 20, 25W Base StnIC7SEFA5146
F1736

Remote Pm, Stanch
2/70, 45/35W Bee* Sin

80.00
1359.00110.031

3.001 105900
310.00 5.00)

1/446
TH77

7887 Isfend
2.2170, 011.0

269.00
389.00

5.00
0.0091055 70cm 11/1410

F74700
FT290641.11

20.70, Dum Sand FM Moeda
Sup., 290 2P, PAPIPPode 2 SW

975.00
420.00

7.001
5.00)

913481 20,//0cm Choi Band 9,1941
0490 7880, IOW I.I.AloC

356.80
917.00

.00)
5.00)

7.4205
161215

20,
2n, Reybos,0

115 20
252.13

5.00
5.00

F7690M1.11 10118n. MoMode 2.5W 429.00 5.001 912400 2m/70cm FM Duel Bend Hobe, 915.03 5.00) 111751 20,25W 14/1.1 Motwo 699.00 5.00
F7231111
612111111

2300, FM Transceiver
20, 45W FM Mob.

476.00
309.00

5.00)
5.001

910171 Gen Coy RX
1C7000 VHF/UHF Roo«

968.03
9811.00

9.03)
9.00)

T5710
02000

VHF.UHE Tram/Cm.,
Gen Coverage 9F.RX

1495 00
699.00

8.00
9.00

FT212101 New 2m 45W FM Mob. 349.00 5.001 AH7000 21.130044H1 82.00 420) VC10 1181741.014 Converter 1020001 101.94 100
79415 20, Hek, 8.50 2.501 513 lit S.M., 81.00 4.00) 05000 Gonnal CovofogollF/FIX 875.00 5.00
794440
MM915

70crn we.
Mob. &Wm

12.50
14.56

2 501
2.101

C1170 GC C6,1470111711
EX 257 FM Bo.. 1470/4711

7.00
41 00

2.50)
2.501

VC20
TM701

110.174MHz Convener 1450001
20,.70, FM Mob.

107.21
485.03

3.00
900

FT411
FTI311

20, 11/9 Keyboard
70cm NM Keyboard

226.00
239.00

3.001
3.001

GC5 World Clock
/4C2 Wmaroroof 1393 M loan 11/11

4100
1438

3.001
2.501

114731
TM2412

2r....700n. FM Mobile
Orn FM Mob. 5111015W

5415.013
289.00

5.00
5.00

61470
F7236

2nv700,11 Duel Send 11.01111oder9.91
211 Mire Hill

389.00
209.00

3.001
3 001

13C35 Desk Charger
BP] flottory Pock 140 124002/040

70.15
20.10

3.001
.50/

T144411
SMC33

70cm FM Mob. 3S105W
SPealtms.19 TH21.4/2600

318.00
15.31

5.00
3.00

FT734 70cm letre HAI 229.00 3.001 Bp4 Empty Owls, Cow 1214I/0204E1 5.20 2.601 MCSO 4P Desk M.c 41.08 4,00
9499
9810

149.1 Bette, Pece 123031
Mced Battery Pea (23/731

34.50
34.50

2.501
2.501

889 Buttery 5.1. 10.80
CPI 12V Cher, 145 BP7/74

40.95
0.00

3.001
2.601

1.1C1104
MC90

OP Desk Mc
Eectnc Oesk

85.22
51.96

4.00
2.00

F14811 Scud Seenny Pock 133/731 67.65 2.501 DC1 DC/DC convenor mar, Prom 12V 111.40 2.501 MCBS Desk 14.c Aud.o Level Como 98.00 4.00
SIC18C Chmder 123173) 17.71 2.501 owe NEW m. speall. 24.15 2.50) MC43 BP Fat /14.0 23.32 3.00
SMC28
11C28

Onager 123/73/ 134 Rog
Charger 123/731

17.71
17.71

)50)
2.501

44M9 Speaker/149
9551 Headset lrrc PTT/Vox unit

21.95
41.25

3.00)
2.501

MC35
MC55

4P am Mic
Moods Mc Aio o Sol

21.72
53.87

3.00
3.00

atC29
PAS

Use Charger 1231731
Ca. Ad, Charger 1231731

89.00
24.15

3.00)
2.501

LC41 032 y BP3
LC42 1C32 . BPS

120
5.20

2.50)
2.501

LF30
456

NA Low Pass Fller
LiCOM,LIM 9/Phones

3220
34.39

3.00
3.00

11.191242E1 SP.kin Mc 31.05 2.501 SIAS 1.300600e BP 5 Mc 82.00 3.00) MSS Deka. Miplvyy. 37.64 3.00
M918428
FR69130051

Soemer Mrc Mclean, 123/717271
00-95056114 Scenreng RX

31.05
501.03

2.501
9.031

41 15014,1300M/9 RX
472 NEW 717 11%

399.03
845.031

5.00)
0.00)

PA4C Poster Suo, OF 9600 29.03 2.501 9100 5000100.180054H2 495.00 6.001
1090
PA3
0M244

Charge.
Car AdeotouChmper
Smote, Mee

11.50
21.85
31.05

2 501
2.501
2.50) SWR/PWR MetersC W Keyers

141 -MOUND
110702 Stre.gln key I.Caittatilir tenuon) 42.75

HANSEN
../0110 16.60 13 OM

14615800
FR06800

NF Recover
Converter 118 175 for above

849.00
100.00

00)
co) 1.5.150M9E

FRT7700
M91813
mom
1.91430

RX ATU
Hand 800 Boon nee

600 awn noc
On.. mobile me

69.00
21.00
79.00
25.00

3.001
3.001
3.001
3.001

90703 &resold key ledjueta, tampon)
111(704 Straight Sly ladiustabie temsoo/
0(105 Strapht key Dada... 47500)
95706 Straight key 901,469 19.9.1

49.69
2135
7615
28.K

.001

.001

.00)

.031

017/8
Wow 7540
Yaru 76500
Cm, C41420

15.1500419
1.6 60141.9
140.525149z
140150430-450

26.85 14.001
93.16 13.00)
81.05 13.01
36.00 14 001

7977 Lightwmght phones 19.81 3.031 9(707 Svaight key noc)umebie tension) 25.411
.001

Curt CD120 1.8200049, 75.00 14.0017955
791
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5E110

Padded phones
L.Pse.ght Mob. 11/set.Boorn 0,KPTT

Swnch Box 290/790
PTT Switch Box 270/2700

19.90
20.75
22.03
22.03

3.031
3.001
3.031
2.501

146902 Straight key 11304xo.Browl
7151303 Straight key 10ea4s1
MK703 Squeeze key
MK704 Souses* key

99.95
119.95
37.00
24.99

.001

.501

.501

.001

Cornet CD100111 6 60609
Comet CD2700140.525899

99.00 14.001
7800 14.00)

412025
F16020

25W brew
60, IOW Linear

115.00
109.03

3.001
3.001

M1(705 Soueme ken
MK7013 Saute,. key

32.79
38.00

.031

.00)

.00/ Miscellaneous
SMCS 2U 2 Way 502311 Switch 18.99STA/WASTER 4.001

Antennas Dow40/1, VoCtromc Khan Urn. 11114 Pach941
Da bury Electronic Memory Swor 1No PocKol

54.70 14.00)
98.00 14.00)

SMCS 29 2 vow SkIs SwItch
Comm CSW20 40239 wench

23.50
25.05

4.001
4.001

D50770
0130
Jaybeem

707005614. RX Down*
26.1300149a Dimon.
083 MIkie 3e OF Tnbander

24.95 14.03
75.03 14.03

maw 01.03
Rotators 5

7100
1200

30W Di,ny Load
100W Dummy ioad
200W Dummy anal

11.25
49.00
85.00

3.00)
3.001
3.001

Greet, CD310 .111 n rIF Tnbander 299.00 111.00 *82000L Light Duty 40.50 18.00) WAI Wevemmer 120.450M04 24.90 2.501
Creative
CA2X4KC

CD319 4.19 Treece,
217000, Moo.

349.00 10.00
39.96 13.00

G250 Light Duly
G400 Medium Duty

711.00 10.00/
149.00 10.031

PK232
Datong D70

PeckauSITTY Term.r.al
Morse Tutor

259.55
Mee

4.001
4.001

WX
W02

20,/7000, Base Fame Giese
2.70cm Base F.Ore Ghee*

G4 99 15.00
75 60 WOO

G400FIC 61/10/um Duty 1Round Fecal
000014C Madiornikleevy Duty

179.00 15.03/
235.00 10.001

Datong FL2
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Aude Fafe,
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4.001
4.001

CF41641.4
CA2X4Mea
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25.50 13.50
99.94 16.001
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G5004 Voyaging Rotator

44100 18.00)
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Prose/seta 13,
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4001
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BARCLAYCARD

Maa.111

Instant credit Illowiloblo.
MeilfTelephone order by cheque or
ansS1 card. Cheques cheered before

goods despatched.

OPEN TOES. SAT. 9.003.30
101.05E0 MONDAYS)

LUNCH 1- 2prn

STOCK ITEMS USUALLY
DESPATCHED WRNS)) 48 INS

DEANERY/INSURANCE PRICES
DI MAC/LETS

(EWE)

LOWE LANDS AT HEATHROW
We have now opened our latest retail outlet just off
the M4 motorway near Heathrow. As well as the full
range of Kenwood amateur radio equipment, we are
also stocking all the other well known brands so that
you can compare them side by side. Add to this the
AOR Scanner Range, marine, commercial and air
band radios plus an extensive and ever-changing
selection of fully tested and guaranteed second hand
equipment and you have the best one -stop centre for
all your communications needs in the most
accessible location in the South East.
The manager is Steve Woods, G1AGT and he looks
forward to giving you a warm welcome when you
pay him a visit.

111Pr_am en si:
esiesay, wneyem 5-- 5- 15...

am 1;67
-0141).

TS -850S

M25

HEATHROW

M3

HOW TO FIND US
The new Lowe centre at Heathrow is located just 50
feet from the main A4, 200 yards from the M4 access
roundabout at junction 5. Leave the M4 at junction 5
and take the A4 from the roundabout towards
Heathrow Airport and London. After about 200 yards
you will see a gap in the brick wall on the left hand
side. We are directly through the gap - next door to a
fish and chip shop if you are feeling hungry! You can
either pull up on the grass verge and walk through the
gap or, alternatively, carry on another 300 yards, turn
left at the lights into Sutton Lane, take the second left
into Trent Road, go to the end and it is on the left.
Plenty of parking and not a yellow line in sight!

LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD
6 CHERWELL CLOSE, LANGLEY, SLOUGH, BERKS SL3 8XB. Tel: 0753 45255
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It's about this time of year
that most of us begin to
think about holidays. The
main rally 'season' is
rapidly approaching and I've
no doubt that some of you
are trying to balance the
family holiday with you
attending a favourite event.

Friedrichshafen
Hamfest

For many of us, rallies
are the main source of 'bits
and pieces'. For others, it's
the chance to meet old
friends and make new ones.

Some rallies offer you
the chance to 'break new
ground' by exploring a part
of the UK you've never seen
before. Occasionally there's
a chance to attend an event
on the European 'mainland'.

Such an opportunity
comes at the end of June,
when it's time once again
for the marvellous
Friedrichshafen Hamfest in
Germany. Members of the
PW team have been before
of course, but for the first
time readers may be able to

Keylines

join us on a special luxury
trip straight to the show,
while letting someone else
do the driving!

Largestly European
Ral

The show - the largest in
Europe - takes place over
the last weekend in June, on

c3)( FD

28, 29 and 30th. The venue
is at the German equivalent
of the Birmingham N.E.C.,
the Friedrichshafen Messe,
which is set alongside the
beautiful Lake Constance, or
Bodensee as it's known to
the German people.

The PW party's luxury
double-decker coach, fully
equipped with reclining

seats, video, tea and coffee
and other 'vital' necessities,
will depart from the south
coast on the Friday and
return late on Sunday
evening. On the way to the
Ramsgate ferry the coach
will 'pick up' in London - so
readers from the north won't
have to come too far south
to join us.

It's a long trip, but we'll
have all day at the show (the
'Flea Market' alone is the
size of the Leicester show!)
before an overnight trip
home. There's no need to
worry about language
problems - because we'll
have German speakers on
board and most people at the
show seem to be delighted
to practice their English!

The cost of the trip will
be based around the £100
mark. If you're interested,
write to the PW office in
Poole, marking the envelope
'Friedrichshafen '91 Trip',
enclosing an s.a.e., for
further details. You're also
welcome to 'phone me at the
office to talk about the trip -
but please try to avoid
lunchtimes! Don't forget to
let us know if you're
interested, as each luxury
double -deck coach only
seats 71 passengers, and we
don't want to disappoint
anyone!

73s DE Rob Mannion
G3XFD

     OOOOO 
*****

 STAR LETTER
*****

 Dear Sir  Dear Sir
I was both happy and I feel I must take

sad to read in 'Keylines' issue with J M Dunnett's
 (PW February) that an  comments on the
 overseas company has  reunification of the two
 once again taken the ini-  German states

tiative in running an RAE  ('Backscatter', PW
course. I wish them every  February 91).

 success. But is it not a sad A magazine such as
 reflection on what we have  Practical Wireless is not

seen happening over the really the place to voice
 past thirty years when,  political opinions;
 apartfromafewdedicated,  however, having allowed
 enterprising British -owned  Mr Dunnett's opinions to

companies, the majority of  go to print I hope that
UK amateurs and enthusi- you will now allow me to

 asts have had to rely almost  state the facts!
 entirely on overseas Mr Dunnett is not
 manufacturers in supplying completely wrong -

their needs? legally, the new united
 R. Williams  Germany is the same
 Deddington  political entity as the old
 Oxon  West Germany. How-

Receiving You...

ever, there is no
question of a West
German take-over. It was
the decision of the
freely -elected govern-
ment of the German
Democratic Republic that
the GDR should be
dissolved and its territory
become part of the
Federal Republic of
Germany. It was one of
the main points of the
Christian Democrats'
election manifesto that,
if elected, they would
make an early application
for the GDR to join the
Federal Republic, and it
is believed that their
landslide victory was
won largely on that

particular issue.
It is probably true

that quite a few East
Germans were in two
minds about joining the
Federal Republic, and
now that reunification
has taken place many
more are having second
thoughts about it all.
Even many West
Germans now feel that
everything happened
rather too soon, and that
the two populations
should have been given
more time to grow into
one people.

The problem was, of
course, that the GDR
economy was on the
point of collapse, and

joining West Germany
was seen by most
people as the only way
to stop the country from
going bankrupt. Many
financially -troubled
businesses saved
themselves from
bankruptcy by voluntarily
selling out to larger
companies; the East
German government
was following the same
lines when it decided to
hand over the country
and its troubled
economy to the rich
neighbours in the West.
Angelika Voss GOCCI
Manningtree
Essex
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Dear Sir
I have recently joined

The 'Worked All Britain
Group' (WAB) which I
find very interesting. It
certainly improves your
geography! But I have
noticed that quite a few
amateurs don't know
their square.

Would it be possible
for the WAB square to be
included in the RSGB
Amateur Radio Callbook,
possibly bracketed to
avoid confusion with the
postal code?

It would be a simple
and easy task to find the
callsign in the Amateur
Radio Callbook with the
WAB reference immedi-
ately alongside. I could
have sent this letter to
the RSGB, but thought it
would be more effective
if first published in PWs
'Receiving You'. Besides,
they wouldn't give me a
voucher for £10 or £5 on
publication!

Despite the increas-
ing number of 'Details
withheld' in the Callbook -
the WAB reference
would give little other
information away. I can
also say that no one has
yet declined to give me
their county or rateable
district when I've asked.
John Harris GWOMOW
Mid Glamorgan
South Wales

Editor's reply: John
Harris has a good point
here. Personally I can't
see any objection to
having a WAB reference
following a callsign in the
Callbook. In fact, it would
serve two purposes in
the (ever increasing)
'Details withheld'
category. Anyone
working a 'Details
withheld' station would
have a good idea where
the other station was,
without compromising
their requested privacy
and WAB enthusiasts
would also benefit at the
same time.

Receiving You...
Send your letters to the Editorial Offices in Poole, the address is on our contents page. Writer of
the Star Letter each month will receive a voucher worth flO to spend on items from our PCB or
Book Services, or on PWback numbers, binders, reprints or computer program cassettes. And

there's a f5 voucher for every other letter published.
Letters must be original, and not duplicated to any other magazines. We reserve the right to edit or
shorten any letter. Brief letters may be tiled via our Prestel Mailbox number 202671191. The views

expressed in letters are not necessarily those of Practical Wireless.

Dear Sir
Well, well! It appears that h.f. packet types have

finally decided all is not well with mail forwarding, etc., on
the h.f. bands ('Packet Panorama', February 1991). Is it
too much to hope for that the v. h.f./u. h.f. packet devotees
will, one day, decide a similar situation exists on the v.h.f.
and u.h.f. bands?

I've got a comparison which may amuse readers. I
compare the expenditure in time and money on mailbox
facilities and software to a Porsche car.

Unfortunately, the present communications network
(the actual data links of various sorts) is equivalent to a
ploughed field. I have to smile (more like a sickly grin) at
the packet equivalent of two oxen pulling a Porsche
across a ploughed field.

The sad part of the comparison is that the car's
passengers think it's wonderful. None of them appears
to have the slightest notion to put petrol in the thing and
build a decent road. But then, roads are built by national
bodies and we haven't got a national packet body have
we?
Phil Cadman G4JCP, Dudley, West Midlands

Dear Sir
The postman dropped

February's 'Camm's
Comic' on the mat this
morning. As usual I read
with interest the
'Keylines' editorial by Rob
Mannion G3XFD. I've
been monitoring the new
format and contents from
the time of the 'new
look'. Firstly I should say
that I have been a reader
since the days of the
great 'F.J'. when I was
about eight years old in
1932.

Since the 'new look'
PWstarted, whilst I don't
agree with everything
published in the maga-
zine, PW has to cater for
the varied tastes of its
many thousands of
readers. The fresh
approach by the Editor
now 'in the chair' may
not please everyone, but
I feel that we must all
support his actions and in
particular his support for
the hobby of amateur
radio and the RSGB.

Again, the RSGB
cannot please all shades

and opinions - try as they
might. Despite this, the
Society must have the
support of all radio
amateurs and all short
wave listeners even if you
don't agree with all that
they do. You cannot
change things from the
'outside'. Think again
about your subscription.
Look at the cost of your
radio gear - you'll see that
in percentage terms, the
RSGB 'sub' is a very small
fraction of the cost of your
station and participation in
amateur radio.

To those people who
are working publicly to
support amateur radio I
urge them to keep up the
good work. To those on
the 'side lines', I ask that
they put their hands in
their pockets to support
the hobby. You can't take
it with you, but at least
you'll have the satisfaction
of helping amateur radio
survive and supporting
amateurs of the future.
Dennis K. Egan GW4XKE
Dinas Powis
South Glamorgan

Dear Sir
One of the great pleasures that I and most amateurs

have in common once outside of the shack, is visiting
Rallies, either locally or at some distant locality.

For me this activity is no longer the pleasure it used
to be. Mainly because that in the past year I've been the
victim of many accidents at these rallies. I've suffered
bruises to both my knees, ankles, thighs and insteps.

Most bruises have unfortunately come from prams
and pushchairs. These were being used by XYLs as a
means to force a passage through the crush. Another big
problem is that of children running about unsupervised.

Some of the blame can, and should be, laid at the feet
of the rally organiser. They try to 'cram' the maximum
number of stalls into the smallest area. Some blame can
also be laid at the door of people who block gangways
unnecessarily.

Although I realise such occasions are a good family
'day out', why do people take a baby or very small children
into the crowded rallies?

Another big problem is that caused by people smok-
ing - despite 'No Smoking' notices and the fact that
ventilation is often poor. Top this off with the chance of
being stabbed in the eye with a whip antenna from a hand-
held rig and you've got an obstacle course which can
deter anyone but the keenest and fittest!
J. D. Bolton G4XPP
Crook
County Durham

Editor's comments: Mr Bolton's letter (shortened for
publication) has some important comments. To take his
last point first I have never understood why the 'No
Smoking' rules are not enforced. To be in a very crowded,
hot rally hall and to have burning cigarette ends pushed
into your face or clothing (as the person struggles by) is
unpleasant to say the least.
However, I can sympathise with family groups and their
problems at rallies. I've noticed recently that more people
carry 'the junior operator' in special 'back -packs'. Perhaps
the answer should be better 'family facilities' at rallies?
Many rally organisers really do try their best to help in this
way, but we rarely hear about their problems. Now the
time's arrived - come on rally organisers - let's hear your
point of view in 'Receiving You'!

Dear Sir
I have been a reader

of PWsince 1954, in the
days of the great F. J.
Camm; and I still enjoy
reading many of the
articles in those 1950s
PWs.

I also enjoyed reading
the series 'Crops and
Coils' during the late
1980s, but found that

series sadly lacking in
circuit diagrams. The
series 'Valve Communica-
tions Receivers' was also
interesting, and kept me
buying PW.

There is a small but
growing group of
amateurs - myself
included - who build
vintage circuits. My
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Competition Corner

50MHz transmitter is a
modified 1950 circuit,
with a pair of 807s in the
final, driven by a VT501
Doubler from a 6AG7
crystal oscillator.

My 50MHz converter
has four r.f. stages (three
CV66 in grounded -grid
mode and one EF50
Pentode stage), with a
Triode mixer. When I get
my full ticket, my h.f.
transmitter will have
valves from my 800
series collection, probably
an 802 and an 803. The
700V, 350 mA power

supply will use a pair of
866A rectifiers, also in
keeping with its period.

In the USA, 1929 CO

Practical Wireless, April

parties are a great hit,
with contests for building
and operating vintage
equipment. The Historical
Radio Society of Australia
is setting up a vintage
amateur h,f. net.

So, please give us
more reprints of construc-
tional articles from the
1930s, 1940s and 1950s.
The reprint of the May
1955 'Cigar Box Receiver'
in your 1000th issue was
particularly welcome. But
please give us more!

It's very encouraging
to read letters like the
one from a 17 -year old
enthusiast calling for
more published articles
on simple valve a.m.

1991

transmitters, etc. If
amateur radio is to
survive, it has to encour-
age younger people to
join its ranks. What better
way is there, than by
publication of simple
constructional projects
that provide hands-on
experience, - Practical
Wireless, if you like!

It's a learning
experience that they'll
never get from a
Japanese 'Black Box'.
After all, that's how it all
began

I wish Practical
Wireless every success in
the 1990s, but do please
give us, your readers,
more historical construc-

Circle the 12
differences, fill in
the form below and
send your entry to
PW Publishing
Ltd., April 1991
Spot The
Difference
Competition,
Enefco House, The
Quay, Poole,
Dorset BH15 1PP.
Photocopied
entries must be
accompanied by
the corner flash at
the foot of this
page.

Closing Date 26
April 1991.
The Editor's
decision on the
winner is final, no
correspondence will
be entered into.
First prize winner
can choose either a
one year PW
subscription or
£20 in vouchers for
the book service.
The two runners-
up can choose from
either a six month
PW subscription or
£10 in book
vouchers.

I !

Subscription

Li
Vouchers (please specify

tional articles and articles
around simple valve
circuits.
T. F. Pool VK719/41
Tasmania
Australia

Editor's reply: We're
receiving you Mr. Pool!
The PW team hope you
like this month's valved
project for 3.5MHz. While
not forgetting modern
techniques, we're aiming
to cater for the many
'thermionic' types
amongst our readers. I'm
sure you'll also find our
next valve project (for 50
and 70Mz) of interest!

A

Services
Queries
We will always try to help readers
havingdifficultieswitha Practical
Wireless project, but please note
the following simple rules:
1: We cannot give advice on modi-
fications to our designs, nor on
commercial radio, TVorelectronic
equipment.
2: We cannot deal with technical
queries over the telephone.
3: All letters asking for advice
must be accompanied by a
stamped, self-addressed envelope
(or envelope plus IRCs for over-
seas readers).
4: Make sure you describe the
query adeCniately.
5: Only one query per letter please.

Back Numbers & Binders
Limited stocks of many issues of
PW for the past years are avail-
able at f1.65 each including post
and packing.
Binders, each holding one volume
of P W are available price £4.50
each (ft P&Pfor one, 2 fortwo or
more).
Send all orders to the Post Sales
Department.

Subscriptions
Subscriptions are available both
for the UK and overseas. Please
see current issues for the latest
prices.

Constructional Projects
Each constructional project is

given a rating to guide readers as
to its complexity.
Beginner. A project that can be
tackled by a beginner who is able
to identify components and han-
dle a soldering iron fairly compe-
tently.
Intermediate: A fair degree of
experience in building electronic
or radio projects is assumed, but
only basic test equipment is
needed to complete any tests and
adjustments.
Advanced: A project likely to ap-
peal to an experienced construc-
tor and often requiring access to
workshop facilities and test
equipment for construction, test-
ing and alignment. Definitely not
recommended for a beginner to
tackle on their own.
Components for our projects are
usually avaiable from advertis-
ers. For more difficult items a
source will be suggested in the
article. Kits for many of our recent
projects are available from CPL
Electronics and FJP KITS, both of
who advertise in the magazine.
The printed circuit boards are
available, mail order, from the Post
Sales Department.

Mail Order
All P Wservices are available Mail
Order, either by post or using the
24hr Mail Order Hotline (0202)
665524. Payment should be by
cheque (overseas orders must be
drawn on a London Clearing Bank),
Access, Mastercard or Visa
please.

Wireless Line
This is an information service for
the radio enthusiast, updated each
Friday. Calls cost 44p per minute
peak time and 33p per minute off-
peak. The numberto ring is: (0898)
654632.

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
APRIL 1991



International Marconi Day 1991

Cornwall ARC - GX4CRC - presents Inter-
national Marconi Day 1991. This year the
event will be held on Saturday 27 April and
will run from 00.01z through 23.59z - a 24 -
hour event. The stations taking part in this
year's programme are listed below. As in
previous years, all stations have a particular
Marconi connection, or are being worked
from sites used by Marconi and his associ-
ates when those early transmissions were
made many years ago. The stations are as
follows:

K1W/IMD Cape Cod.
VE1IMD Nova Scotia.
V011 MD St. Johns, Newfoundland.
E12IMD
IY4FGM
GBOIMD

GB4IMD
GBOIMD
IYOTCI

IY1TTM

ZS6IMD

DAOIMD
GB2MDI
GB4MDI

Eire.
This is the official Marconi club station in Italy.
From the Packpool Park Wireless Museum on the Isle of
Wight.
At Perranwell, a little way South-west of the city of Truro.
Near Rathlin Island in Ireland.
In Civitavecchia.
From the Tigullio Tower. The location of the tower is at
Sestri Levante on the Italian Riviera, near Genoa.
This station is representing the South African influence of
Marconi.
On Borkum Island off the North German coast.
From the Salisbury area.
From Flatholm island in the Bristol channel.

In the event last year, 51 stations qualified for the special award by working the
required number of Marconi stations which were then operating, and in addition, 16 short
wave listeners also successfully applied for the award.

This year there are 14 special event stations, and to qualify for the Marconi award it
will be necessary to work any 10 of these 14 stations. As before, QSL cards can be
exchanged via the Bureaux, or if preferred, directly (if possible with stamps or a small
donation towards postage costs) to:

CRAG (or IMD), PO Box 100, Truro, Cornwall TR1 1RX.

All the official award claims must be made via their PO Box and accompanied by either
$5(US) or £2.00(UK) or 10IRCs. The official award is for two full days working only, but
again this year they are offering an award for short wave listeners. Applications for this
award will also be via the PO Box. Claimants will have to record at least 10 of the Marconi
Day stations, together with the times heard and the other stations being worked. The
s.w.l. award will cost $3 or El .50(UK) or 6IRCs.

Where to find them? They are pleased to announce that they will be working any or
all modes, on all bands from 3.5MHz to 50MHz (and locally on 144MHz).

For any further information, please write to:
CRAC, PO Box 100, Truro, Cornwall TR1 1RX.

PHOTO. MARCONI COMPANY LTD.

Guglielmo Marconi 1874-1937
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WAB Activity

The OSCAR VICTOR Activity Group (WAB) invites
you to the 5th Annual Family Fun Weekend at Bent
Riggs Farm, Ravenscar, North Yorkshire in August.

Due to the increasing success of their Bank Holi-
day Fun Weekend, WAB extend the hand of friend-
ship to other amateur radio -related Groups and So-
cieties by inviting them to their next venue which will
be held from the 23rd to the 26th of August 1991.

As usual they will be holding their venue at Bent
Riggs Farm, Ravenscar, which can be found midway
between Scarborough and Whitby on the beautiful
North Yorkshire coastline. The Cleveland Walk passes
close by to their site.

As they have a field exclusively for their own use,
the Oscar Victor Group also welcome Campers and
Caravanners. There's also a 'Bunk Barn' for those of
you wishing to have a roof over your head.

During the weekend you have the chance of
working either h.f. or v.h.f. pile-ups from the infa-
mous Oscar Victor Square, or perhaps working DX
from the control station on site. It's a truly family
occasion, and if you wish to enjoy the scenery, the
area affords many colourful and interesting walks.

Your evenings on site are spent in the company of
other hobbyists where the Barbeque compliments
the conversation and the liquid refreshments which
are readily available.

Further attractions include a Car Boot Sale with
the chance to turn your unwanted equipment into
cash, sporting activities arranged for the children and
child -minding facilities are available during the week-
end.

It really is a fun weekend, in an informal atmos-
phere with or without the radio and a very enjoyable
time can be had by all.

Cost for use of site irrespective of caravan or tent
size, (including Barbeque)

Adults and over 14s £2.50 per day.
OAPs and under 14s free.
Further details can be obtained from either:

Peter Austin G7BXA
QTHR
Tel: (0532) 563462.

Steve G1SGB
QTHR
Tel: (0709) 543747.
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Sherwood Forest
Award

Mansfield ARS are
launching the Sherwood
Forest Award with a
brand new, and stylish
certificate.

The Sherwood Forest
Award is available to all
licensed radio amateurs
(on a QS0 basis) and
short wave listeners (on
a heard basis) who have
worked/heard licensed
radio amateurs in the
County of Nottingham-
shire.

The award is worked
on a points system and
to claim the certificate a
minimum of 30 points
must be collected. They
are awarded as follows:

5 points for working/
hearing the Mansfield
ARS club callsigns of
G3GQC or G1GQC.

2 points for working/
hearing any member of
the Mansfield ARS.

1 point for working/
hearing any other
licensed radio amateur in
the County of Notting-
hamshire.

All permitted bands
and modes may be
worked.

Each station may be
entered into the log only
once per claim, irrespec-
tive of band or mode.

There is no time limit
for starting and finishing
the award.

A list of the current
members of the
Mansfield ARS and their
callsigns may be
obtained by sending an
s.a.e. to the Awards
Manager.

A copy of your log
entries recording QS0s
with stations in the
County of Nottingham-
shire, should be certified
by two other licensed
amateurs and sent to
the Awards Manager of
Mansfield ARS along
with a fee of £2, $4 or
7IRCs.

All claims and queries
should be sent to:
G. W. Lowe GONRA
Mansfield ARS Awards
Manager
25 Manor House Court
Kirkby-in-Ashfield
Nottinghamshire
NG17 8LH.

Newsdesk
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Centre of England
Rallies

Because of its huge
success in such a short
space of time, attracting
visitors from all over the
county, and from far away
as Ireland, the Centre of
England Rallies have be-
come major events. The
venue, the British Motor-
cycle Museum, Bickenhill,
close to the NEC, has
proved extremely popular
because of its easy access
by road, and ample parking
facilities. Visitors can spend
a few hours at the rally,
then browse around the
museum which houses
over 500 motorcycles.

The Rallies, have been
held twice yearly. There's

been one on Easter Sun-
day, which this year falls on
March 31, and an Autumn
rally held in September.

However, because of its
popularity, traders and visi-
tors alike asked if the com-
mittee would organise a
Christmas Rally as well, and
this is planned for late De-
cember.

To add colour to the
Easter Rally, the traders
have decided to have a
competition amongst
themselves to see who can
come up with the most
outrageous and funniest
Easter hat. So be warned
visitors - you could see
some very odd creations
walking about! There's
plenty of fun for everyone
with talk -in available on S22.

Four More Languages

BBC World Service broadcasts in four languages,
including Turkish, have recently been increased as a
further response to the Gulf War.

The increases came on top of extra daily Arabic and
Persian language transmissions. Now BBC broadcasts
in Turkish increase by 15 minutes a day. Hindi, Urdu
and Bengali all get an extra ten minutes to make up a
daily half-hour programme. This special trilingual Gulf
War broadcast will be audible at lunchtime in the Gulf,
late afternoon in the Indian Subcontinent.

Changes in weekly hours are as follows:
Turkish Up from 12 hours to 13 hours 45 mins.
Hindi Up from 14 hours to 15 hours 10 mins.
Bengali Up from 9 hours 15 mins to 10 hours

25 mins.
Urdu Up from 10 hours to 11 hours 10 mins.
The recent increases took BBC output in Arabic to

98 hours a week (up from 63 hours before Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait) and Persian to 14 hours (up from 12
hours 15 mins). All the increases, agreed by the For-
eign & Commonwealth Office, will continue until fur-
ther notice.

The BBC World Service in English, which has been
keeping its transmitters serving the Gulf, on the air
around the clock since last August, continues to pro-
vide a special schedule in response to the Gulf War.
Longer news bulletins are being carried on the hour
every hour with additional news summaries wherever
possible at 30 and 45 minutes past the hour. Detailed
news and analysis is broadcast in special Gulf pro-
grammes three times a day.

The BBC engineers report that World Service is still
free of Iraqi jamming in all the languages it broadcasts,
including Arabic.

Club News

Midland ARS meet at 7.30pm, Unit 22, 60
Regent Place, off Caroline Street, Birmingham.
On March 19, they have Kites & Aerials by Nor-
man Parker G4VMP. For any queries, please
contact John Crane GOLAI at 194 Brays Road,
Sheldon, Birmingham B26 2PP. Tel: 021-742
8712.

Derby & District MS meet Wednesdays,
7.30pm at 119 Green Lane, Derby. March 20 is
their AGM, the 27th is Using Oscilloscopes, an
illustrated talk by Rex Beastall G1LRI, April 3 is a
Junk Sale and the 10th is a Night on the Air.
Further information about the Society is available
from Richard Buckby G3VGW, 20 Eden Bank,
Ambergate, Derby DE52GG. Tel: (0773) 852475.

Poole RAS meet last Fridays of the month,
7pm at Russell -Cotes House, Lower Constitution
Hill Site, Bournemouth & Poole College of FE.
April 26 is their AGM. Further details from Vernon
Cotton G3BCI, 45 Branksome Hill Road,
Bournemouth BH4 91 F. Tel: (0202) 760231.

Spalding & District ARS meet 1st Fridays of
the month, 7.30pm at The Ship Albion, Albion
Street, Spalding. Details from Tom Simpson
G3NSF, 184 Boston Road, Holbeach, Spalding,
Lincs. Tel: (0406) 24523.

Preston ARS meet Thursdays, at The Lonscla le
Sports &Social Club, Fulwood Hall Lane, Fulwood,
Preston. March 21 is Preston Kaleidoscope, an
illustrated talk by Mrs Crossley and April 4 is The
Ribble Valley, an illustrated talk by Mr Green.
Details from Eric Eastwood G1WCQ, 56 The
Mede, Freckleton, Preston, Lancs PR4 1JB.
Tel: (0772) 686708.

Horsham ARC meet at the Guide Hall, Denne
Road, Horsham, West Sussex. They have a talk
on Navigation Beams (WW2) on April 4. For
further details, contact Peter Stephens G8SUI,
at 11 Nutwood Avenue, Brockham,
Betchworth, Surrey RH3 7LT. Tel: 073784 2150.

Bury St. Edmunds ARS have a change of
venue for 1991, they now meet at the West
Suffolk College, (Room E0-40), Out Risbygate,
Bury St. Edmunds, on the 3rd Tuesday of each
month, at 7.30pm. Further details about the club
from lan Capon GOKRL, on (0359) 70527.

Three Counties RC meet every other
Wednesday, 7.30pm at the Railway Hotel,
Liphook, Hampshire. March 27 is Army Radio
Equipment and Operation and April 10 is IsoLoop
HF Antenna. For further details contact Dave
G4VKC, 39 The Maltings, Liphook, Hants GU30
7DG.
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Latest
Component
Catalogue

New from the
Vintage Wireless
Company - their latest
Vintage Audio & Radio
Component Catalogue,
priced at £1.50 post
paid (UK and Eire),
£1.95 post paid Surface
(overseas) and £4.50
Airmail post paid
(overseas).

Their 67 A4 -page
catalogue is packed full
of every conceivable
vintage component,
including grid leaks,
transformers. accumu-
lators, coils, jones plugs
for R1155, h.t. batteries
(UK's only source!), h.t.
capacitors, head-
phones, pick-ups,
capacitors, resistors,
tuning capacitors,
loudspeaker silks,
volume controls, cloth
covered cables, control
knobs & dials, sleeving,
cabinet transfers,
output transformers,
terminals, crystal set
parts, mains transform-
ers, intervalve trans-
formers, rheostats,
dials, etc.

Also available, free
of charge, is their Valve
Catalogue, 1991 Audio
Catalogue and 1991
Books & Data Cata-
logue (includes WD
data listing!).
The Vintage Wireless
Company Ltd.
Tudor House
Cossham Street
Mangotsfield
Bristol BS17 3EN.
Tel: (02721 565472.

Lee Electronics

We apologise to Lee
Electronics of 400
Edgware Road London
W2, Tel: 071-723-5521,
for the mistake in their
advertisement on page
24 of the March issue of
PW.
Unfortunately, we
inadvertently printed a
photograph showing an
older transceiver rather
than their new C5608
dual -band 144/430MHz
mobile transceiver.

Moving Premises

Elliott Electronics are
moving to a new shop
mid -March. Any reader
who intends to visit them,
should first contact them
by phone.
Elliott Electronics
Tel: (0533) 553293.
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FJP Kits

Mr Powell of FJP Kits
recently sent us a copy of
their current catalogue. To
keep costs down this has
been photocopied, but at
a cost of 50p it contains
many useful items
needed to build PW
projects. Mr Powell is also
willing, for a small charge,
to build any PW project if
you don't feel up to it
yourself.
FJP Kits
63 Princess Street
Chadsmoor
Cannock
Staffs
WS11 2JT.
Tel: (0543) 506487.

PW German Weekend

Would you like to join the PW weekend to
Friedrichshafen in July? You can join us as we travel by
luxury double-decker coach to the biggest radio rally in
Europe. See the 'Keylines' page for further details.

MCS500 Mobile Control Station

This unit is designed to mount in the car to provide a
control and test console for the CB radio. The unit has the
following functions:

*Automatic s.w.r. measurement *Power meter (up to
500W) *FM deviation meter (built-in) *Antenna pre-
amplifier *Remote control switching for ancillary
equipment.
It will retail at £99 and should prove popular with the

CB radio enthusiast who thought he had everything!
Nevada, 189 London Road, North End,
Portsmouth, Hants P02 9AE.

SG -2000 Introduced

SGC Inc., a well-known communications design and
manufacturing company has introduced the Model SG -
2000 high frequency single-sideband radiotelephone. This
full coverage s.s.b. radio provides h.f. communications on
voice and data transmission. The SG -2000 features sev-
eral sophisticated scanning modes, a large I.c.d. frequency
display and is remote and ARQ/FEC ready. The SG -2000
features a splash -proof front panel and includes an inter-
nal clock with turn on/off programming and 616 ITU voice
and data channels, plus 100 user programmable memory
channels.

The Model SG -2000 is a professional h.f. s.s.b. trans-
ceiver and incorporates unique features which appeal to
the commercial, industrial and pleasure markets. The SG -
2000 produces 150 watts, and operates on the 1.8 to
30MHz frequency bands. The unit has all functions built-
in for h.f. s.s.b. operation, including remote capability (up
to six remote stations) or remote controlled through
telephone lines. The SG -2000 can be controlled, by an
IBM or compatible computer, without its removable front
panel.

Designed as a product for the 90s, the SG -2000 will
operate on any marine, commercial and ham frequencies
and will have receive capabilities for broadcast and
weatherfax frequencies.

The SG -2000 will retail for $1995.00. Additional remote
heads are $595.00 each.

SGC is a leading manufacturer and supplier of high
frequency single-sideband communications products and
related accessories. Over the last 20 years the company
has gained an excellent reputation for the performance
and reliability of their h.f. s.s.b. equipment. SGC produces
a full range of marine and aviation equipment as well as
antenna couplers and antennas. SGC also publishes a
comprehensive HF-SSB Latest Factbook, which is avail-
able at $11.95.

For additional information about the SG -2000 or any
SGC products, contact:
SGC Inc.
Sales and Marketing Department
SGC Building
13737 S.E. 26th St. Bellevue
WA. 98005, USA.
Tel: (206) 746-6310.
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Auction - Change of Date

Thousands of items must go at the 'Fools for a Day'
auction held by Alton Communication Engineers Ltd., and
Communication Development Specialists Ltd.

Due to moving premises all stock must be cleared at
ridiculous prices.

Join the spirit of things and visit their auction on 2 April
1991, the day after 'April Fools Day' (the only joke is the
prices!)

Viewing: Monday 1 April 12-4pm
Tuesday 2 April 9-10am

To be held at Herriard Village Hall, Herriard, Nr
Basingstoke (off the A339). Auction begins 10am. Bar and
refreshments available.

Stock to include: two-way radio equipment, (new and
used), masts, towers, power supplies, tone signalling
equipment, test equipment, tools, furniture and office
equipment.

For a list of products please telephone (0256) 83528/
83277 or send a stamped addressed envelope to:
Unit 4, Summerlea Court
Southrope
Herriard
Basingstoke
Hampshire RG25 2PX.

60th Birthday Prize

In honour of 60 years
of ministry, radio station
HCJB is inviting listeners
to visit them in Quito,
Ecuador.

Two lucky listeners
will be able to do this
free!

When you write to
HCJB, Box 691, Quito,
Ecuador, just include the
words, "Happy 60th
Birthday".

Those words will
make you eligible for a
draw to be broadcast on
Christmas day 1991, the
60th anniversary of HCJB.

Two letters or cards,
with those words on
them, will be drawn. Each
person will receive a free
round trip to Quito, from
the country where they
mailed the card, and will
be their guest at HCJB for
one week. If one of the
winners is from their host
country of Ecuador, then
that person will be
allowed to bring a guest

with them, at their
expense, for a week at
HCJB.

Members and
employees of HCJB
World Radio, or their
immediate family
members are not eligible.

Just send your
birthday greetings to
HCJB, Box 691, Quito,
Ecuado.

All entries become the
property of HCJB. The
winners will be an-
nounced on Christmas
day 1991 and will also be
contacted by post.

All are invited to be a
part of this 60th anniver-
sary of HCJB. Remember
to include the words,
"Happy 60th Birthday"
when you write to them
in Quito. All entries must
be mailed to Ecuador.
They will not be received
at any of their other
offices.

They hope to see you
in Quito!
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The Dundee 800
Certificate
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This award has been designed as one of the many activities celebrating the 800th
anniversary of the granting of the Royal Charter to the City of Dundee. The award is
sponsored by the Dundee Amateur Radio Club which is celebrating its 21st anniversary
during the year, and it will be available for contacts made at any time during the year
1991.

RULES FOR THE CERTIFICATE

1. The certificate will be available to all licensed radio amateurs and, with an s.w.l
endorsement, to all interested short wave listeners.

2. A contact with a club member on one amateur band (no WARC bands) will count
as one contact point. A club member may be worked on more than one band
for extra points.

3. The qualifying requirements are:
a. Stations outside Europe must obtain two contact points.
b. Stations in Europe, but outside the UK, must obtain four points.
c. Stations in the UK must obtain eight contact points and must include at

least three club members.

4. The cost of the certificate is $2.00 US or El sterling.

5. The applicant must list for each contact the following information:
a. Date of OSO
b. Callsign of the station contacted.
c. Frequency band used.
d. Signal reports sent and received.

6. Enquiries and applications should be sent to the certificate Manager:

W. S. Hall GM2AOL, 21 Seaboume Gardens, Monifieth Road, Broughty Ferry,
Dundee, Scotland DD5 2RT.

Broadcasts to New Zealand

The BBC World Service is now being rebroadcast around the clock in New Zealand's
largest city. The rebroadcasts on f.m. have been brought forward in response to the Gulf
Crisis.

Until recently, BBC World Service could only be heard by New Zealanders with short
wave radio receivers. Now for the first time in Australasia the network has been brought
within reach of anyone using a standard radio, 24 hours a day.

The service is initially on air in Auckland on 91.8MHz a temporary frequency allocated
to make the service available at this critical stage in the Gulf Crisis. The service has also
begun in the capital Wellington. Later this year it will be extended nationally on a.m. or
f.m. frequencies.

New Zealand company, Satellite & Terrestrial Ltd., will be carrying out the rebroadcasts.
Managing Director, Ken Wikeley, says that his firm had planned to introduce the service
during 1991 but that the Gulf situation led them to make the temporary broadcasting
arrangements. These were accomplished in less than a week, using equipment flown
out from London in the last 48 hours.

New Zealand's arrangement to rebroadcast BBC World Service live and in full is one
of only a small number in the world. A similar scheme in Singapore attracts an audience
of 9.6% of all adults, or 200 000 people. BBC World Service has a regular audience of
120 million worldwide, more than any other international broadcaster, the great majority
listening on short wave.
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SUPA -

TUTA
PLUS

The complete solution to learning to
send and receive The Morse Code

£82.50 inc VAT Post & Packing £2.50

111

SEND S.A.E. FOR
DETAILS OR

ORDER NOW BY
PHONE.

Also available in the range:
Supa - Tuta, Supa - Keya, and

Supa - Tuna

FULL RANGE OF KENWOOD PRODUCTS STOCKED
We are also stockists of DAIWA - ICOM - JRC - TAR - WAVECOM - YAESU - BNOS

Dewsbury Electronics, 176 Lower High Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands DY8 1TG
Telephone: Stourbridge (0384) 390063/371228

Fax: (0384) 371228
Instant finance available subject to status. Written details on request

Access

ifirectin7t;Is
electronics

BREDHURST ELECTRONICS LTD.
High St, Handcross, W. Sx. RH17 6BW
(0444) 400786

SITUATED AT SOUTHERN END OF M23 - EASY ACCESS TO M25 AND SOUTH LONDON
RECEIVERS 70CMS TRANSCEIVERS
Lowe HF225 £425 Kenwood TM441E £318
Icom ICR71 £855 Kenwood TH405E £245
Icom ICR72 £645 Kenwood TH415E £268
Kenwood R2000
Kenwood VC10 V H.F. Conve rle
Yaesu FRG8800
Yaesu FRV8800 V H F Convert
Kenwood R5000

£595
£161
C649

er £100
£875

Yaesu FT790RII
Yaesu FT711 RH
Yaesu FT712RH
Icom IC4GE

£499
£349
£375
£299

!corn IC4SE £310

HF TRANSCEIVERS Icom IC448E £429

Kenwood TS950s
Kenwood TS9405

£3199
£1995 DUAL BAND

Kenwood TS440s £1138 TRANSEIVERS
Kenwood TS140S
Kenwood TS680S
Kenwood TS850S
Yaesu FT767GX

£862
£985

£1295
£1599

Kenwood TM731E
Yaesu FT47OR + FNB I 0
Yaesu FT736R

£665
£383

£1359

Yaesu FT747GX £549 Icom IC32E £399

Isom IC765 £2499 Icom IC3210E £499
Isom IC751A £1500 loom IC2400E £635
Icom IC735 £979 !corn IC2500E £675
Icom IC725 £759 Icom IC24E £385
!corn 10726 £989 Standard C528 £379

2M TRANSCEIVERS SCANNING RECEIVERS

Kenwood TH27E
Kenwood TH25E
Kenwood TH2O5E
Kenwood TH215E

£249
£238
£199
£228

!corn ICR7000
Yaesu FRG9600M
Kenwood RZ I
AOR AR2002
AOR AR3000

£989
£509
£465
£487
£765

Kenwood TR751E £599 Signal R535 Airband £249
Kenwood TM241 £289 Icom IC R100 £499
Yaesu FT411 + FNB10 £259
Yaesu FT290R11 £429 ANTENNA TUNER UNITS '

Yaesu FT211RH
Yaesu FT212RH
Icom IC2GE

£309
£349
£265

£59
C349
£208

FR T7700
FC757AT
AT230

Icom IC228H £385 AT250 £366
Icom IC275E Inc PSU £1069 ICAT100 £379
Icom IC2SE £275 MFJ941D £116
Icom IC2SET £295 MFJ949C £165

BREDHURST

COAXIAL SWITCHES

SA450 2way S0239
SA45ON 2way N
Drae 3way S0239
Drae 3way N
c54 4way BNC
MFJ 1701 6way S0239

HAND HELD RECEIVERS
ICOMI CR1
R537S Airband
Win 108 Airband
AOR AR1000
Yupiteru MVT-5000

NEW PRODUCTS

P&P ANTENNA BITS

£19.49 1.50 P81 1 1 Hai, 2kW P E P £17.95
£26.99 1.50 LC160 160 Mir Wire Antenna Shortener (Pairs)£.22.95
£20.19
£26.11

1.50
1.50

LC80 80 Mtr Wire Antenna Shortener (Pairs) £21.95

£30.39 1.50 T15 21MHz Traps 1kW (Pairs) £34.95
£38.35 1.50 T20 14MHz TrapS 1kW (Pairs) £34.95

T40 7MHz Traps 1kW (Pairs) £30.95
P&P 180 3.5MHz Traps 1kW (Pairs) £34.95

£399.00 2.00 16SWG Hard Drawn Copper Wire (50 Altrs) £12.95
C69.00 2.00 Small Ceramic Egg Insulators (each) £0.65

£175.00
C249.00

2.00
2.00

Large Ceramic Egg Insulators (each) £0.85

£299.00 2.00 3005 Slotted Ribbon Cable (per mtr) £0.58
4500 Slotted Ribbon Cable (per mtr) £0.50

MICROCRAFTS NEW CODE SCANNER
Copes mu.se Baudot and ASC 11 code 32 Character Display

£179.00

AR -1000
Handheld Scanner
* 1000 Channels
* 8 - 600MHz continuous

805 - 1300MHz continuous
* AM, FM (narrow & wide)
* Complete with NiCads

and mains charger

£249

GOODS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN
24HRS PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO

PRESS  E&OE

MAIL ORDER & RETAIL

P&P

£2.00
£2.00

£2.00

£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.50
£0.30
£0.40
£0.10
£0.10

PALOMAR PRODUCTS

R -X Noise Bridge for antenna checks
up to 100MHz £59.95

Receiver Preamp - 1.8 to 54MHz.
Up to 20dB gain 019.95

Transceiver Preamp - R.F. Switched
- up to 20dB gain £149.95

Super Snooper - vertical indoor
antenna for SWL £39.95

Loop antenna - Directional indoor
antenna 6 loop ranges phone for details

Tuner Tuner - ATU adjustment without
transmitting £99.95

SWR & Power meter - LED display
SWR without adjustment
20W 200W 2000W PEP £129.95
2W 20W 200W 2000W PEP expanded
display £189.95

VLF converter - 10 - 500kHz
converter £79.95

Baluns 350W PEP 1.7. 30MHz £23.95 each
1:1. 1:5, 2:1, 3:1, 4:1, 5:1, 6:1,
7.5:1, 9:1, 12:1, 16:1

Baluns - up to 66W PEP phone for details

ELECTRONICS LTD HIGH ST, HANDCROSS, W. SUSSEX. RH17 6BW (0444) 400786
Open Mon -Fri gam-5pm except Wed 9am-12.30pm. Sat 10am-4pm
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A Valved
Transceiver
For 3.5MHz

The PW editor Rob Mannion, is not the only person
to like valves. I also find that they are still equal,
sometimes better than transistors for the home -
constructor. Spurred on by this interest, I decided to
'have a go' and build a suitable transceiver for an
'A' licenced friend to use.
The transceiver described here, is the result of
'raiding' various stalls at rallies and updating a
design by T. W. Dresser, which was originally
published in a 1953 issue of PW.

Minus Points

There are unfortunately, draw -backs with valves.
They require a separate heater voltage, usually 6.3V
for 'mains' powered valves or 1.4V d.c. for battery -
supplied types. These voltages have to be provided
from a separate supply source.

The second, and potentially hazardous, problem
is that VERY HIGH VOLTAGES are present in
the unit. Under certain conditions r.f. voltages of up
to 1000V peak -to -peak may be present. This level of
voltage and frequency can 'jump' several
centimetres to 'earthed' fingers and knuckles. This
is a particular hazard if you're wearing a ring. I'm
speaking from experience, and I know that this type
of r.f. burn can take many months to heal.

The Design

The transmitter design is shown in its modified
state in Fig. 1. It consists of a single -valve, cathode -
keyed, oscillator (V1) which can produce 3-4W of
r.f. at the crystal frequency (3.550MHz). The valve,
a 6V6GT, is really an audio 'beam' power
amplifier, but works well at these lower frequencies
as a power oscillator.

Fitter Network

The necessary matching and filtering circuitry
consists of C7, L4 and C8. This is the well-known

C2
3-30p

1 C9
1000p

r)7500V

R2
7,10k

XL1

m

4

5c

6V6GT

R3
270

S1 a

250V

'pi' (n) network that allows almost any piece of wire
or antenna to be used efficiently at this frequency.
As valves use a much higher supply voltage than
transistor output stages, the power drop-off with
differing antenna systems is much less of a problem.

All capacitor used throughout must be high
voltage working (300V minimum). But C6 must be
of even better quality and have a high working
voltage. I discovered a suitable capacitor at a rally.
It had a capacitance value of lOnF with a 2.5kV
working voltage. Meter MI with R4 and DI form
the power sensing circuit to complete the
transmitter.

The Receiver Described

The receiver is a simple three -valved
regenerative design. It's not at all difficult to follow
how the circuit works as each valve is in effect one
'stage'.

The valve V2, is a 6K7GT acting as an r.f.
amplifier and 'buffer'. The gain of the stage is
adjustable by R8. As the wiper of resistor R8 is
brought closer to the junction with R7, the stage
gain is reduced smoothly.
Inductors L5/6 form a broadly -tuned filter at the
working frequency. The capacitor C10 may be
adjusted to give greatest signal over the working
band of interest.

The next valve, V3, is a 6SJ7 acting as an

Construction

John Keeley
G6RAV found that
valves still
produce good
results on 3.5MHz.
His experiments
resulted in an
interesting little
transceiver that
can produce
excellent on air
results.

Fig. 1: The circuit
diagram of the
transceiver.
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Fig. 2: This coil (L4)
wound on a piece of
wooden dowelling) is
for the n -matching
unit.

Fig. 3: Make two sets
of coils to this
design. One set, for
the detector, then
has an extra winding
applied.(See text)

Fig. 4: Using one of
the coil sets from
Fig. 3, add an extra
winding as shown for
the detector.

oscillating detector. Positive 'feedback' (often called
`regeneration' or 'reaction') is applied via winding
L9. The amount of 'feedback' may be adjusted by
using trimmer capacitor C14, in combination with
the 'reaction' control R13.

The standing current of this valve is kept very
low, due mainly to the very high anode load of LIO
and RIO. Signals at radio frequency are developed
across L 10 and fed back to the input tuned circuit
L8/C16 and 17.

The varying r.f. signals cause an a.f. signal to be
developed across RIO. This is then amplified in V4,
the audio stage.

Final Stage

Audio amplification is carried out by V4, a
second 6V6GT, operating this time in its more
'normal' a.f. mode. This stage has C22, the only low
voltage capacitor in the circuit. The component acts
as an audio -frequency 'bypass' capacitor for the
cathode resistor of V4.

The receiver audio output is normally to
headphones, but a small loudspeaker may be used
for strong local signals if you prefer it as an
alternative.

Construction

This rig was put together with the help of a junk
box and few of the components had to be purchased.
Almost all of the coils used as radio frequency
chokes were rescued from old valve receivers or old
television sets.

I'll only describe those items which are critical to
the operation of the rig. These critical components
are some of the coils and capacitors, and I'll start

with the transmitter as shown in Fig. 1.
The coil LI acts a radio -frequency choke and has

an inductance of about 1-2mH. It consists of two
pile -wound windings of about 150 turns each of 38-
42s.w.g. enamelled copper wire on a 9mm Paxolin
former.

The choke's impedance reduces the loading of
the crystal by RI. Its inductance value may vary
over a wide range without a great change in its
effect. You must mount LI at right angles to the
anode choke, L3, to minimise interaction.

Inductor L3 is of similar value to LI but it should
be of marginally heavier gauge wire. Coil L2 was
home-made and consisted of as many turns of 24-
28s.w.g. wire as would fit on the body of a 1W
carbon composition resistor (10-100k0).

In the it matching network, L4 is wound on a
short length of 22mm wooden dowelling as shown
in Fig. 2. Capacitors C7, a single 350pF, unit and
C8, both sections of a dual 350+350pF unit,
complete the matching circuitry.

Receiver Coils

The receiver coils are not difficult to make. The
coils L5/L6 and L7/L8 are basically the same. Make
them on 50mm lengths of wooden dowelling (new,
dry `broomstick' is ideal!). Wind the two sets of
coils as shown in Fig. 3, and then choose one set to
become L7/L8. The chosen set then has a third
winding added, as shown in Fig. 4. After you've
completed the coils, they can be finished and sealed
with a coat of varnish.

Simple And Effective

The simple but very effective cathode keying
method is used in this transceiver. Resistor R3 limits
the maximum current flowing in the valve.
Capacitors C4 and C23 give a small amount of
keyed waveform shaping to reduce the possibility of
`key -clicks' and 'splatter' .

Sensing of the relative r.f. output level is carried
out by R4, DI and MI. This simple 'sampling' of
the r.f., to provide an indication of what's appearing
at the antenna socket, works well in practice. You
should select R4 to give about 80-90% reading
when the transmitter is correctly matched to your
antenna.

Boxed Up

My prototype was made on a 230 x 135mm
aluminium chassis, with a depth of 65mm. The front
panel was made from another aluminium plate
measuring 230 x (65mm.

The illustration, Fig. 5, shows the prototype
photographed from above, displaying the above -
chassis layout. Although you may not follow my
layout entirely, it's a good idea to see the original
project built-up before starting your own!

Visible in the photograph of the underside. Fig.
6, is the metal shield which divides the transmitter
from the receiver section. The photographs showing
the layouts in Fig. 5 and 6, are included as an
indications only, as each transceiver will be
different - depending whose junk box is used!

Setting Up

Setting up is very easy, when it's compared to
synthesised transistor systems. When preparing to
transmit, you should adjust C2 for maximum output
from the combined crystal -oscillator power
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Earth
return Antenna

Fig. 5: Layout of the uppermost side of the prototype. All supply lines
are brought out to the connector block at the rear of the unit.

Fig. 6: Layout of the underside, showing the plate dividing the transmitter from the receiver.
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How Difficult?
How Much?

Intermediate +
1E10+ (depends on the
'flunk -box')
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Photograph of the
completed front
panel.

REGEN

DETECTOR
TUNE

ANT ONO

amplifier. REMEMBER THAT THE HT
VOLTAGE IS PRESENT DURING THIS
ADJUSTMENT. You must use an insulated
adjusting tool. The capacitor CI may be used to
change the operating frequency of the crystal
slightly. If you adjust Cl, you'll have to readjust C2
again for maximum output.

To adjust the TC matching network for the first
time, set C8 to maximum capacitance to start with.
Connect the transmitter to an antenna which is
known to work on 3.5MHz. Key the transmitter and
set C8 to 'peak' the reading on M1. Vary C7
(`tune') to peak this further. 'Juggle' the settings of
C7 and 8 to provide a maximum output into the
antenna.

Receiver Adjustments

Start the receiver adjustments by setting C10, 14
and 17 to about mid -travel. Then set R8 to minimum
(nearest to OV) and R13 to minimum.

Finally, switch the transceiver to the `net'
position, and tune C16 to hear your own
transmission. You should then move switch S 1 to
`RX' and this time using C17, tune around for an
incoming signal. 'Peak' this signal with small
adjustments of C10, C14, R8 and R13 before giving
the other station a call!

Regenerative Tips

The skill in using a regenerative receiver is easy -
to -learn, although you might find it a little baffling
at first. A 'Golden Rule' is that you should always
use minimum 'reaction' setting at first.

The secret to success is to get the detector on the
very 'threshold' of oscillation. It's at this point the
receiver is at its most sensitive and it's why the
`regenerative' type is so effective with c.w.
communication.

In use, you should advance R13, the 'reaction'
control, until a general increase in noise level is
heard. Then adjust CIO, R8 and R13 to achieve the
best level and quality of sound in your headphones
or the loudspeaker. The receiver's main tuning is
achieved by variable capacitor C17 which is used as
the normal tuning control. PW

Shopping List
Resistors
Carbon film 5%
30k0 1 R4

0.4W

Carbon Composition 10% 1W
1500 1 R15
22012 1 R5
2700 1 R3
3300 1 R16
12k0 1 RI
39k51 1 R6
51kil 1 R7
681(12 1 R12
100kfl 2 R10, 11
3301d2 1 R14
1.5MQ 1 R9

Wire -wound 2.5W
10kil 1 R2

Variable 1W 6.3mm shaft
10kil 1 R8
47k11 1 R13

Capacitors
High voltage (300V or greater)
Polyester
2.2n 1 C3
100n 7 C4, 5, 11, 12, 13, 18, 20, 23

Silver Mica
150p 1 C15
470p 1 C19

Feed -through De -coupling (screw fixing)
1000p 1 C9

Electrolytit (350V working)
10µ 1 C21

Electrolytic (40V working)
25u 1 C22

Air -spaced 'Trimmer' (variable)
30p 2 C1, 2 ('beehive' variable type)
50p 1 C14
100p 1 C16

Air -spaced variable 6.3mm shaft
25p 1 C17
100p 2 C10, 16
350p 1 C7
350+350 1 C8
1-10n 1 C6 (minimum 500V working)

See text.

Inductors See Text

Semiconductors
0A91 1 D1 (or 1N4148)
1N4006 2 D2,3

Valves
6V6GT
6K7GT
6SJ7

2' V1,4
1 V2
1 V3

Miscellaneous
One or more crystals in the 3.5-3.8MHz band,
Octal valve bases, small valve audio transformer
(240: 6V@1A a possible replacement), a small
loudspeaker, plugs sockets and insulated terminal
posts. One Two -pole Three-way switch with high
insulation properties and a terminal block. Sheet
aluminium or p.c.b. material to make up the
chassis. A suitable power supply for this
transceiver, designed by Niel Starkie, was
published in the January 1991 issue of PW (page
29).

Suppliers
For many components for this and other similar
projects the following suppliers may be able to
help. You can telephone to check availability and
prices.
J. Birkett of LincolnTel: (0522) 520767
FJP Kits of Chadsmoor. Tel: (0543) 506487
Marco Trading of Wem, Shropshire. Tel: 10939)
32763
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THE COMPANY THAT BRINGS YOU THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY - FIRST !

SALES HOTLINE 021 552 0073 and HELPLINE 021 552 0051 ( Office Hours )

ANOTHER RAYCOM PACKAGE

'The TOKYO HX-240 HF Transverter,
when coupled to an all -mode 2m
rig will give you 50W on 80 to 10m.
RAYCOM have put together this
unique unit with the new YAESU
FT290RII.

IT WORKS GREAT !

FT -290R II £429.00
TOKYO HX-240 £ 249.00
1/2 Size G5RV £ 14.95
12 Amp PSU £ 59.95
Nicads & Wall Chargers 31.30
Total regular price £784.20
RAYCOM PACKAGE .. £699.00

YOU SAVE 05.20 !
Includes ALL D.C. and Co -ax leads

EXCELLENT HF AND VHF STARTER PACK
COME IN AND TRY IT FOR YOURSELF - YOU

WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED
FULL RANGE OF YAESU AND ICCW ALSO STOCKED

HP100E/AR1000

THE UK SCANNER EXPERTS
WE HAVE SECURED LIMITED QUANTITIES OF THE NEW ICOM SCANNERS

PIRECT FROM JAPAN - HURRY TO RESERVE YOUR ONE NOW

The FANTASTIC ICOM IC -R1 and IC -R100
IC -R1 500kHz to 13001/1Hz f 399.00
IC -R100 500k Hz to 1800MHz £499.00

Exclusive to RAYCOM
Short wave converter Module

Made in the UK by AKD

Coverage 200kHz to 30MHz

HP100E with converter £299.00
HP100E no converter £249.00
Converter only £ 59.00

11.01E
HP100/AR1000 not purchased from RAYCOM requires
modification to work with the converter Cost £15.00

OTHER HIGH OUAUTY SCANNERS FROM RAYCOM
BEARCAT UBC 50/55XL 66-88/136-174/406-512MHz £99.95
10 memories, channel review, including FREE charger worth £4.95

BEARCAT BC 70XLT 66-88/136-174/406-512MHz £149.99
20 memories, full frequency display, with FREE car charger kit worth £4.50
BEARCAT UBC 100XLT 66-68/118- 174/406-512MHz £199.99
100 memories, airband, search, including FREE car charger kit worth £4.50

BEARCAT UBC 200XLT 66-B8/118-174/406-512/806-956MHz £229.99
200 memories, top of the range, including FREE car charger kit worth £4.50
BEARCAT UBC760XLT 66-88/108-174/350-512/806-956MHz MOBILE £229.99
100 memories, 5 search bands, including FREE mains adapter worth £4.95

NEW JUPITER MVT 6000 mobile ONLY £329.00
25 to 550 MHz and 800 to 1300MHz,100 Memories
JUPITER MVT 5000 Hand-held ONLY £249.00
25 to 550MHz and 800 to 1300MHz, 100 Memories

AOR 3000 base Limited Supplies available £699.00
0.1 to 2036 MHz, 400 mems, LSB/USB/CW/WFIWNFM/AM

MANY OTHER TYPES AND MODELS STOCKED - NEW AND USED.
SEND AN SAE FOR OUR LATEST USED LIST

URGENTLY WANTED - USED SCANNERS AND HAM GEAR, WORKING OR NOT.

ICOM IC -R7000

Listen to weather, fire, coastguard, TV, air -
band and many, many more. Wide fre-
quency coverage provides you with all the
channels you need to become a VHF and
UHF listener. Frequency coverage is guar-
anteed from 25 to 1300MHz, but may ex-
tend on individual units to 2GHz! Features
include:
O USB, LSB, FM, FM -N, AM
0 99 memory channels, keypad entry
0 optional infra -red remote control
0 variable speed scan and delay
0 optional voice synthesizer
0 six tuning steps
0 sensitivity <0.3µV for 10dB SINAD

Save £108! Raycom price £925
Including FREE Royal 1300/017000 25 - 1300MHz
diatonic complete with co-ez end plugs.

CHARGE IT!
Why not take advantage of the
RAYCOM Credit Card and spread the
payment for that scanner you've always
wanted. Example: Yaesu FRG9600
MKV package £70 deposit and £28 per
month (APR 36%). Call for a quote and
written details! Licensed credit broker.

YAESU FRG9600

9600 standard 60-905MHz .... £469.00
9600 Mkll 60-950MHz £499.00
9600 Mkll pack 60-950MHz £545.00
9600 MkV 0.2-950MHz £625.00
9600 MkV pack 0.2-950MHz £699.00
Standard to Mkll .. Upgrade £ 40.00
Standard to MkV .. Upgrade £149.00
Mkll to MkV Upgrade £129.00
Packs include PSU and ROYAL 13001

RAYCOM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LIMITED, INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, 963 WOLVERHAMPTON RD, OLDBURY, WEST MIDLANDS B69 al TEL 021-544-6767, Fax 021-564.7124, Tele. 336483mm G.

RAYCOM
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LIMITED

RAYCOM gives you mote BUYING POWER

ALL MAJORCREDITCARDSACCEPTED BC.
ACCESS. DINERS, INSTANT CREDIT UP TO
moo (SUBJECT TO STATUS) WITH
RAYCOM CREDIT CARD (APR 36%). INTER-

EST FREE CREDIT ON CERTAIN ITEMS AT
MRP. CALL FOR MORE DETAILS,

ORDERING INFORMATION

WE STOCK ICOM. YAESU, BEARCAT,
BUTTERNUT. CUSHCRAFT, AEA. NAVICO.
STANDARD, TEN-TEC AND WELZ AMONG
MANY OTHERS SEND SAE FOR FULL UST.

TEL: 021-552-0073
PHONE BEFORE VIA FOR NEXT DAY
DELIVERY BY COURIER (£1 500) OR2PM
FOR DEUvERY BY POST (El D.X1;

PLEASE ALLOW TIME FOR CHEQUES TO
CLEAR MANY OTHER ITEMS IN STOCK.
PLEASE CALL FOR MORE INFO AND FOR
EXTRA SPECIAL DEALS!

INFOUNEOS36.771500 S.9pie (weekdays)

OPENING HOURS 6-5.10 MON TO SAT
73 DE RAY G4IC/H, PETER G4EWD
COIJN and JOHN on to 'phone
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Yaesu FT -650
24, 28 & 50MHz All Mode Transceiver

Recently Rob Mannion G3XFD and Tex Swann G1TEX had the chance to try the
Yaesu FT -650 Transceiver. They liked what they found!

I often wonder why the various manufacturers go to
the bother to produce sophisticated modern trans-
ceivers for a very limited number of bands. Mind
you, after trying the Yaesu FT -650 for a week or so,
I soon found that the benefit is biased towards the
operator!

Tex Swann, our technical sub -editor, has a QTH
better equipped with 50MHz antennas, so he had
the first go. Now I've got to admit that Tex, when it
comes to 'singing the praises' of modem commer-
cial transceivers - is not known to 'overdo it'. Well,
that was certainly the case until he tried this rig out
on 50MHz!

Sensitive Receiver

The main comment coming from Tex after he'd
had the transceiver for a few days, centred on the
receiver. "It's incredibly sensitive" he said - and af-
ter I'd tried it out I could only agree.

Working on 50MHz, Tex found that the receiv-
er's very sensitivity caused problems - due to the
very high level of 'computer hash' which surrounds
almost every 'built up' area.

The appalling 'hash' problem wasn't quite so
bad at my QTH, and I was able to sit and listen -
quite fascinated - by the American 'Public Service
Band' signals appearing between 35 and 50MHz.

Good Guides

The various signals from the USA and elsewhere
on 'low -band' v.h.f., although not of interest to the
radio amateur for their own sake - provide good in-
dications of the band conditions on 28 and 50MHz.
(Yes, I did find them both `up' at the same time, to
a limited extent).

Tex had listened a lot on 28MHz, and I'd had
the opportunity to work some of the real DX that
had appeared on 28MHz. The superior sensitivity of
the FT -650 made my existing equipment sound
very poor. Compared to the FT -650, my other
equipment acted as if it was completely 'deaf' !

Practical Wireless, April 1991

On The Air

I didn't work anyone on 24MHz, but I heard a
great deal of activity. My antenna, which is particu-
larly useful for 28MHz work, brought me excellent
reports from as far afield as South America, the
American Mid -West and my very first Japanese sta-
tion on s.s.b.

The FT -650's triple -conversion receiver (dual -
conversion on f.m.) coped with some terrible 'pile
ups' on 28MHz and even sorted out some of the
problems on the UK and international CB radio fre-
quencies. The selectivity and dynamic range of this
handsome little transceiver is certainly amongst the
best I've heard in a while.

General Coverage Receiver

The ability of the receiver to tune continuously
from 24.5 to 56MHz was a definite bonus. I was
able to listen to many transmissions from the United
States and farther afield - to provide me with a
guide to propagation.

Tuning control, knobs and all controls are very
well laid out. In particular (and I'm very 'fussy' in
this respect) the main tuning control is a delight to
use and it's completely free of the very common,
but annoying, 'click -stop' effects.

As I'm a keen c.w. operator, I was keen to see
how well it coped and again I can freely admit I was
impressed. Yaesu offer a 600Hz crystal filter kit -
but I managed without it on 28MHz!

Transmitting

The transceiver has a duty cycle of 100% at
100W at 25°C. It seemed to cope very well with
everything even when it had been left on in the
shack all day.

There is not a great deal of activity on 50MHz
here in the south and I only worked a few stations.
The reports on speech quality were very satisfactory
indeed.
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I'm pleased to say that there is growing interest
in a.m. transmission. 'Ancient Modulation' is mak-
ing a 'come back' - it's already got a foothold on
70MHz - and a good quality a.m. signal is a pleas-
ure to listen to on v.h.f.

I heard several a.m. transmissions and the FT -
650 provided good quality reception. Although I'm
pleased that the transceiver has a.m. facilities, un-
fortunately, the a.m. stations were somewhere in the
south midlands and they couldn't hear me!

Summing Up

To sum up our impressions of this rig, I must say
that I found it delightful. I even found the multi-
function controls easy to use. It was a delight to
have in the shack, mainly because it covers some
very interesting frequencies which provide some
excellent DX 'forecasting'.

There's no doubt in the mind of G3XFD that
Yaesu have an excellent transceiver here, and that
the receiver is especially good in an area where re-
ceivers - even modem designs - can 'fall down' . If
I get the chance - this is another of very few modem
transceivers that I'd like in my shack. But this time,
we'll let Tex Swann G I TEX (as a true v.h.f. man)
have the final words on this machine.

Swan Song

As Rob has already told you, I have a series of
antennas at my QTH, one of them being a delta loop
for 50MHz. I've used this antenna with my FT -
690R and consider it to be adequate, given the south
facing side -of -the -hill position of my house. I had
already noticed a few 'burbles', 'squeaks' and other
associated 'twitters' with my '690, but I was unpre-
pared for the continual barrage of signals which
were marching down the coaxial cable into the FT -
650.

Literally every few kHz I could hear some activ-
ity from the microprocessor -based cash -tills in the
row of shops 200m to the north. The sensitivity of

the rig could be reduced with a simple switch, but
even this left the rig more sensitive than my own.

A few tentative 'CQs' showed that the output of
the rig was 'clean'. When I transmitted at approxi-
mately the 20W output level, little disturbance was
noted on a nearby domestic v.h.f. f.m. radio.

My unanswered 'CQ' calls and the interference
from 'background' radiation, has left me unable to
comment on the transmit side. Unable to use the
other two bands of the set, I listened to others mak-
ing use of them. I noted that the delta loop was more
than adequate to hear 'state -side' on 28MHz at sig-
nal levels as if the USA was next-door!

Controlled Ease

As I had little time to play with the rig 'on air',
I'll expand on some of the controls that Rob found
quite easy to use. The synthesisers in the rig have
several stepping rates, changeable by either a small
button or by pressing the function key in.

This action, and rotating the main tuning dial is a
way of tuning the transceiver quickly, in large steps,
through the range covered by the equipment.

With the smaller step -rate, the tuning, though in
steps, was both precise and stable. It sounded
'smooth' when tuning into s.s.b. speech transmis-
sions. The FT -650 also has a secondary receiver in-
cremental tune (r.i.t.) which allows over 20kHz of
independent 'off -tuning' capability.

Second Method

A second method of tuning in larger discrete
2.5kHz steps, was available from a smaller knob low
on the right hand side of the rig. When using f.m. or
a.m. this feature proves very useful.

The extra control knob, when in 'memory' mode,
cycles through each memory in turn. To store a fre-
quency into a memory, the operator has to tune the
v.f.o. to the frequency required and then press the
'mem' button once.

Specifications

General
Receiving frequency range:
Transmitting frequency range:

Frequency Stability

Emission Modes:

Frequency Steps:

Antenna Impedance:

Supply Voltage:

Power Consumption:

24.5 to 56MHz
24.5 to 25MHz
28 to 29.7MHz
50 to 54MHz

(0 to + 50°C) less ±2ppm on s.s.b./c.w., less than
10ppm on a.m./f.m.

J3E (s.s.b.), A1A (c.w.), A3E (a.m.), F3E (f.m.).

10 and 500kHz for all modes.
10Hz for s.s.b., c.w. and a.m.
2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25kHz selectable (all modes).

500

13.8V d.c.
110-125 or 220-234V a.c. (selectable) 50-60Hz with
optional FP -22 a.c. p.s.u.

2A d.c. receive and 18A d.c. transmit (100W)
approximately.
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RSGB 1991
National Convention

and

Amateur Radio Exhibition
at the

NEC
Saturday 27 April - Sunday 28 April
HALL 7, NATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTRE, BIRMINGHAM

RSGB 1991 LOTTERY PRIZE DRAW!

 Launch of Novice Licence  RSGB Committee Representation
 Lecture Programme (Saturday only)  Large Component Stand Area

 Large Trade Exhibition  Morse Tests (Saturday only, by appointment with RSGB)

Opening times:

Saturday 27 April, 10 until 6
Sunday 28 April, 10 until 5

Talk -in on 2 metres, S22

Entrance fee: £3. OAP's, disabled and children: £1.50, (includes free parking and shuttle service to Hall 7).
Children under 12 years of age accompanied by an adult are free of charge.

Concessionary rates for groups of 25 or more.

Organised by the RSGB Exhibition Rally Committee.

Trade Stand enquiries welcome to ERC Chairman, Norman Miller, G3MVV,
178 Warley Hill, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 5HF (tel: 0277225563).
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COMMUNICATIONS LTD
CHATHAM ROAD, SANDLING, MAIDSTONE ME14 3AY

Tel: 0622-692773, 762274 Fax: 0622-764614 Tlx: 965834

Merin

AR9OOK
ARI000
MVT500
MVT6000
8100
R700
FRG9600(M)
9535
WIN108

SCANNERS & RECEIVERS
Description

6 band hand held scanneng RX
Seaming RX 8-1300MHz.. ............ ........... ........
Scanner RX 25-1300MHz handheld..
Scanner RX 25.13 MHz Beee/Moble
Wideband RX
Wideband RX
60-950MHz
Airband VHF & UHF. .. ....... ................ .

Handheld Airband 108-136MHz . .....

Price
incl VAT
£235.00
C249.00
£275.00
£345.00
£499.00
£989.00
£499.00
£249.00
£175.00

P/P Item

AH 7000
YADC 2
DSC
SC3000

WIDE BAND ANTENNAS
Deecnption

Discone 25.1300MHz ....
Discone 14-1300MHz
Discone TX/RX 70-680MHz..
Dwane 300-512MHz

ICOM

PriceP.O
Inc, VAT
C82.50
C79.00
£29.95
C63.99

C4 00
Ca 00
C4

04 OC

2000 General Coverage HF Receiver £595.00 Item Description Price P/P
5000 General Coverage HF Receiver £875.00 'cc, VAT
F225 General Coverage HF Receiver £425.00 10751A HF All Band. General Coverage Rx 12V £1500.00

Hand portable Receiver [399.00 IC 735 HF All Band. General Coverage Rx 12V £979.00
71 General Coverage HF Receiver C855.00 10726 HF All Band. General Coverage Rx 6m.. . . £969.00

RD 880) General Coverage HF Receiver C649.00 IC 725 HF All Band. General Coverage Rx 12V f759.00
IC -505 6Al Transceiver, SSI3/CW 12V . . £529.00

BUTTERNUTT (U.S.A.) C-2SE
lC2SET

2M FM Handponable with Nicad/charger
2M FM Handportabb Keypad entry DIME

£275.00
£295.00

item Descripten Price P/P 02GE 2M FM Handportable with Nicad/charger . £265.00
Intl VAT C -228E 2M FM Mobile 25W 20 Memo 12V £365.00

HF6VX 6 Band Vertical £179.09 - C -228H 2M FM Mobile 45W 20 Memo 12V ...... £385.00
HF2V
AI824

80/40m Vertical
18 8 24MHz Add on Kil

[142.00
C38.85

£400
[2.00 CC -227-9035H

2M SSB/FM/CW 25W 5 Memo 12V ...
2M Transceiver SSBIFM/CW 100W 12V

C559.00
El .039.00

STR 11 HF8V Radial Kit £33.50 £3.00 IC-4SE 70CM FM Handponable Inc Ncad/charger- £310.00
MPS Mounting Post HF6 & HF2 £5.00 £2.00 C-4SET 70CM FM Handportable Keypad entry DIME.... £310.00
20IARK HF2V 20m Add on Kit £33.50 £2 00 C 4GE 70CM FM HandportaUe inc Nicad/charger........ £299.00
30MRK HF2V 30m Add on Kit £33.50 £2.00 IC R100 Wideband Receiver . . . ..... . £499.00
TBR160S 160m Add on Kit for HF6 & HF2 £84.48 £3 00 C. AT150 Automatic Antenna Tuner 100W .. . 029.00
2MCV 3dB 2m Colinear £53.99 £3.00 C-AT500 Automatic Antenna Tuner 500W . ....... ...... £529.00
2MCVS 5dB 2m Colinew C63.99 C3.00
HESS 5 Band Mini Beam £234.15

CUSHCRAFT (U.S.A.) Item

KEN WOOD
Description Price P/P

Rem Description Price P/P Inc/ VAT
Intl VAT TS-950SD . . . . ...NEW Transceiver ... .... . £3,199.00

124WB Cushcraft 124WB VHF Beam Arden [37.08 £4 CO TS940S Cover9 Band TX General Cov; Rx ..... . £1,995.00
153CD Cushcraft 15-3CD 3E1 25th Beam [140.06 08 00 AT940 Auto/ATU £244.88
154CD Cusncratt is-eco 4E1 15m Beam [148.29 08 00 TS140 HF 9 Band Gen Coo. TX/We... C862.00
203CD Cugmralt 20-3CD 3E1 20m Beam £238.91 TS6805 HFl6m TX Gen Cov Rx.... .. . [985.00
204CD Cushcraft 20400 4E1 20m Beam C328.70 TS440 9 Band TX General Cov. Fix .... . ..... ... £1,138.81
215WB Cushcrafl 15E1 2m Yagi Antenna £98.99 £8.00 PS50 H/Duly PSU. C222.49
4218XL 18 Element 2m Boomer £121.90 £8.00 AT230 MI Band ATU/Power Meter E208.67
A3SS Cusimratt 3 Ele Tribander SS £324.02 TH25 NEW 2m H/Held £238.00
A4S Cushcraft 4 Ele Beam Antenna £391.95 - TH45 NEW 70cm Held £269.00
A50-6 Cushcraft Ern 6 Ele Beam Antenna C162.51 £8.00 TH75 NEW 2m/70cm/H/Held C398.00
AP8 8 Band Vertical C164.76 WOO TH205 2m H/H . .. . ...... . C215.26
ARX2B Cushcraft VHF Ventral Antenna £45.59 E3 00 11-1215 2m H/H Keyboard £252.13
ARX45013
AV3

Cushcratt VHF Beam
Cushcraft AV3 Trapped Vert Ant

£42.84
075.00

03.00
£8.00

TR751
TM701

2m 25W MIM Mobile . .. ... _.. .

NEW 2m/70cm FM Malone
£599.00
[469.00

AV5
.......

Cushcralt AV5 Trapped Vert Ant C151.80 £8.00 TAI721 2m/70cm FM Mobile. C675.00
0W3 Cushcrall 10. 15 & 20rn Dipole C138.67 £4.00 TM231E NEW 2m FM Mobile 50/10/5W £28600
D3W Cushcrall 10. 12 lk 17m Dipole C138.87 C4 00 7M431E NEW 70cm FM Mobile 35/113/5W C318.00
LAC1 Cushcraft Lightning Arrestor £6.58 01 .00
LAC2 Cushcraft Lightning Arrestor £8.58 C1.00
LAC4H
R4SK

Cushcraft
R4 to 95 Conversion Kit

£22.79
£35.01

£1 00
£4.00 TEN TEC (U.S.A.)

R5 Cushcratt 1/2 Wave Ven 1020", £259.01 lam Descriptron Price P/PTEN3 3 Element Monobander £115.03 £4.00 Inc/ VAT
TT 582 Omni V HF Transceiver CW/SSBIFM 200 9 bands E1,900.18

MFJ (U.S.A.) 77 585
77 961

Paragon General Coverage HF Transceiver 200W
Power Supply for Omni, Paragon

£1,839.00
£215.00

earn Description Pnce P/P TT 282 6 3MHz 250Hz Filter £60.00 £2.00
incl VAT 77 285 6 3MHz 500Hz Filter . £130.00 £2 00

MFJ1274 Packet Radio Terminal £204.25 £3.00 TT 288 6.3MHz 1800Hz Filter £60.00 £2.00
MFJ1278 Multi Mode Data Controller £228.49 £3.00 TT 1140 Circuit Breaker. £16.00 C200
MFJ1701 6 -way Antenna Switch £39.30 £2.00 TT 217 90MHz 500Hz Filler . £60.00 C2.00
MFJ1704 4 Poston Ant Switch £66.41 £2.50 TT 218 90MHz 1800Hz Fitter .......... £60.00 02.00
MFJ20213 RF Noise Bridge £63.20 £2.00 77 219 90MHz 250Hz Filter £60.00 £200
MFJ204B Antenna Noise Bridge £84.31 £2.00 77 256 FM Transceve Module for Omni 8 Paragon £60.49 £2.50
MFJ260 303W Dummy Load £32.57 £2.00 77 220 90MHz 2 4KHz Frher .. £60.00 C200
MFJ40113 Econo Keyer Ka £59.21 C3.00 77 425E Titan Linear 1 5kW 160.10m £2,171.00
MFJ40713 Electronic Keyer £78.73 E3 00 Tr 420 Hercules II 500W Solki Stale 160 10m ... C839.00
MFJ4228 Electronc Morse Key Benches, £146.25 0 00 77 9420 Hercules II Power Supply 100A 13 8V £660.00
MFJ422BX Electronic Morse Keyer W/O Bendier £76.46 £3.00 77 700C Ten Tec Electrer Hand Microphone £32.00 £2.00
MFJ484C
MFJ722

Grandmaster Memory Keyer
CW/SSB Fitter

£182.32
£76.46

£300
£2.50

TT 705
TT 238

Ten Tec Electret Desk Microphone
Ten Tec ATU 2 OkW match I60rn-10m

£65.00
£361.69

£200

MFJ723 CJW Fitter £48.54 £250 TT 254 Ten Tec ATU 200W T match 160m.10m £153.33 £3.50
MFJ752C Tunable Filter £104.42 £3.00
MFJ815 MYR Meter 25W £78.74 £2.50
MFJ840
MFJB4I

2m Wattmeter
ter Inline Wattmeter

£21.02
£42.14

MOO
£200 YAESU

MFJ9018
MFJ931
MFJ9410

200 Wan ATU
Arthciat Ground
300 WW1 Basic Tuner

£70.05
£88.81

£105.40

£250
03.50
£350

Item Description Price
Inc( VAT

P/P

MFJ945C Versa Tuner 11 MOW' £97.37 C3.50 FT1000 HP Transceiver. £2,995.00
MFJ949D De Luxe 300W ATU £168.82 £3.50 FT767 HF Transceiver £1,599.00
MFJ962B/C I 5kW ATU £258.84 FT747GX

ZiLl'iar
C659.00

MFJ986 1 5kW Roller Inductor Tuner £279.62 - FT757GX HF Transceiver£969.00
LOADS & SWITCHES

FP700
FC700
FP757HD

20A P.S.0
Manual ATU
Heavy Duty 2m P.S.0

£219.00
£149.00
£258.75

C3 00

item Description Price P/P
F74703
F7290

New 2mf70cm Dual Band FM Mobile
Mk II Super 290 2m Muitimode 2.50/

£675.00
[429.00

Intl VAT F7690 Mk II 6m M/Mode 2 5W. £399.00
T35 Top 30W 1.500MHz Dummy Load .......... ..... £10.20 C200 F1411 New 2m H/H Keyboard C225.00
7100 Top 100W 1.500MHz Dummy Load............. .............. [45.00 C200 F7811 New 70cm H/H Keyboard .. . C239.00
T200 Toyo 200W 1.503MHz Dummy Load.. £84.00 C2 00 F7470 New 2rnflOcrn Dual Band H/H. £389.00

KSDLI 2

Texpro 1 55W 160-10M Dummy Load.
Koyo Coaxial switch 2 way 1 OliW

£75.00
C28.89

C2 00
C2 00

F723R
F7739

2rn Mini H/H .......
70cm Mini H/H . ..

0209.00
£229.00

S2ON Koyo Coaxial Switch 2 way 1.06W 1.1000MHz ... £22.86 C200 FNB9 Woad Battery Pack (23/73) £34.50 02 OC
SA 450M Toyo Coaxial Switch 2 way 2.5kW 1.1500MHZ SO239.. £18.50 C200 ENBIO Nicad Battery Pack (23/73) £34.50 £2 OC
SA 450N Toyo Coaxial Switch 2 way 2.5kW 1-500MHz 'N' £28.00 C2 00 F1736 2/70cm 25W Base Station £1,359.00
DRAE UHF UHF 3 Position Antenna Switch 'N' £24.15 02 50
°RAE VHF VHF 3 position Antenna Switch 'S0239 £18.89 C2 50

VSWR/POWER METERS
nein

ROTATORS
Description Price P/P

Nem Description Price P/P loci VAT
Inc!. VAT AR40 Hy Gain for up lo 3 sC1 fl wind Mad £186.67 C4 CO

W160 Koyo 15/60W 2m In -Line VSVvR 02.91 0200 CD4511 Hy Gain for up to 8.5 sq. It wind load C236.80
W544 Koyo 7/40/400W 140-460MHz £107.00 412 00 HAM4 Hy Gain for up to 15 sq ft wind bad £325.80
W560M Koyo 3/20/200 t 8.520MHz £99.90 £200 T2X Hy Gain for up to 20 sq ft wind load [399.00
W570 Koyo 5/20/203 1 8-1300MHz 024.75 C200 2303 Sky King Lght Duly Rotator C39.89 C4.50
K 20 Koyo 15/50W 2m £24.60 £200 GIOORC Yaesu Round 360n metre £169.00 £5.00
K 103 Koyo 2KW 1 8-60MHz £79.98 C200 G600RC Yaesu Round 360' [219.00 £5.00
K 200 Koyo 200W 1 8-60MHz £61.55 £200 AR200XL Offset lead unit. 3 wee, rotary dial control £49.50 £4.00
K 400 Koyo 200W 140-525MHz E63.65 C2 00 G250 Yaesu twist and swath control £78.00
YM lE Toyo 120W 3 5-1500MHz £32.00 £200 KS050 Kenpro Stay Bearing £19.95 £4.00
T 435 Top 200W 2m 6 70cm VSWRAVattmeter C67.77 0200 GC038 Yaesu Rotator lower mast clamp £18.95 £4.00

If you don't see it please ask - we have over 1000 items in stock. We are located just off the Eastern side of the A229 between
Junction 3, M2 and Junction 6, M20. Follow the signs to SANDLING.

Instant credit avertable
mail/Telephone order(E80E)bycheque or Credit Card

OPEN TUES.-SAT.. 9.30.530
(CLOSED MONDAYS)

STOCK ITEMS USUALLY
DESPATCHED WITHIN 24 HRS

DELIVERY/INSURANCE PRICES
MAINLAND ONLY
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Specifications (continued)

Transmitter Details

Power Output:

Duty Cycle:

Modulation Types:

Spurious radiation:

Carrier Suppression (s.s.b. operation):
Unwanted sideband suppression:

Receiver Details

Circuit Specifications:

Intermediate frequencies:

Sensitivity (r.f. amplifier on):

Selectivity
Narrow:
Narrow (with c.w. optional filter):
Narrow (f.m.):
Normal (a.m.):
Normal (f.m.):

Intermediate Frequency Rejection:
Image Rejection:
Intermediate frequency notch depth:

10-100W adjustable (Max. 50W a.m. carrier)

100% @ 100W, 25°C

Balanced, filtered carrier on s.s.b.
Low-level (early stage) on a.m.
Variable reactance on f.m.
Maximum f.m. deviation ± 5kHz at normal i.f.
bandwidth,
± 2.5kHz at narrow i.f. bandwidth.

(harmonic/non-harmonic) at least 50/40dB below
peak output below 30MHz. 70/60dB below peak
output above 50MHz.

at least 40dB below peak output.
at least 40dB below peak output.

triple -conversion superhet in c.w. and a.m.
modes. (dual -conversion on f.m.)
13.69, 455kHz and 8.215MHz (excluding f.m.
mode).

0.125µV for 10dB S/N c.w./s.s.b.
0.5j.tV for 10dB S/N on a.m.
0.160/ for 12dB SINAD on f.m.

2.4/4.5kHz (-61-60dB) s.s.b., c.w., a.m.
600/1200Hz (-6/-60dB)
8/30kHz (-6/-40dB)
6/18kHz (-6/-50dB)
15/30kHz (-6/-40dB)

70dB or better (within amateur bands)
60dB or better (within amateur bands)
4dB or better.

The memory number then flashes in the display.
The next step is to rotate the smaller knob to select
the memory which is to hold the information, before
pressing the 'mem' button in until a fairly long
`beep' is heard. Both frequency and mode have been
stored.

On this transceiver, only memories containing
data were displayed. Overall I found this method
simple and quite easy to understand.

There's another control button which can be used
to transfer the information in the 'other direction'
(memory to v.f.o.) if required. This allows 'frequen-
cies of interest' to be held in memory, to be recalled
and used as a tuning start point.

Portable Operation

This rig isn't just a base station for the shack,
where an optional switch -mode p.s.u. can be used.
The transceiver's also supplied with a long, very
heavy 12V lead to allow the set to be used in the
`field'.

I'd like the opportunity to take it to a local hilltop
overlooking the sea to work the DX. Please SMC
can I borrow it again when the weather is warmer
and vertical antennas are allowed on 50MHz?

PW

The Yaesu FT -650 is available from South Midlands Communications at
Chandler's Ford, Eastleigh, Southampton S05 3BY, at £995 inclusive of VAT

(optional power supply £149 inclusive of VAT) and we thank them for the loan
of the review model.
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Theory

Gerald Stancy
G3MCK, brings

you news of a
development,
which could

revolutionise
receiver design.

A
Inputs

B

Fig. 1.

A
cw signal

on 3550kHz

Pulsed System Receivers
Using The Frequency Sensitive And Gate
(FSAG)

I recently visited the Deutsches Institut fiir Ausse-
rordentliches Denken in Osterhase southern Ger-
many. I was shown a receiver based on a prototype
frequency sensitive AND gate (f.s.a.g.) chip.

Before describing the receiver it's necessary to
understand how the f.s.a.g. works and this means
delving into a little basic digital theory. It's only by
understanding digital techniques fully that you'll re-
alise how special the f.s.a.g. is.

AND Pulses

A basic building blocks of digital circuitry is the
AND gate. The simplest version of this has two in-
puts producing one output as shown in Fig. 1. The
diagram of Fig. 2 expresses this in logic terms
where 'the presence of a signal at a port is denoted
by '1' and the absence by '0'. For a logical '1' out-
put to occur both inputs must also be logical '1', or
to use the jargon, set -on. Under all other conditions

Output

B
reference oscillator 3550kHz

A B 0 1

0 0 0

1 0 1

Fig. T.

of the inputs a '0' output is present. The value '1'
means a signal more than 67% of the supply voltage.
Logical '0' represent a voltage less than 33% of the
supply voltage.

'Recht In Linie'

The table shows the states of the output for the
various input stages. Therefore, it shows that if B is
held at '1' and A pulses i.e., 0101.. etc, then the out-
put will pulse in phase with A. As the gennan dem-
onstrator said "Recht in linie," or in -phase sequence.

The f.s.a.g. has similar characteristics but with
one critical difference. That is both A and B must be
sine waves. Besides the AND logic that's been de-
scribed, output will only occur when A and B have
the same frequency.

Therefore if a c.w. signal on 3550kHz is applied
to input A and a steady reference signal of 3550kHz
to input B, a pulsed d.c. voltage will appear at the
output. This voltage will follow the c.w. that is ap-
plied to input A. It can, after filtering to remove the
r.f. ripple, key an audio oscillator. The basic c.w. re-
ceiver is shown in Fig. 3.

FSAG Operation

To use the f.s.a.g. receiver is an uncanny experi-
ence. All the signals have exactly the same tone,
strength, and s/n because, you are listening to a
keyed audio oscillator. They just drop in without the
hetrodynes experienced when using a conventional
receiver. If the receiver is to be used for other than
spot frequency work this knife-edge tuning is a
problem.

Oscillator Loop

The solution is rapidly sweeping the reference
oscillator about its mean frequency. The deviation,
controlled by the operator, is small but gives a band-
width of twice the deviation frequency. Too little
and the tuning is sharp, too wide, and neighbouring
signals cause interference by keeping the output port
'on'. This causes a continual audio tone to be heard
in the loudspeaker. However by careful manipula-
tion of both the sweep and the reference oscillators,
it is possible to eliminate them all except the zero
beat interference. Of course, no drift can be tolerated
in either the receiver or the transmitter. The archi-
tecture of a practical f.s.a.g. receiver is shown in
Fig. 4.

Enhanced Decode

A further enhancement, still under development,
will almost completely solve the problem of zero -
beat QRM. This is done by utilising the idea of
phase-ANDing. Here, besides the basic properties,
both inputs must be in -phase to produce an output.

The institute prototype was managing to acheive
90° phase discrimination. It should be possible for
up to four c.w. stations to use the same frequency
without causing mutual interference. More develop -

Fig. 3. ment is taking place, with the objective of increasing
the phase resolution. It's the phase difference be -
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tween the interfering signals and not the number of
zero -beat signals that's important with this new
technique.

Yellow Over -Unit

While this has been a description of the use of
the f.s.a.g. in a c.w. receiver, the system can be du-
plexed for RTTY and similar f.s.k. pulse systems.
Light with a wavelength of 576nm (521THz) must
be present to allow the f.s.a.g to work properly. A
single yellow coloured polarised filter has to be fit-
ted in the final unit. Unfortunately the f.s.a.g. is not
yet available in the current trade catalogues, but is
due shortly (projected date 29th February 1994).

The f.s.a.g. will eventually enable all amateurs
to build high performance c.w. receivers with ease.

Roll on that day!
PW

Fig. 4.

A
input signal

Reference oscillator

Sweep oscillator

ADVERTISEMENTS

laklikrtINNe
G4HKS

HIE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

286 Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London W5 4UB.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
MARTIN LYNCH

is consistently paying high prices for
good clean amateur radio equipment.

I now have a large amount of customers
who urgently require complete

equipment and accessories.

If you have any YAESU, KENWOOD,
ICOM, STANDARD or any other main-
line equipment, please ring or fax your

details through immediately.
The items can either be sold on your
behalf or bought outright for cash.

CALL: 081 566 1120 or
Fax: 081 566 1207
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VCR
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2.50 LOTS MORE SHEETS

G26C584 svce man CTV 2.50 ETC. AVAILABLE.
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CTV
VCR
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Construction High Impedance Oscilloscope
Probe

You can get the
best out of your

'scope and 'sniff
out' the high

frequencies with
this active probe

from Steve Farrow
G8JWY.

If electronic measuring equipment is to be effective,
it must have minimum effect on the circuit under
test. This applies especially to the oscilloscope at
higher frequencies. Special techniques have to be
used to reduce to a minimum the loading by the
resistive and capacitive elements of the
oscilloscopes input circuitry. This useful little
project helps to do just that.

Low Impedance

Oscilloscopes have high impedance inputs. A
typical 'scope input circuit can be IMCI in parallel
with perhaps some 5-10pF. At d.c then, the input
impedance is IMO (at d.c. a capacitor is effectively
open circuit). At 1MHz the impedance of the input
capacitor has fallen to 15-30k11. Then you have the
lead itself to consider. One metre of coaxial lead can
have a capacitance of 80-100pF. This gives an
impedance of about 1.71{0. At 20MHz this
decreases to about 8052 impedance.

One Answer

The illustration in Fig. 1 shows the circuit of a
typical `x 10' passive probe. The impedances of the
IlpF and the 100pF capacitors are arranged to have
the same ratio as the 9 and IMCI resistances. That is
9:1, giving an overall 'gain' figure of 0.1 (-20dBs)
at all frequencies. BUT the input capacitance is now

Fig. 1: A typical passive 'x10'
oscilloscope probe circuit

c5,1, J -C3
1P 710n I1Dtj914

R2
1DOkProbe .--17::"Ar.4

OM I1DN2914

OV o
Tip mr1On

0.6V

/lp

Fber - Input nonenanre

Cin kM orapernence rncludny
the mane Wel ropeotanor

less than 11 pF, much lower than with the coaxial
cable alone.

The major disadvantage of the above answer is
that the probe has an overall loss. This means that
the 'scope must have more gain to counteract this
loss. Wide bandwidth, high gain amplifiers are more
costly to produce. This is the main reason that
budget 'scopes are not brilliant at high frequencies.

How can we keep the high impedance, but keep
as wide a bandwidth as possible?

Another Approach

The answer to that is quite simple, make the
probe an active probe. Put an amplifier in it. That is
the option I have taken.

The full circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The
circuit is in essence a source/emitter follower, with
the output balanced round about OV. The d.c. input
impedance is 10MS2 from R1. Resistor R2, with
both diodes DI and 2, protect the gate of TR1
against overdrive. The voltage on the gate of TR I is

limited to no more than ±6V by their action.
Capacitor Cl, gives a compensating boost to the
higher frequencies.

Transistor TR2, further buffers the signal to drive
the coaxial line capacity. Resistors R5-7 form
matching pads, to make sure the coaxial line plays
no other part in changing the signal. In r.f. terms
they would be there to keep the v.s.w.r. down to 1:1.

Construction

I would recommend that you use both p.c.b.s in
the designed cases if you are building the probe.
This will maximise the bandwidth and viability of
the completed probe. Until the system has been
calibrated, don't solder the top cover for each part.

Follow the layout shown in Fig. 3, when you
build the probe. Leave the soldering of R3 to the
last, when assembling the amplifier board. Care
should be taken to keep component leads to the
minimum length. The value of R3 is adjusted, such
that the quiescent voltage at R5, is as near OV as
possible. Start with a value of about 1.51d2. Increase
the value to make the voltage more positive, and
reduce it to make it more negative. An aid when
doing this is to use a 2kS2 variable resistor to set the
voltage level. When you are satisfied, remove and
measure the resistance needed to achieve the result.
Use the nearest preferred, E24 or E48 series,
resistance value for R3.

Covered Up

The cases for both parts are shown in Fig. 4.
Make two each of the two channel pieces. In one of

ci , the shorter channels, drill a suitable hole to allow R7
10n

TR2 to be adjusted. Make four end -plates as shown in the
2N2222 diagram. For the 'scope board, one end -plate is

soldered directly to the plug to fit on the 'scope. The
other has a hole suitable to take the coaxial cable.

TR1
2N3819

11.6.4
R5
43

R3 R4
See text 220

mu) Probe
(Penne)

Ogils<cilloscope

R6
20 For the probe end, one end -plate has a central

o 6V hole for the coaxial cable, and one smaller hole for
both power supply leads to pass through. For the
forward end of the probe, I used a 4mm socket to

m allow the actual probe tip to be changed to suit the
needs of the job. This meant a single hole about
6mm across to fit the socket through. You could
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Signal
ground

Probe

 00 00 000000000..V 4000 00 0,
WR285

00fir 0

00001:1000

Cs,

C3

Screen case

-6V +6V OV

0 gs
WR284 0

0000

Fig. 3: Overlay and interconnections diagram of the probe.

Screen case

Oscilloscope

also, if needed, fit another coaxial socket for the tip.
The drawing of Fig. 5 shows a suitable probe -tip in
this case. You might like to replace the wire, with a
sewing needle suitably soldered in position.

The top foil groundplane of both boards should
be soldered, in several places, to each case. Check
that the probe is working as designed, and solder the
top half of each case into place, taking care to see
that you can adjust R7 on the smaller board.

After calibration, finish the project, by adding a
final covering of heat -shrink sleeving to hide the
soldering as much as possible.

Calibration

To calibrate the probe you should find a suitable
source of 2V peak -to -peak sine wave signals at a
frequency of about 10kHz. The next step, is to use
the probe to monitor this signal, and adjust R7 to
give a 1V peak -to -peak signal on the 'scope display.

Capabilities

The probe has a 'gain' of 0.5, with an input
impedance of 10M0 in parallel with about 6pF,
made up from the diodes and f.e.t. capacitances. I
measured the response of the probe up to 48MHz
and Fig. 6 shows the results. I think you can see
from this, that the probe is more than adequate for
the vast majority of oscilloscopes. PW

Further Reading

'The Oscilloscope In Your Workshop', a series of
articles by Fred Judd G2BCX, starting in this issue of
PW

How To Use Oscilloscopes And Other Test Equipment,
R.A. Penfold, £3.50
Oscilloscopes How To Use Them, How They Work. Ian
Hickman, £12.95
Both of the above books are available from our PW
Book Services.

TonninatiOn box
tin-plate

6 Dia
t hole

/ (tor adjustment
ot R7(

End isletes

trtin-oglate
Drat to suit
connections

Ampliber box
1,-olate

2 st.

Fig. 4: Basic measurements of the three shapes
required to make the probe screening boxes.

Short 30mm length
7/0 2 equipment wire

Back nut, braid sleeve
rubber damp bush discarded

Insulator & pm retained
with epoxy resin

Fig. 5: One idea for a possible
interchangeable probe tip.

1db 22MHz

750 33MHz

350 4BMHz

00M1,Hz100KHz 1MHz 10MBz

Fig. 6: This shows the measured
characteristics of the prototype unit

How Much?
£10
How Difficult?
Beginner +

Shopping List
Resistors
Metal film 1%, 0.25W
4312 1 R5
22051 1 R6
1001d1 1 R2
R3 is selected on test as
described in the text.

Metal film 1%, 0.6W
22012 1 R4
10MD 1 R1

Variable Miniature
Horizontal Mounting
10012 1 R7

Capacitors
Miniature Disc Ceramic
lOnF 3 C1-3

Tantalum Bead 16V
1u.F 2 C4,5

Semiconductors
1N914 2 D1,2

(or 1N4148)
2N2222 1 TR2
2N3819 1 TR1

Miscellaneous
Double -sided p.c.b.s
(PW p.c.b. service), tin-
plate to make the
boxes, plugs sockets to
suit the 'scope, a length
of miniature 50D
coaxial cable up to a
maximum of about 1m,
a 4mm 'banana' socket
and matching plug,
nylon weave sleeving.
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MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!
Over the past 100 years more than 9 million students throughout the world have found
it worth their while! An ICS home -study course can help you get a better job, make more
money and have more fun out of life! ICS has over 90 years experience in home -study
courses and is the largest correspondence school in the world_ You learn at your own
Pace, when and where you want under the guidance of expert personal'' tutors Find out
how we can help VOL. Post or phone today for your FREE INFORMATION PACK on the
course of yOur choice (Tick one box only!)
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TV, Video 8
NI -Fl Servicing E

Basic Electronic
Engineering (City a Guild0

Refrigeration a
Air Conditioning 0

Electrial Engineering Car Mechanics El
Electrical Contracting/
Installation

1-1
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Computer
Programming 0

GCSE/GCE/SC! over 40 examination subjects to choose from 0
Address

MAGNUM RALLY 1991
Irvine Scotland

Organised by

Cunninghame & District Amateur Radio Club

Sunday
24th March at 10.30 a.m.

Entrance programme £1.50
Many traders and Bring & Buy

Talk -in on S22

Bring the whole family for a day out in one of
Scotlands best leisure centres.

STUDENT SPONSORSHIP
WOOD & DOUGLAS, a UK independent company
specialising in Radio Communication Engineering in
the VHF. UHF and Microwave spectrum, is now
seeking candidates for sponsorship through Higher
Education as part of their ongoing student
sponsorship policy.
If you are considering a career in radio engineering,
have an active interest in radio as a hobby and are
expecting to enter full time University or Polytechnic
training in Autumn 1991, then WOOD & DOUGLAS
could have a package that will suit both your financial
and industrial training needs.
Please enquire in writing initially giving full details of
your personal situation, subjects under study and any
placement offers received to date.

Send your details to:
Student Sponsorship
Wood & Douglas
Lattice House
Baughurst, Basingstoke
Hampshire RG26 5LL

Access

VISA
=MOM LWOOD & DOUGLAS

VHF/UHF COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS

AKD

YEAR
WARRANTY

Unit 5
Parsons Green Estate
Boulton Road
Stevenage
Herts SG1 40G

MANUFACTURERS OF:
AMATEUR RADIO EQUIP
ACCESSORIES & FILTERS

mmia MAIL ORDER DEPT.
Stock Items Normally
Despatched within 48 hours.

Ell 21 days latest.
TEL. 0438 351710

144MHz MOBILE TRANSCEIVER
£189.75

BRIEF SPEC
* 2 Mtr FM Transceiver
* Supply Voltage 13.2v
* Channel Spacing 25kHz
* Pre -Programmed Channels
* Listen on Input facility for Repeater operation

BRITISH
DESIGN

* TX. Output Power 25 & 5 Watts
* RX. Sensitivity >0.4uV

Audio Output 2 Watts

Made in the UK by AKD in association with TOLMER Ltd

ALL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM US DIRECT ALL AKD PRODUCTS CARRY THE USUAL AKD 2 YEAR

MAIL ORDER OR WHY NOT MAKE USE OF OUR ACCESS GUARANTEE. PRICES QUOTED ARE CORRECT AT TIME

VISA FACILITIES TO ENSURE MINIMUM DELAY OF GOING TO PRESS AND INCLUDE VAT

INC VAT

EASY TO OPERATE

IDEAL FOR BEGINNER
AND ENTHUSIAST ALIKE

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
TRADE ORDERS CAN NOW BE PLACED BY

FAX ON 0438 357591

Props: RT & VEL Wagstaffe. Technical Adviser: John Armstrong G8MVH
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Theory

We-4A Se,u:e4

This month Fred Judd G2BCX,
begins his new series on the
oscilloscope, one of the most
versatile servicing and testing
'tools' available to the radio
enthusiast and professional
engineer.

The Oscilloscope In Your
Workshop
The oscilloscope is undoubtedly one of the most
versatile of all measuring instruments used in radio
and electronics. The 'scope has literally hundreds of
applications, yet it is rarely ever used to its fullest
extent, except perhaps in laboratories.

The object of my new series is to deal with as
many of these applications as possible. The series
will include many photographic examples (oscillo-
grams) that may prove useful to both existing and
potential owners.

The origin of the 'scope and how it operates, is a
story that can be found in many textbooks, including
references 1 and 2 at the end of this part. However,
a few words about the use of the 'scope and about
buying a suitable instrument will be a helpful intro-
duction to oscillography.

Choosing Your 'Scope

When purchasing a 'scope, it is important to
consider what you're going to use it for! You'll also
have to consider the other instruments necessary for
common applications, e.g., performance measure-
ments and/or fault-finding in audio, radio, video and
electronic equipment generally (ref. 3).

Prices of new, modern 'scopes range from
around £300 to £3000 or more. Note that those at
the top of the price range may have a frequency
coverage from d.c. into the GHz region and have a
wide range of facilities. These 'scopes are normally
regarded as 'laboratory' instruments.

A three -trace 'scope similar to that shown in Fig.
1., will cater for most measurements, tests, and
waveform displays, required for even the keenest
amateur experimenter. This particular model has a
frequency response from d.c. to 20MHz and two Y -

amplifiers which will accept a.c. or d.c. signals at
the inputs.

Other facilities provided on this 'scope include
the synchronising of the timebase (from all three
traces) from input signals, and from an external trig-
gering signal. Timebase speeds range from 0.5s/di-
vision on the screen graticule (1 division = 10mm)
to 0.2µs/div. It also has a 10 times magnification on
each of the 20 calibrated speeds.

Signal magnitudes from 5mV to 5V per/div
(10mm) are available over 10 calibrated ranges. The

cathode ray tube (c.r.t.) traces appear in bright green
and are of short persistence, which means that the
`green glow' lasts only a short time.

Solid State

Many oscilloscopes have other useful features,
but these and the facilities described above are typi-
cal of most 'scopes in the price range £300 to £400.
These days, such instruments are solid state except
for the c.r.t.

There's a wide range of 'scopes to choose from,
so it's important to make a study of the performance
specifications and facilities of different models and
makes before parting with your cash!

Secondhand (solid state) double -trace 'scopes
and older (valved) models, such as a Cossor 1039

which is equipped with double -trace and with
a.c. or d.c. input Y amplifiers, can be obtained at
reasonable prices. However, you should be very
wary of any model, however recent, that has been
modified for some reason and/or will not function to
its specified calibration.

If the calibration is suspect, the measurement of
a.c., along with the voltage and current magnitudes
of a.c. could be unreliable. There's also the possibil-

Fig. 1. (Heading Pic).
A modern but
relatively low cost
triple -trace 'scope.
The unit has a
frequency limit of
20MHz. (see text for
other performance
details). Photo
courtesy of Maplin
Electronics.

Fig. 2. Waveform
'mark/space' and
frequency
relationship (see
text).

e Square -wave. Mark/space ratio 1:1

+ e Square -wave. M/S ratio 1 to 10.

+Ue Ramp Wave. M/S ratio 1 to almost 0
Repetition Rate (Frequency) each:same
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Fig. 3. Oscillogram. (A)
Sawtooth, (B) Square and (C)
Sinewaves. (See text. Time v

Frequency and amplitude
factors).

Fig. 4. Oscillogram. High quality
audio amplifier frequency

response test with 1000Hz input.
(A) Signal at amplifier output as
(B) indicates poor low frequency

response and as (C) poor high
frequency response. (see text).

Measurement: RISE TIME (rt): Leading
edge of a Square Wave.

100

90:4

EXAMPLE
Timebase
lOpSec:
/division
horizontal

scale.

10:4

0

4

4 1----

L_____L_

The rise time (rt) measured
between IS and 80:4 = approx: 7.SpSecs:

Crtsa)
Fig. 5. The 'rise -time' of a
squarewave is measured over
80% of the leading edge i.e,
between 10 and 90%.

Fig. 6. Oscillogram. Ramp waves
are often used as timebase

voltages in oscilloscopes. They
can be very linear and generated

to be (A) negative -going or (C)
positive -going. (B) This is the

initiating pulse.

Table. 1.

Value Sinewave Squarewave Triangular -Wave
(laeceles)

Peak : r.m.s. 42 = 1.4142 1.000 43 = 1.732
r.m.s. : Peak 1/.42 = 0.7071 1.0000 1/43 = 0.577

Peak : Average 7I/2 = 1.57 1.000 2..000

Average : Peak 2/7c = 00.64 1.000 0.5000
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ity that the visual display of simple and complex
waveforms associated with radio, audio and elec-
tronic equipment generally, will not be accurate.

A 'scope can also be used in a visual display
mode - similar to a v.d.u. - for showing specific
events in conjunction with special items of equip-
ment. I'll explain this technique later in the series,
but again accurate calibration plays an important
part.

Timebase Calibration

As the timebase calibration of virtually all mod-
ern 'scopes is in terms of 'real-time', a close ap-
proximation of the frequency, or repetition rate of
virtually any waveform, is quite easy to determine.
However, the highest frequency that can be meas-
ured is bound by the limit of the timebase repetition
rate, (horizontal or 'X' deflection) and the frequency
response of the 'Y' amplifiers (vertical or Y deflec-
tion).

On most 'scopes, the graticule over the c.r.t.
screen will have 10 graduations 10mm apart. Each
division represents a duration of seconds (s), milli-
seconds (ms) or microseconds, (µs) depending on
the timebase ranges.

On the screen there are usually eight divisions,
also 10mm apart, for amplitude measurement in
terms of N volts or millivolts -volts per division ac-
cording to the Y amplifier attenuator ranges (see
Fig. 1.). The X and Y channels on many 'scopes can
be combined for Lissajou Figure frequency com-
parison and have what is known as a 'Z' input for
signals to provide the necessary display on the c.r.t.
screen.

Simultaneous Displays

When one or more different, but frequency re-
lated waveforms are displayed simultaneously for
comparison, it's important to be able to define the
mark/space ratio of each and the duration of one cy-
cle. The three different waveforms in the computer -
derived illustration, Fig. 2, have the same fre-
quency. So, one cycle of each has the same duration
but the mark/space ratio of each is different.

The oscillogram, Fig. 3 (photo of actual display
on c.r.t. screen) shows three different waveforms.
The timebase speed is 1 ms per division, and the
three traces each show five complete cycles. One
cycle of either has the same duration i.e., 2ms.

The frequency of the waveforms (A) sawtooth,
(B) , (C) sinewave, is 1000/2 or 500Hz. Assume 1
volt/div for the Y, or horizontal graticule lines, then
the amplitude of (A) is I.75V, (B) just over 1V.
Note however, that the amplitude of (C), the
sinewave, is 2V. Between the positive and negative
peaks, i.e., 2V peak -to -peak.

Note: In a.c. practice, any references to voltages
or currents, (unless otherwise specified), is usually
taken as being the r.m.s. (root mean square) value.
Ordinary measuring instruments - such as your
bench multimeter - are normally calibrated in r.m.s.
values. Sinewaves however, are displayed on a
'scope in terms of their peak -to -peak amplitudes.
Table 1 summarises the principle characteristics of
several waveforms (ref. 4).

Waveform Applications

There are many applications for different wave-
forms. For example, a 1000Hz squarewave was at
one time commonly used for checking the perform-
ance of high fidelity audio amplifiers. With a lead -
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ing edge 'rise -time' of about lits (one microsecond)
squarewave, as (A) in Fig. 4 a squarewave at this
frequency also has a harmonic content extending to
about the 30th harmonic.

The signal is fed to the input of the amplifier to
be tested, but if it appears at the output like (B) suf-
fering differentiation, it indicates a poor low fre-
quency response. Integration (C) is indicative of
poor high frequency response. If the squarewave
appears at the output with close approximation to its
original form, then the amplifier has a fairly 'flat'
overall response from at least 20 to 20 000Hz.

The rise -time of the leading edge of a
squarewave is also an important factor in certain
electronics applications. As in the computer -derived
illustration, Fig. 5, where it's measured over about
80% of its leading edge. Modern 'scopes will dis-
play a waveform rise -time of lgs, or less. Note: a.c.
(capacitive) coupling in audio or electronic cir-
cuitry, can cause very low -frequency squarewaves
to become slightly differentiated (sloping top and
bottom) if the coupling capacitance value is too low.
When measuring this type of signal with your
'scope, it's wise use the 'Y' amplifier d.c. inputs.

Ramp Waveforms

Examples shown by the oscillogram in Fig. 6,
are (A) negative -going and (C) positive -going
ramps. The initiating pulse may be a positive or
negative -going depending on the circuit.

The negative -going squarewave (B) has an ap-
proximate 1ms 'mark' duration. The fairly long rise -
time of the ramp waveforms is equal to the duration
of the initiating squarewave.

Ramp wave -forms are commonly used as
timebases for modern solid state 'scopes. The nec-
essary oscilloscope timebase 'flyback' suppression,
is often derived from the initiating squarewave. This
technique is required to 'blank out' the electron -
beam, which provides the glowing 'trace', as it
quickly returns to the left of the screen at the end of
each 'sweep'.

Valve Timebases

The most commonly used timebase generator in
'scopes using valves, is the Miller-transitron circuit.
This circuit which produces a timebase wave and
blanking pulse is shown in Fig. 7.

Some earlier valve -equipped 'scopes featured the
Puckle timebase and other special circuitry by O.S.
Puckle, who was one of the pioneers in this field.
Timebase (or X) calibration on most older valved
'scopes, is usually only approximate. Some models
may not be calibrated at all.

Quite accurate calibration, or a check on existing
calibration, can be obtained with the aid of narrow
pulses at known frequencies. Those displayed in
Fig. 8, are locked to the timebase and have intervals
of 10p.s (a frequency of 1 000 000/10 or 100kHz).

The 'scope screen, or graticule, is marked off as
shown. This test will also show how linear the
timebase is. The oscillogram, Fig. 9, which uses the
same calibration as in Fig. 8, and is taken from the
Cossor 1039 MkIII valved -equipped 'scope (Fig.
10) shows that the rise -time of the squarewave (S) is
very close to 1µs.

Gated Time -Markers

With the aid of suitable circuitry, a given number
of time -marker pulses, like those in Fig. 9 (they're
often called 'pips') can also be 'gated' so as to start

Fig. 7. Oscillogram. (A) Miller -
transition timebase with (B)
initiating . Commonly used with
older 'valved' scopes.

Fig. 8. Oscillogram. Method of
calibrating a timebase with
narrow marker pulses of known
frequency. Example pulse
intervals = 10p.s. (see also Fig. 9
and text.

Fig.9. Oscillogram. 10p.s
markers inked onto un-
calibrated graticule.
Rise -time of square
wave (5) also displayed,
is virtually

Fig. 10. The Cossor 1039 MKIII double -
beam scope used for the examples Fig.
8 and 9. This model employed valves
and the Y amplifier inputs catered for
d.c. as well as a.c. voltages. (The tine
camera was used to make a
demonstration film of oscilloscope
applications).

O

Fig. 11. Oscillogram. (A) Timebase
wave. (B) Very short duration
(0.5µs) marker pips. (See text
regarding a specific application).

coincidentally with an audio or r.f. pulse and still be
synchronised with a timebase.

This technique can be achieved with a
multivibrator at a suitable frequency, and a flip-flop
(one shot multivibrator) or with a 556 timer 'chip'. I
used gated time -markers, as in the oscillogram Fig.
11, to obtain very accurate measurements of the ve-
locity of sound in air.
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Fig. 12 Oscillogram. (A)
Synchronising pulse for

timebase (B) transmitter (r.f.)
gating pulse and (C) distance

markers. (See text and Fig. 13
regarding application.

Fig. 13. Oscillogram. (TP)
Transmitted r.f. pulse (5000.

(1F) Echo from the ionospheric F
region.

(GE) Same echo but gated to
eliminate noise etc.

(X) A secondary echo (2F) just
above the receiver noise. See
text for further explanation.

Fig. 14. Oscillogram. (5) Echo
from ionosphere (F region). with

splitting due to the earth's
magnetic field. (magneto -ionic

splitting). (G) Superimposed
gating -pulse, opened -out so that

the whole of echo and some
receiver noise is displayed.

The markers and short pulses at audio frequency,
were synchronised with the timebases of a v.d.u. and
a 'scope. This set-up was then operated in conjunc-
tion with a 'sound' transmitter and a special trans-
ducer, similar to a microphone, placed at a predeter-
mined distance from the sound transmitter.

The 10 markers in the example, are at intervals of
time (t) the total time along the timebase being 10 x
(t). If the leading edge of the short pulse from the
sound transmitter appeared at the 8th marker for in-
stance, it would have travelled a distance (d) equal
to 8 x (t). (Ref. 4)

Marker pips of this nature are also used in radar
systems. In this application the time intervals are not
only related to the speed of radio waves (300 x 10
metres/sec) but must also take into account the dou-
ble journey made by the transmitter pulses to the
'target' and back to the receiver.

The oscillogram, Fig. 12, shows the time rela-
tionship between (A) and the master synchronising
pulse (B) and the transmitter (r f) pulse and (C) the
1ms interval distance markers of a very long range
system. This is briefly described below and is yet
another use for a 'gate' circuit.

Ionospheric Sounding

In the oscillogram shown in Fig. 13, I've pro-
vided a photograph of an actual display of a radar
type r.f. pulse transmission and reception technique
used for measuring the virtual height of the iono-
spheric regions (E, Fl and F2) as well as 'sporadic
E' observation.

The transmitted r.f. pulse (TP) of about 501.ts and
the received echo (IF) on the top trace, indicate an F
region virtual height above earth of 375km al the
time the photo' was taken. The (IF) echo is gated to
appear entirely on its own, as (GE) on the bottom
trace with receiver noise and other possible interfer-
ing signals completely eliminated.

As the gate pulse can also be moved to any point
along the timebase, the second echo, just visible
above the noise in the top trace at (x), could also be
gated. I should also point out that the signals on the
top trace are inverted for convenience. Many
'scopes have this facility.

The width of a gating pulse can also be varied to
let through a greater portion of signal as in the
oscillogram, Fig. 14. In this example the gate pulse
(G) is actually shown, sufficiently 'opened' to ac-
commodate a 'split' echo from the ionospheric F re-
gion plus a little receiver noise. The echo is 'split'
by the earth's magnetic field (magneto -ionic split-
ting).

That's the lot for this month, but next time I'll
take a look at frequency comparison by Lissajou
figures, audio and r.f. amplifier frequency responses
using the sweep frequency technique, audio ampli-
fier harmonic distortion and h.f. transmitter moni-
toring methods using a line sampler.

PW

References

I. The Oscilloscope At Work by A. Hass and R. W. Hallows.
Iliffe. London 1959.
Good basic material but applicable to older valved 'scopes. Deals with many applications and how the 'scope operates.

2. The Radio Laboratory Handbook. by M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc C.Eng, FLEE. Iliffe 1971
A book for the experimentally -minded enthusiast. It covers laboratory measuring techniques and equipment, including oscilloscope techniques.

3. Servicing With The Oscilloscope by Gordon J. King. Newnes-Butterworths. 1976.
An excellent guide to fault-finding as well as testing the performance of audio and TV equipment using the oscilloscope.

4. Measuring The Velocity Of Sound. by F. C. Judd MIOA, M. Inst. E., Assoc: IPRE. International Broadcast Engineer Magazine. Oct 64.

NOTE: The reference books (I, 2 & 3) have been chosen because they contain much basic information often missing in modern books. Although now
out of print they are almost certainly available from libraries. There are of course many modem books covering solid state circuitry for special appli-
cations in conjunction with oscilloscopes, e.g. low distortion sinewave generators, audio and r.f. sweep frequency generators, 'electronic' gating sys-
tems, multi -waveform generators, etc. (see PW Book Service)
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MARTIN LYNCH
G4HKS

THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

AMSTRAD

STANDARD.

ALINCO
Authorised Dealer

286 Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London W5 4UB. Tel: 081 566 1120 Fax: 081 566 1207

Now is the time to introduce the "STAFF" at the EXCHANGE
CENTRE. You remember VALERIE, G4WIS. "WIS" has been
with me for years, (she must have the patience of a saint!).
Valerie helps with all the administration, invoices, answering
the phone and lots more. The latest editions to the merry band
are GRAEME G4XOF and CHRIS GESVOQ. Graeme helps
with the continuing onslaught of SALES ENQUIRIES both in
the shop and mail order, whilst Chris plods on sorting out all
those niggling faults with your rigs and accessories. Yes, we
do offer unbeatable service for faulty equipment, both
in price and turn -around times. The final lady is
JENNIFER, she stays in the background paying all the
suppliers and sorting out the books - don't envy her job one
bit!
I have been very careful in choosing people who understand
your requirements. As you can see, the "FRONT LINE" are
ALL Licensed and active in the hobby. We are certainly
growing. This is due to the continued support from customers
old and new. The atmosphere in the shop is more reminiscent
of a popular radio club - you are not pressurised into buying
anything. There are rows of equipment NEW and USED,
all permanentlywired for demonstration, orjust plain "fiddling"
with. (The National Grid dips when the benches are turned
on!). If you cannot visit the busiest EXCHANGE CENTRE in the
U.K., don't worry. We can send you our stock lists by return.
Just phone, write or fax for your copy.

I'm surrounded by Motorways, including the M1, M40, M25
and M4. lam the closest store to Heathrow by Tube, just jump
on the Piccadilly line and I am across the road from
NORTHFIELDS UNDERGROUND. Pop in and see for yourself
the ever changing range of equipment new and secondhand,
all guaranteed and ready to TAKE AWAY. (Bit like FISH &
CHIPS really). Every item is available MAIL ORDER. I am still
paying top prices for your USED EQUIPMENT - phone and
discuss your requirements.

On a final note. You probably think that West London
Emporiums have gone O.T.T. on the COFFEE frontier.
Martin Lynch at least serves his in cups and not on the
counter. I also found it amusing to have fifteen orso operators,
requesting the availability of their favourite biscuits in the
shop on the local repeater the other day .,.

73 Martin G4HKS

Martin Lynch is a Licensed Credit Broker. Full written details
upon request. Typical APR 36.8%.

PHONE 081 566 1120 Ell
For fast mail order Tel: 081 566 1120 Please add f 10 for 48 hour delivery.
Shop opening hours:
Tuesday - Saturday 10 - 6pm. 24 hour Sales HOT LINE 0860 339 339 (After
hours only). Fax order line open 24 hours.

C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

Mail order to: EYDON, DAVENTRY

VISA
NORTHANTS NN11 6PT
Tel: 0327 60178

ACTIVE ANTENNA
FOR SCANNERS

Microway. 1,

pre

10d13

Tinted Circuit
anent

.12 to 14V DC

Interface n.ule

HOWES AA4
The HOWES AA4 Active Antenna gives full coverage from 25 to 1300MHz. It is designed to be

the ideal solution for those requiring a compact, broadband antenna for use with scanning
receivers. The AA4 features advanced technology with a low noise microwave IC amplifier.

Fully broad -band covering 25 to 1300MHz.

Low noise microwave IC INF <30). Over 15dB gain. IP3 +15dBm.

Coax powering 12 to 14V DC at less than 20mA.

10dB switched attenuator on the receiver interface board.

it 16 inches long, 1.2 inches wide. Easy to build kit or ready built modules.

If your scanner reception could benefit from the addition of a remotely located antenna. or you

would like a much neater, more compact alternative to the ugly di scone types, then the HOWES

AA4 could be just the job! You can read the review in the November '90 Short Wave Magazine.

Excellent performance in a small space!

AA4 Kit: £18.80 Assembled PCB modules: f24.90

Scanning Receiver

AA2 ACTIVE ANTENNA for 150kHz to 30MHz
The HOWES AA2 is the active antenna to use for general coverage HF reception. Broad -band

performance that does not tail off at the higher frequencies The neat, compact answer forthose

with limited space, holiday use, mobile operation etc. Two selectable gain settings, local or

coax powering (12 to 14V). IP3 +38dBm. Easy to build and much liked by customers'

`AA2 Kit: £7.50 Assembled PCB: £11.50

HF SSB and CW RECEIVERS
Our range of simple, but very effective receivers opens up the world of long distance radio

communications for a very modest outlay. Most of the kits listed below are designated for use

on various amateur bands. Give us a ring to discuss your requirements for frequencies not

shown here.

The kits contain the electronics to build the receivers. 'Hardware packages' contain the

mechanical items (case, dial, knobs, sockets etc) to go with the "works' supplied in the basic

kit. In addition, all our amateur band receivers have matching transmitters to suit the
Novice and full amateur licence. These can be combined with other kits to form complete

transceiver projects

SSB/CW RECEIVERS Kit Assembled PCB
DXR1O 3 Band (10,12 & 15M) for DX amateur work f24.90 E36.90
DcRx54 4.45MHz Aircraft band (rescue etc) £15.60 f21.50
DcRx20, 40 or BOM Single band amateur receivers. £15.60 (21.50

DXR1O Hardware package: £14.00 DcRx Hardare package £15.50

RECEIVER ACCESSORIES
CBA2 Buffer to enable use of DFD5 counter £5.80 £8.90
CSL4 Sharp, dual bandwidth ISSB & CW) filter £9.90 E15.90
DCS2 Meter' kit for above receivers £8.90 £12.90
DFD5 Digital frequency counter/display £39.90 £59.90
XMI Crystal Calibrator. B marker frequencies £16.80 £21.90

CV100 - ADD SHORTWAVE TO YOUR SCANNER!
This kit converts 1 to 40MHz up to 101 to 140MHz so you can tune these frequencies with a

normal VHF scanner No mods to the radio are needed.

CV100 kit £25.90 Assembled PCBs: £35.90

PLEASE ADD £120 P&P to your total order value.

HOWES KITS are produced by a professional RF design and manufacturing company. They

contain a good quality printed circuit board with screen printed parts locations, full clear
instructions and all board mounted components. Sales and technical advice are available by

phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for ourfree catalogue or specific product data

sheets.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager. J
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This month, I give pride of place to
the Mid -Sussex Amateur Radio
Society who held their 25th AGM
in January. For at least 15 of those
years I have had the privilege of
being one of their honorary life
members. Although I have a poor
attendance record at their meetings
I'm kept informed about the club's
activities through their journal Mid -
Sussex Matters. Believe me, they
are a super bunch of people and a
great credit to the amateur radio
movement which they support as a
group and individually in so many
ways. Congratulations Mid -Sussex
ARS, you've all done a grand job!

Program Description

The word 'Reflections' was
among the first I called up on a
thesaurus program, after it arrived
from the Computer Shopper
magazine. It offers as alternatives
the words 'thought', 'image',
'observation' and 'study' which, in
my view, describes the prime
objects of this column. Let's start
with a 'thought' for the early cycle
and wireless mechanics and dealers
who laid the foundations of the
radio industry that we know today.

Earning With
Enthusiasm

The man at the wireless shop in
the 1920s was looked upon as the
local genius. This was because he
could put a number of parts together
that would bring voices and music
into the home, 'without wires' from
far away places. In addition, this

Fig. 1: The Canadian 58 Set.
40

The Mid -Sussex ARS.
Twenty Five Years

L and Going Strong

often 'one man band' enterprise
earned his living by erecting
antennas, making cabinets, charging
accumulators, selling 'dry' batteries
and wireless parts. He also often
maintained stationary engines,
domestic wiring and showed
cartoons and 'one reelers' at
childrens' partys with a trusty old
`GB' 16mm cine-projector.

It was one such man, an uncle,
who gave me the bits in 1940, when
I was 10 years old and encouraged
me to build a single valve receiver.
That set was my pride and joy for a
long time. The receiver had one coil
and tuned somewhere in the short
wave bands. It needed a 2V
accumulator and a 120V high
tension battery to provide power.
How could I be expected to sing in
the choir on Sundays or concentrate
on anything else for that matter,
when my mind was on the
numerous stations to be found amid
the oscillations on this 'magic' box?

I can honestly say, that of all the
super equipment that I have owned
and serviced since, nothing has
given me the same thrill and
wonderment. 1 remember hearing
'Lili Marlene', no doubt being sung
to the German forces, entering my
headphones. All this was via a
handful of components secured to a
base -board with wood -screws and
carefully shaped interconnecting
wires around the terminals.

The Image

I was about 18 months old when
the famous F. J. Camm launched
Practical Wireless and I first bought

a copy some years later, when I
could spare the 4.5p which it cost
then, from my total earnings of
12.5p for all -day Saturday
delivering greengroceries on a
'trades' bike. At the age of 13, I
began working on Saturday
mornings for a cycle and wireless
shop and my income increased, to
15p, for less work. When I left
school at 14 they gave me a full-
time job starting at 75p per week.
Throughout the late 1940s,
Practical Wireless, Short Wave
Magazine and Wireless World
carried adverts for brand new war -
surplus radio and RADAR receivers
and transmitters, test -gear and a
host of accessories all at a fraction
of their original cost. For many
years these magazines kept up their
image of assistance to readers, by
carrying articles, publishing circuits
and suggesting modifications to
surplus gear. These included such
famous receivers as the AR88,
BC342, MCR I , R107, R1116 and
RI 155 and transmitter/receivers like
the B2, TR9, WS -I8, 19, 38, 46 and
the Canadian 58 infantry set. The 58
was one of the first pieces of WWII
equipment to use the I.4V minature
glass valves, which are shown
standing between the set and a large
ex -RAF transmitting valve in Fig.
1. Wartime sets like this are much
sought after today as collectors
items and are fetching amazing
prices.

Fig. 2:

Shortening
Wavelengths

The 1950s saw the opening of
the v.h.f. bands for both amateur
radio and domestic broadcasting.
Our various magazines once more
devoted several pages each month
to updating and helping readers in
this new area of activity. They
reviewed such a.m/f.m.
communications receivers as the
Eddystone 770R, and later, the ex -
military R2I6 (both covering 19 to
150MHz in several bands). They
also looked at a variety of domestic
radio and television sets with
additional ranges in Bands II (88-
100MHz) and III (175-220MHz)
respectively. The editors gave space
to the rapidly growing selection of
beam antennas for the new bands
along with the associated feeder
cables, masts and fittings, ranging
from clamps to coaxial connectors.
Many of us did our spade -work and
learnt a great deal during the 1950s
and early 60s about v.h.f.
techniques and propagation as the
technology matured.

Study

The field of v.h.f.
communication was a fresh and
exciting area for radio enthusiasts to
study. Many amateurs built crystal
controlled transmitters for the
I44MHz band and made converters

so that their station
work -horse, the
communications
receiver, could be
accurately tuned
between 144 and
146MHz.

This was the era of
converters and a variety
were manufactured so
that existing broadcast
sets could receive the
new BBC stations in
Band II. Viewers with
early televisors could
then receive the stations
in Band III. In most
cases the antenna socket
of the existing
equipment became the
intermediate frequency
input for the added v.h.f.
tuner, while the set

VHF Converter made by Bush. worked on its original
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Drive levels:

GR. G1V. GElectronic8
SEE US

AT N.E.C.
Professionally Designed
Equipment for Amateurs

TRANSVERTERS
FOR 6m & 4m

All transverters individually tested to meet this high specification
Second Harmonic: < - 700B Intermod < - 32dB

Spurt <-60d8 Nose Figure: <2.5dB

2m I.F. 0.5-3W or 10W using 7dB switched Attenuator
10m I.F. 10rnW-100mW or 100mW-1W or 1W -10W

 144150MHz
 145170MHz
 145170MHz
 28150MHz
 28170MHz
NEW 6M -4M
NEW 137MHz
NEW 1690MHz

25W p.e.p E199 +
25W p.e.p E249 +
10W p.e.p. E199 +
25W p.e.p E209 +
10W p.e.p E209 +
Transverter lOW p.e.p E209 +
Receive Preamp E29 +
Low Noise >0.7dB GaAs Fet
receive pre -amp. Gain 22dB

E4 p&p
E4 p&p
E4 p&p
E4 p&p
E4 p&p
E4 p&p
E2 p&p

E95 + E2 p&p

MASTHEAD PRE -AMPLIFIERS
Low noise GaAs FET design. SPECIFICATION: Gain 12dB. Noise figure:
TYP .8dB 200W POWER HANDLING for 50MHz, 70MHz, 144MHz,
432MHz, 934MHz. £109 + £4 p&p.
100W POWER HANDLING for 2m, 4m, 6m. £75 + £4 p&p.
INDOOR PRE AMPLIFIERS
100W power handling (50W) RF sensing for 2m, 4m, 6m. £38 + £2 p&p
POWER AMPLIFIERS
50-52MHz 25W p.e.p. output 0.5W -3W drive including low pass fitter ideal for
FT690 £75 + £4 p&p
MET ANTENNAS
50MHz 3 el. £49.40, 5 el. £74.00, 70MHz 3 el. £42.90 p&p £4.50

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES IN RF DESIGN AND EMC TESTING

41.
1 Amolds Court, Amolds Farm Lane,

MountnessIng, Essex CM13 1UT
Tel: 0277 352219 Fax: 0277 352968

Al prices include VAT

.11117VISA

1 Government Communication Headquarters

Radio Officer
Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) are specialists in all
aspects of communications, from DC to light. We require skilled and
motivated staff to undertake a wide range of duties to study these
communications. As a Radio Officer you would be an essential part of our
technical team, and would be trained to undertake a wide range of duties.

 We offer excellent training
 Attroctive salaries (reviewed annually)
 Opportunities far moves within the UK

and overseas

 Job Security

 Good career prospects
 Challenging and various work
 Generous leave allowance
 Non-contributory

Pension Scheme

To qualify you need or hope to obtain a BTEC National Diploma (or
HNC/HND) in o Telecommunications, Electronics Engineering or similar
dicipline. Special consideration will be given to applicants holding an MRGC
Certificate. The C&G 777 (advanced) or other qualification incorporating
morse skills would be advantageous but not essential.

You can apply if you have a minimum of 2 years recent radio operating
experience and preferably be capable of receiving the morse code.

Age limit for experienced Radio Officers 1845. Age limit for candidates who
do not possess the full range of skills 18-40 (depending on background and
experience). Training Period: Between 29-52 weeks.

Salary after training (over 5 years) E13,756£19,998 with prospects for
further promtion. Salaries include an allowance for shift and weekend
working.

GCHQ is an equal opportunity employer
APPLICANTS MUST BE BRITISH NATIONALS

For further information and application form contact:
Recruitment Office, Room A/1 108, GCHQ Priors Road, Cheltenham,
Glos, GL52 5A1 or telephone (0242) 232912 or 232913.

GCHQ

CUTCAM
JON

Ismimmoimmelei

All sizes available.
Cash with order.

Allow 3 weeks delivery.

Colours available:
white, red, navy or black.

T-shirts:110.50 plus p&p
S/shirts: £16.99 plus p&p

For personalised t -shirts
and sweatshirts

Logo -Motif
70-72 Brunswick Street, Stockton-
on-Tees, Cleveland, TS18 1 DW
Tel: (0642) 677939 for more info.

Please mention
Practical Wireless
when replying to
advertisements

New
for 1991

Unit 3, Baird House,

eagle ettrtronito
SUPPLY, REPAIRS AND SERVICING OF AMATEUR

PMR. RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

* Visit our new premises and service facilities.
Open Weekdays 9-5pm. Saturday 9-1pm.
Suppliers of amateur & PMR radio equipment.
Loan/Hire units available for equipment in for service if
required.

* Experienced Technical Staff.
* Guaranteed 7 day turnround. (Subject to availability of Spares).
* Trade Service Enquiries Welcome.
* Carriage arranged.

Dudley Innovation Centre, Pensnett Trading Estate, Kingswinford, West Midlands D76 8XZ
Telephone: (0384) 298616. Fax: (0384) 270224.
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Fig. 3: Fundamental Superhetrodyne Receiver.

frequency setting.
The British Company, Bush

Radio Ltd., made a two -valve Band
III converter, type 184 - shown in
Fig. 2, specifically for their own
early receivers. The valve under the
screening can at the rear is the r.f.
amplifier and the one in the
foreground, with the can removed,
is the combined mixer and local
oscillator.

The fundamental layout of a
superhetrodyne and the basic
principles of conversion,
exaggerated in Figs. 3 and 4
respectively, are also intended to
help newcomers with their studies
of receiver techniques. Let us
assume that the variable 'front-end'
in Fig. 3 tunes from 10 to 30MHz
and the makers decided to use a
difference (known as intermediate)
frequency of 500kHz (usually
465kHz). At the low frequency end,
the local oscillator would be
running at 9.5MHz and at the high
end it would be 29.5MHz.
Therefore, whatever frequency is
selected within this range, the mixer
will always offer a 500kHz signal to
the difference frequency amplifier.

The intermediate frequency
amplifier must always be well
screened. This is to stop signals
which are normally transmitted at
the difference frequency, being
picked up spoiling the reception of
the wanted station. This is known as
i.f. breakthrough. If we now tune
this superhet to 28.5MHz, Fig. 4,
and disconnect the antenna and
replace it with a screened lead
carrying the output from a v.h.f.
converter, our imaginary receiver
becomes a sophisticated
intermediate frequency amplifier.

Let's imagine that the converter
shown in Fig. 4, is designed to
receive and amplify signals between
144 and I46MHz, using a crystal
controlled local oscillator to send a
fixed I I6MHz signal to the mixer.
The difference will be 28MHz (144-
[16 = 28), which means that
28MHz on the dial of our receiver
will be 'changed' to I44MHz. Now
this is where the sophistication
comes in - we can now (if we wish)
vary, not the oscillator, but the
intermediate frequency and dial

readings of 29MHz (145-116 = 29)
and 30MHz (146-116 = 30) which
are converted to 145 and 146MHz
respectively. The pointer in Fig. 4 is

now representing I44.5MHz. Once
again it is important that the line
coupling the output of the converter
to the input of the receiver is very
well screened. This is to avoid any
unwanted signals being picked up
between 28 and 30MHz, especially
when the 28MHz band is 'lively'.

Other frequency combinations
can be used, for instance, my radio -
telescope monitored 136MHz. I
then used a 110MHz local oscillator
in the converter and tuned a
communications receiver to
26MHz. You will get a better idea
of what's available by taking a look
at the various converters supplied
by the various advertisers in PW.

Observations

The major aurora, which lasted
from about 1730 on November 27
to 0054 on the 28th 1990, was seen
in various forms from
Herstmonceux in Sussex, County
Clare in Ireland and several parts of
Scotland. Doug Smillie (Wishaw)
logged tone -A signals on 50 and
I44MHz from stations in France
and the UK from 1540 to 1900 on
the 27th. Around 1900 on the 28th,
he noted weak auroral effects on the
signals from the beacons v.h.f.
GB3LER and GB3RMK. Auroral
reflected signals were also logged
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Fig. 4: Conversion Basics.

by Tony Hopwood (Upton on
Severn) on the 27th, 28th and 30th.
The magnetometry reports received
from Neil Clarke GOCAS
(Ferrybridge), Tony Hopwood,
Karl Lewis (Saltash), Ron Livesey,
(Edinburgh), David Pettitt
(Carlisle) and Doug Smillie all gave
storm conditions on the 27th.

During December, Ron
Livesey, the auroral coordinator for
the British Astronomical
Association, received reports of
visual aurorae from observers in
Scotland for the overnight periods
on the 8, 12th, 13th, 18th, 21st, 24th
and 26th. In his observatory, Cmdr
Henry Hatfield (Sevenoaks) uses
converters for the 'front -ends' on
both of his radio -telescopes. During
January he recorded individual
bursts of solar noise, on 136MHz,
on days 7 and 11 and February 1
and on I297MHz on days 12 and 17
and February I. There is little doubt
in my mind that some of the
January activity was associated with
the large sunspot group. Fig. 5,
observed and drawn by Patrick
Moore, with the special apparatus,
at his observatory in Sussex at 1135
on the 14th. While this group was
visible, Henry Hatfield recorded a
violent radio burst at 136MHz at
1525 on the Ilth and, with his
spectrohelioscope, saw a large
quiescent prominence on the eastem
limb of the sun at 1445 on the 13th.

Ern Warwick (Plymouth)
found the 28MHz band 'dead' at

Fig. 5: Sunspot Group.

1630 on the 16th, noted very fast
fading on the signals from the
beacon VK2RSY on the 1st and
echos on the beacons DFOAAB on
days 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20; PY2AMI on
the 10th and WA4DJS on the 2nd,
5th, 9th and 10th. You can never be
sure whether 'echos' are due to
auroral or abnormal ionospheric
propagation, or both, anyway,
whichever, they are always worth a
mention.

Tropospheric
Observations

The recording chart on the Short
& Mason Barograph, installed at my
home, showed the atmospheric
pressure fluctuating between 29.5in
(998mb) and 29.9in (1012mb) from
January I to 1800 on the Ilth. At
midnight on the I I th, it took off to
reach 30.5in ( I032mb) by 1000 on
the 12th and fell again slowly to
30.3in (1026mb) by 0600 on the
14th. The pen then hovered around

30.2in (1022mb) until 0600 on the
18th when it rose sharply to 30.55in
( I034mb) and remained there from
2200 on the 19th to midday on the
28th. The pressure was then a fairly
steady average of 30.3in through to
the 31st. While the high pressure
was falling on the 28th/29th,
Geroge Garden (Edinburgh) took
his broadcast DX gear to a high
point on Cairn 0' Mounth. He
heard BBC Radios York and
possibly Leicester. ILR 'Borders'
on Band II and a weak monochrome
picture from the Caldbeck
transmitter (near Carlisle). on Ch.
34 and coloured pictures from ITV
Borders (Selkirk) on Ch. 59 and
TYNE TEES (Chatton) on Ch.49. in
the u.h.f. band.

Don't forget to write to
Ron if you are
interested in
Propagation,
Meteorology and the
more specialised radio
observations.

Reflections -
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CAP.Co AS -305R
Remote Antenna Switching Unit
With their various products, CAP.Co
have earned themselves a reputation
for innovative design. Mike Richards
G4WNC, looks at their new AS -305R
remote antenna switching unit.

The AS -305R has been designed to fill a gap in the
market for a good quality antenna switch that can be
mounted remote from the shack. The need for this
has been generated by antenna systems like
CAP.Co's own magnetic loop antennas. When using
this form of antenna however, more than one
antenna is required to cover all the h.f. amateur
bands.

Although you could provide antenna switching
back at the shack, it would obviously be much
neater if you could mount the switch remotely. You
would then only need one coaxial feed from the
shack to the antennas - saving many expensive
feeder.`runs'.

This is where the AS -305R comes into its own,
as it provides the much needed remote switching.
The AS -305R consists of two smart die-cast boxes,
one of which is mounted close to the antennas,
while the other controls the switching from the
shack.

There's a bonus, as the unit is designed to work
with other antennas as well as CAP.Co's own
products. Anyone who uses or experiments with
antennas mounted close together will find it useful.

Connecting Up

The instructions for the AS -305R were supplied
on two A4 sheets. The first sheet gave some
background information on the development of the
unit.

Also included was a specification and a simple
operational guide. The second sheet contained a
series of four drawings illustrating the control
connections to both the base and remote units.

In use, the base unit containing the switch and
indicators is mounted in the shack while the remote
unit is mounted next to the antennas. Linking the
two units requires a single coaxial feeder and a six -
way multi -core cable.

Fortunately, a 15m length of multi -core cable
was supplied, so the interconnection was simplified.
Wiring -up of the multi -core cable was very
straightforward, thanks to the provision of screw
terminal strips inside both units.

In my opinion this was far better an idea than
fancy plugs and sockets, as the terminals provided a
sound mechanical and electrical connection. This is
particularly relevant to the remote unit, as that may
have to stand both extremely high and low
temperatures.

Extra Protection

Weather -proofing of the multi -core cable was
provided by a plastics grommet for the cable entry
on both the base and remote units. The only
problem I found, was that the grommet diameter
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was too large for the supplied cable. This meant that
some additional weather -proofing would be required
at the remote unit.

Another problem I encountered was with the
rubber seal on the lid to the remote unit. On the
review model, this seal proved to be very difficult to
replace after terminating the multi -core cable.

Although the remote unit was clearly designed to
be mounted out in the open, I think it would be wise
to provide some protection from the elements. One
good reason for this is the use of SO -239 sockets for
the antenna connection. Although rubber seals were
used where the sockets interfaced with the case, PL -
259 plugs are not weather-proof and so would need
additional protection.

Probably the simplest way to bring the weather-
proofing up to the required standard would be to
invest in some self -amalgamating tape. This could
be used to protect the coaxial connections and the
multi -core cable entry. It also could be used to
provide additional protection for the lid seal.
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Power Supply

The final connection required
was a power feed to energise the
relays. The connection was made
using a DIN speaker plug on the
side of the base unit. The power
requirement was a modest 12V at a
maximum of 100mA. Although this
supply needed to be limited to
13.8V maximum, it didn't need to
be regulated.

Simple To Operate

Operation of the AS -305R was
really simplicity itself. All that was
required was to rotate the selector
switch to the desired antenna.
Indication of the switch position
was given by four high brightness
I.e.d.s on the base unit. Besides the
four positions for antenna selection, there was a fifth
position that grounded all the antennas.

Another interesting feature was the inclusion of
static and lightning protection. This was achieved
simply by grounding all antennas when the d.c.
power was removed from the switching unit. This
principle was, in fact, extended so that all except the
selected antennas were grounded.

If you use compact antennas that are located
close together, this feature could be particularly
useful. By grounding adjacent antennas, the
inevitable interactions are kept to an absolute
minimum.

Specifications

Power handling:
Frequency range:
Through loss:
Power requirement:
Input & output
Sockets:

 Dimensions:
Base unit:
Remote unit

3kW p.e.p.
1MHz to 160MHz
Less than 0.04dB
12V d.c. Max. 100mA

SO -239

113mm x 62mm x 55mm
140mm x 103mm x 57mm

Summary

The AS -305R is certainly a neat and very useful accessory. When assessing it's value, you should
also consider the amount of feeder saved as well as the operational convenience you'll be gaining.

The quality of construction was generally very good, but prospective buyers would be well advised
to provide some additional weather -proofing on the external unit.

The AS -305R costs £85.50 inclusive of postage and packing and can be obtained from CAP.Co
Electronics Ltd., Unit 28, Penley Industrial Estate, Penley, Wrexham, Clwyd LL13 OLQ. Tel: (0948)
74717. 1 would like to thank CAP.Co for the loan of the review model. PW

GRE YLINE DXING
USING TWILIGHT TO DX TROPICAL
BAND STATIONS

 JUNIOR LISTENER  STARTING JOT
 SATELLITE TEl SOPOR
 5413 UTILITY LISIEINNO
 PROMOATIPN
ov

ALL LISTENERS SHOULD READ

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

IN THE MARCH ISSUE ON SALE NOW
* Greyline DXing - Hints on using the twilight zone to DX Tropical Band
stations.
* GEOCLOCK - Review of a PC computer program for predicting the
extent of the Greyline.
* ICS -FAX Software reviewed by Mike Richards.
* The Russian Woodpecker - Fred Judd takes a look at the current
position of this interference generator.
* The Pye 3017A (Export) - Richard Q. Marriss tells how he acquired and
restored this valved radio while living in the Sates.
* The R210 Revisited - C.M. Lindars recounts his conversion of this
popular ex -MOD receiver for mains operation.

PLUS - all the regular features on Airband, Scanning, Weather Satellites, Data
Modes, Utility Stations, Long Medium & Short Wave Broadcast Stations,

Satellite Television, Propagation, Amateurs and DXTV.
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TX -3 RTTY CW ASCII TRANSCEIVE
High performance, low cost. Unbeatable features. BBC, CBM64 tape
£20, disc £22. SPECTRUM tape £35, +3 disc £37 inc adapter board.
VIC20 RTTY CW program tape £20. All need our TIFI interface or a
terminal unit.

GX-2 FAX SSTV TRANSCEIVE
All modes of FAX and colour/mono SSTV. Review in March 90
Amateur Radio. BBC only. Complete system only £99 or £119 with
FAX direct printing option.

RX-8 MULTIMODE RECEIVE SYSTEM
Fax to screen and printer, colour SSTV, HF and VHF PACKET, RTTY,
AMTOR, CW, ASCII, UoSAT. Every feature. Full disc, printer support.
Reviews Oct 89 Ham Radio Today & March 90 Amateur Radio. BBC
only. Complete system only £259. DISCOUNT for RX-4 users.

RX-4 RTTY CW SSTV AMTOR RECEIVE
Still a best-seller. BBC, CBM64 tape £25, disc £27. VIC20 tape £25.
SPECTRUM tape £40, +3 disc £42 inc adapter board. All need our TIFI
interface. SPECTRUM software -only version £25. TIFI INTERFACE
for best HF & VHF performance with our software. Kit £25, ready-
made & boxed £40. Only with TX -3 or RX-4 software.

APT -1 WEATHER SATELLITE MODULE
Converts satellite signal for display on any FAX system. £59. For use
with RX-8, all connections included and price only £39 if ordered at
same time as RX-8.

FAX AND WEATHER SATELLITES
Full resolution charts and greyscale pictures from any SPECTRUM
computer to a dot matrix printer. FAX £80 or WX SATS £99, both
£139.
Also MORSE TUTOR £6, LOGBOOK £8, RAE MATHS £9 for BBC. CBM64. VIC20, SPECTRUM. BBC LOCATOR

with UK, Europe, World maps £10 All available on disc £2 extra.
Full info available on everything. Please ask. PRICES INCLUDE VAT ANO P&P BY RETURN

technical software (P.W.) VISA

Fron, Upper llandwrog, Caernarfon 1154 7RF Tel: (0286) 881886.

Collector's ISSUE 1 NOW ON SALE
The NEW & USED Equipment Costing Guide is
dedicated to amateur radio enthusiasts, to the importers

ss, and dealers in radio equipment, radio maga2inepublishers

and editors, and most of all to you, the user...

Publishing schedule
5 July 1991, 8 November 1991, 6 March 1992

and thereafter quarterly

Subscription Rate:
Next three issues £11.50 p&p FREE

Europe: £15.00 p&p FREE: USA & Canada (enquire)

Published by:
TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
P.O. Box 82, Lytham St Armes FY8 2EN
Tel: 0253 62925  Fax: 0253 798006

P4444..u..4 1,1 et44 1454. 1241.4,0 1140,411e4.44

SUREDATA
AMSTRAD REPAIR AND SECOND USER SALES

The nice thing about PW readers is that they tell us that they've seen
our ad in PW, which means our hard earned cash is well spent. So
keep on phoning even if it's only to say "Hallo". The shelves are
looking a little bare after Pickets Lock, so now is the time if you want
to sell us some surplus Amstrad gear. We still have some PC1512
SD/MM at £249 including VAT with a 3 month warranty. Don't
forget our AMSTRAD REPAIR service, its' our main business. We
take cash and plastic. So pick up the phone and let us help you.

SUREDATA
TELEPHONE: 081-902 5218

73 John G3TLU
DEPT PW, UNIT 5, STANLEY HOUSE,
STANLEY AVENUE, WEMBLEY,
MIDDX HAO 4JB ((opposite Dorothy Avenue)

Having difficulties with RAE MATHS?
R4/77-4-etrarie,r have produced a 3 hour video on "RAE Maths

ONLY" to help with the RAE Exam. ALSO: RAE COURSE
on video. Contains nearly all you need to know for the

Radio Amateurs Examination.
Both videos £25.00 each incl. p&p. VHS only.

RrEke 60/(iCif, 27fiit'cia/(4 gad/aerie/A 9e4N7iT 7-0/00/V

Brenda Berme
G4VXL G4AOG

WITH OUR EVER INCREASING SALES OF
SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT - WE ARE
ALWAYS ON THE LOOKOUT FOR NEW
STOCKS - SO BEFORE PARTING WITH THAT
MUCH LOVED RIG, GIVE US A RING AND
WE WILL MAKE YOU AN OFFER.

ALSO WE WILL SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT ON
A COMMISSION BASIS - THAT WAY YOU
MUST BE BETTER OFF, PHONE US AND ASK
FOR DETAILS. OUR NEW FACILITIES INCLUDE
CAR PARKING AT REAR AND LOTS OF FRESH
COFFEE ON THE COUNTER.

REMEMBER WE GIVE GUARANTEES WITH
OUR SECOND-HAND RIGS.

ARE Communications Limited, 6 Royal Parade, Hanger Lane
Ealing, London W5A 1 ET. England
Tel:1181-997 4476 Fax: 081-991 2565

Opening Hours Monday -Friday 9.30-5.30
NOW OPEN SATURDAY 10.00-5.00pm

Car parking at rear of shop.

NTERPRISE
RADIO
APPUCAT1ONS

VISA

MKII MICROREADER £154.95
A small self-contained unit that decodes
Morse & RTTY without using a computer.
Displays text from amateurs, Press
Agencies, Shipping, etc. Selectable shifts
& auto baud & polarity.

BP34 AUDIO FILTER £99.50
Simply the most powerful active filter you
can buy. 34 Orders of filtering removes
noise & interfering signals allowing you to
hear the weak DX. A must for keen CW
OPS, contest groups. etc. Exceptionally
flat passband is ideal for data & cleaning up
FAX signals.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POST/PACKING.
Ring or wide tor More details Oe,sor,al

callers oy appo rtment

5 Clarendon Court,
Winwick Quay,
Warrington WA2 8QP
Tel: (0925) 573118

All products British made & Guaranteed for 2 years

SRW KILOWATT LOUDENBOOMER
400 Watts gun:ft/Ion all 9 H.F. bands. Internal mains P.S.U. Total Weight 6Kg. Only 14" wide,
10"deep and 5"high. Fits on MEI desk! Matches FT747 etc. Drive with any 50 to 100 watt output
rig. RF or hardwire switching. The power gain of a beam, on all the bands. At least 2's' points!
Only £561 VAT. For more details contact Steve Webb, G3TPW at:

S.R.W. COMMUNICATIONS Ltd.,
Astrid House, The Green, Swinton, MALTON,

North Yorkshire Y017 OSY Tel: (0653) 697513.
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Construction

You can sharpen
up the response of

your 430MHz
HB9CV Antenna.

Tony Martin
G4XBY, tells us

how it's done.

A Six Element Experimental HB9CV
The HB9CV antenna, which may be bought so
cheaply at rallies, is a splendid antenna for starting
on any of the bands. I have seen variants for bands
between 28 and 1296MHz. The latter type was a
home-made version, but seemed to function well.

The major grouse about the antenna, is the very
wide beamwidth. If you refer to the drawing in Fig.
1, which is a representation of these characteristics
for the antenna you'll seewhat I mean. This wide
beamwidth characteristic tends to leave it with two
distinct 'minus' points, which are, low forward gain
and difficulty in 'nulling -out' interference. I decided
to set about modifying the antenna to improve both
of these areas.

Back To Basics

To find out how the HB9CV antenna might be
improved I had to refer back to several books on
antenna theory ($ see below). Looking into the
theory of the Yagi antenna, it appeared that a six -
element design would give the best improvement for

* Further Reading
VHF -UHF Manual, RSGB Publications (ISBN 0 900612 31 2)
Beam Antenna Handbook, Orr and Cowan, Radio Publications (USA) (ISBN
0 933616 04 X)
A// About VHF Amatuer Radio, William Orr, Radio Publications (USA)
(ISBN 0 933616 10 4)
See our Book Service pages for more information.

How Difficult? Beginner
How Much? £5 1+ cost of HB9CV)

Shopping List
A budget priced HB9CV antenna (check at the next rally you
attend)
8mm aluminium tubing 273mm + 282mm + 290mm + 298mm
15mm square tube 900mm length (Your local TV antenna
erector may be the cheapest source)

M3 screws at least 27mm long, nuts for the screws, end -caps or
self -amalgamating tape, mast clamp.

cost. The design shown in Fig. 2, is the result of this
work. You should strip the antenna down, or if new,
leave it untouched for the moment.

Construction

All the new elements are made from 8mm
diameter seamless aluminium tubing. A single
length of about 1.2m is sufficient to make all four
directors Dl to D4. You should cut and trim the
individual directors to the lengths shown in Fig. 2.
The next step is to mark and drill each element at
the exact mid -point, with a hole just large enough to
allow the 3mm screws to pass through.

Caution Needed

If you are stripping the original antenna, take
care to leave the original feed lines as they were.
Otherwise just follow those instructions to make up
the antenna, but build it on the new, longer, boom.

Starting about 20mm back from the forward end
of the boom, mark and drill the four 3mm holes that
will hold and retain the director elements. Mark and
drill the hole for the forward element of the HB9CV
antenna. Use the original antenna to measure the
spacing for the rear of the two driven elements.

To finish off, either use end -caps on all the
elements and boom, or wind a little self -
amalgamating tape around each element to seal
them from the effects of the weather.

Setting Up

Arrange to set up the antenna well away from
surrounding objects, and with as clear a forward
path as possible. The setting of the trimmer
capacitor is now a little more critical and you should
take time to set it up carefully.

Use a suitable frequency in the 430MHz band
and preferably f.m. Also use the minimum power to
provide a reliable reading on the v.s.w.r. meter. You
should then carefully adjust the variable capacitor to
give the lowest v.s.w.r. reading. Elevate the antenna
as high as possible and check that the v.s.w.r.
remains low. All that remains to be done is to place
the antenna into the working location. PW

Fig. 1: This polar plot diagram
gives you an idea how wide the
beam angle, of the original HB9CV
antenna is.

Driven elements &
phassng from HB9CV

87 137

All elements 8dia aluminium tube

Boom 900x15 square aluminium

Mast

All dimensions in mm.

0

Fig. 2: This is how the antenna is made up with all
dimensions of the new elements. The two driven elements
from the HB9CV antenna are as in the original.

0

Printed
circuit
board

137 137 137

Trimming
capacitor

D2 D3 D4
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Mathematics for the Radio
Amateurs' Examination
Many people get 'worked up' about the techniques,
but there's no need to! Subtraction of fractions
follows similar rules to addition, the only difference
is that numerators are subtracted from each other.
For example:

1 1 3 I 3 - 1=
2 6 6 6 6

2 1= =
6 3

You see it wasn't so difficult was it? There are a
few self -test questions, at the end of this article, to
try when you have read all of this part of the series.

Multiply And Simplify

The next hurdle is multiplying fractions. It is
actually easier than addition or subtraction! All we
do, is to multiply the two numerators together, then
multiply the two denominators together.

Suppose we want to multiply 2/3 by 3/4:

2 3 2 X 3 6 1

= = = --X- - -
3 4 3 X 4 12 2

Again:

2 5 11 2X 5X11 110 55
= - = --x-x-=

3 8 12 3X 8X 12 288 144

In each case above, I have simplified the
answers, by dividing BOTH top and bottom by the
same number (in each case by 2).

Diminish Division

Dividing one fraction by another is nearly as
simple, just invert (turn upside down) the second
fraction (the divisor) and multiply them together
using the rules given above:

1 3 1 4 1 X 4 4 2
--I- - = - x- = = - = --

2 X 32 4 2 3 6 3

Decimate Decimals

Perhaps a word about decimals might be of help
to those who missed them at school or who have
since forgotten!

Decimals are just special fractions, the
denominators are the same, or very nearly the same
in all cases. In the first examples on this page there
are various denominators, such as: 2, 3, 4, 6, 12, etc.
All of these need to be brought to common
denominator before the maths can be worked out.
But first, let's recap on how we use numbers, such
as the number 376 (three hundred and seventy-six).
If you can remember the method used when you
first started arithmetic at school? It really means:

h t u
3 0 0

7 0
+ 6
= 3 7 6

That is 3x100 or 'three hundreds' added to 7x10 or
'seven tens', added to 6x1 or 'six units' as I (and
older readers maybe) would have written it out.

The above example uses whole numbers only,
but fractions are easily represented as decimals.

These fractions are shown in the decimal system
by being written AFTER a decimal point. The
decimal point is used simply to separate the whole
number from any fractionional part. So 376 could
also be written as 376.0 in decimal notation. The '0'
indicates that there is no fractional part.

As another example, the number 53.6 means a
whole number '53' and some fraction which is
represented by the '.6'. The number 53.6 is read as
'fifty-three point six'.

Base First

As the 'base' of our counting is 10, there are only
10 possible numbers, and these are 0-9. So, fractions
in decimals have denominators with base 10. The
fraction 1/10 can be represented in decimal notation
by 0.1, the fraction 2/10 is written 0.2, 3/10 is 0.3,
etc.

Remember that the decimal point itself divides a
decimal number into two parts. For example,

34.3 is divided into two parts:
(i) The first part, BEFORE the decimal point,

'34' represents a whole number, the decimal point
means that fractions follow. So after the point the
number '3' represents a FRACTION, (less than 1)
or 3/10.

So the decimal number 34.3 is the same as
'thirty-four and three tenths'. Similarly, the decimal
number 129.7 is the same as 'one hundred and
twenty-nine and seven tenths'.

Now we'll look at some rather more complicated
decimal numbers.

What does the decimal number 13.675 mean?
Well, don't forget that 0.6 is the same as 'six -
tenths'. Of course, we have 'thirteen and six tenths'
for 13.6 in this example, but what about the other
two figures in the number, the '7' and the '5', where
do they come in?

They are used to give more accuracy, as
something divided into 'tenths' gives only ten
portions. To achieve more accuracy then we can
divide each 'tenth' into ten again, or into
'hundredths'. 0.1/10 is represented as 0.01. This is
the same as 1/100. Similarly, we can divide each
0.01 by a further 10 to make 'thousandths', 1/1000
is 0.001, 2/1000 is 0.002, etc.

Theory

After Ray Fautley
G3ASG' s first
article on addition
of fractions, he
continues his easy
style with other
tricks with
fractions. Go on -
have a go,- it's not
really difficult!
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Just as '.6' represents 'six tenths', 0.07 is the
same as 'seven hundredths', and 0.005 is 'five
thousandths'.

Still not quite clear about it? Not to worry, we'll
just add the various bits of the decimal number
together.

13.675 is equivalent to:
13 (`thirteen')
0.6 (`six tenths')
0.07 (`seven hundredths')
0.005 ('five thousandths')

So we can write 'thirteen and six tenths and
seven hundredths and five thousandths' just by
putting down '13.675'. It's a much simpler way to
express awkward numbers than by using fractions
all the time.

Thinking Caps On

Now it's time for you to exercise your new
knowledge and skill!

(i) What is the decimal equivalent of 2'/2 (`two
and a half)?

Separate the whole number from the fraction. In
this case the whole number is '2'.

The fraction is 1/2 (or 5/10 'five tenths') which is
0.5.

Joining the bits together we get:
2.0
0.5
2.5

So the decimal equivalent is 2.5.
(ii) What is the decimal equivalent of 43/4 (four

and three-quarters)
Separate the whole number from the fraction 4.

The fraction is 3/4, or 'three divided by four'.
Dividing 4 into 3 is obviously less than 1, so

there is not a whole number in the answer.
The numerator '3' ON ITS OWN is a whole

number, so it can be called '30 tenths' or '300
hundredths' or '3000 thousandths', which are all the
same as '3'. Supposing we try dividing our 3
(written as 30 tenths) by 4. This time there IS a
whole number in the answer, BUT there's also a
`remainder': 30/4 = 7 with a remainder of 2.
(Remember that the answer is in 'tenths').

Try again using our 3 as '300 hundredths':
300 divided by 4 = 75 ('hundredths'). Success.

The answer is a whole number with no remainder!
Now '75 hundredths' is 75 x 0.01, so the decimal

number required is 4.75.

3
(a)

5

5
+- (b) -1

2
+ -2

3
+ -3

4

7
(d) - -

8

3 5 1 18

16
(e)

6 7 21

(g)
3

x 24

2
(h) -1 x

4
-3 X -1

2

Represent the following fractions as decimals.
Take care with the last two examples.
0) 1/2 (k) 1/8 (1) 5/8
(m) 15/20 (n) 15/8 (o) 1/3

(c)
6
-5 +

7
-1 + -218

1

(f)
3 3

4 5

3

10

(I) 1

1

X
2

X
2 3

1

2

Rules OK

Here are some rules for use in converting a
fraction into a decimal.

(i) Separate any whole number from the fraction
and write it BEFORE the decimal point.

(ii) Add a '0' to the numerator of the fraction, in
other words - multiply it by 10.

(iii) Divide the new numerator by the
denominator. If the answer is a whole number
WITH NO REMAINDER the problem is finished.
Just write the whole number AFTER the decimal
point.

(iv) If the answer is NOT a whole number with
no remainder, add a second '0' to the numerator.
Multiply it by 10 again (the original numerator has
now been multiplied by 100).

(v) Divide the new numerator by the
denominator. If the answer is a whole number
WITH NO REMAINDER the problem is finished.
Just write the whole number AFTER the decimal
point.

(vi) If the answer is NOT a whole number with
no remainder, add a third '0' to the numerator,
multiplying it by 10 again (the original numerator
has now been multiplied by 1000).

(vii) Divide the new numerator by the
denominator. If the answer is a whole number
WITH NO REMAINDER the problem is finished.
Just write the whole number AFTER the decimal
point.

(viii) If the answer is NOT a whole number with
no remainder, keep on adding 'Os' to the numerator
and dividing by the numerator, and dividing by the
denominator as in steps (vi) and (viii) until the
answer IS a whole number with no remainder.
When this is achieved, simply write the whole
number AFTER the decimal point.

(ix) If the whole number has only one digit, for
example '6', the decimal part of the number will be
'0.6'.

(x) If the whole number has two digits, say '31',
the decimal part of the number will be '0.31'.

Now it's time for a worked example using the
above rules.

Convert the fraction 163/8 into its decimal
equivalent.

(i) The whole number is 16, so we write it
BEFORE the decimal point. 16.

(ii) Add '0' to the numerator. 30
(iii) Divide 30 by the denominator 8, 30/8 = 3

with remainder 6.
(iv) Add another '0' to the numerator 300
(v) Divide 300 by the denominator 8, 300/8 = 37

remainder 4.
(vi) Add another '0' to the numerator 3000
(vii) Divide 3000 by the denominator 8, 3000/8 =

375 NO REMAINDER!
So, writing the '375' AFTER the decimal point

gives the decimal equivalent as 16.375.

That wasn't as difficult as you thought, was it? I've
provided a few questions based on this, and last
month's part. Work them out, they're not so bad! I'll
give you the answers in the next part along with
some help in using your calculators to the best
advantage.

To be continued .
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This month `Quaynotes' answers some of the
many letters you've sent him - and looks at an
interesting new antenna product that's about to
come on the CB market.

Well, you've certainly
let me know that you
welcome the

continuing of the 'CB' page in
PW! My mail -bag is certainly
starting to fill up, and even if
you don't get your letter printed
in full here - I'll use whatever I
can to share it with the other
'CB High and Low' readers.

As I hope to do every month
from now on, I'll start right `up
at the top' with a letter from
dedicated 934MHz 'High' man,
Ken Callow in Scotland. Ken's
the 'Hon Sec' of the FDX
Group based up there in Shotts,
midway between Edinburgh and
Glasgow.

I've driven through Shotts
quite a few times in the past
Ken - which one of the TWO
huge masts is yours? Only
kidding, I know that one is a
BBC mast and that the other is
for ITV, although nowadays all
TV comes from the ITV 'Black
Hill' transmitter, just up the
road from your village.

Ken sent an interesting QSL
card showing that their group is
'twinned' with a group in
Schweinfurt, Germany. The
letter (passed on to me from
Rick Maybury) goes on to
explain the activities of the very
busy FDX Group which was
formed in 1983. I was interested
to see that the FDX initials
stand for 'Fortissat DX'. Even
after a visit to a library and a
look in a German dictionary and
a Latin quotations guide didn't
explain the meaning of
Fortissat.. I've no doubt that
Ken and other members will let
us now what it means!

The group, as Ken wrote in
his letter, does not regard
themselves as being anything
'special' - but they do aim to
promote international friendship
and understanding. In
particular, Ken stressed their
insistence on a high standard of
operating. Any member using
obscene language immediately

The new Hi -Gain DX
Exterminator CB Loop
Antenna from CAP.Co. Ltd.

forfeits his membership and
Ken reckons that ALL clubs
should enforce this rule.

The FDX group has over
150 members throughout
Europe, and they also have
'exchange' visits from friends
abroad. How about some
photographs for 'CB High &
Low' Ken? I feel sure that we'd
all be interested to see as many
'personalities' (and that means
YOU!), clubs, rigs and 'special
events, QSL cards and other
items we can share in our 'small
corner' of PW!

polarisation of his 'beam'
antennas and fitting a filter to
use in conjunction with his
antennas. This was done despite
the fact that the 'Poser Phone'
transmitters are close by! How
about a photograph of how you
did it Mr Gale?

I've had so many letters and
comments about interference
from 'other users' near to the
934MHz allocation that next
month I'm going to show you
the simple technique of using
coaxial 'stub' filters. It's very
effective, you only need a short

HIGLOW
By 'Quaynotes'

Dedicated User

Another letter came winging
its way to my corner of Dorset
from London, as soon as Mr J.
F. Gale of Kensal Rise in the
northern part of the capital read
the first 'CB High & Low'
column. I've got to be formal,
as he forgot to give his first
name!

Mr Gale says that he's a
'truly dedicated' 934MHz
operator and has been a member
of the much respected '934MHz
Club UK' since he 'discovered'
the joys of working on 934MHz
in 1984. His next comment is
one that appears in all your
letters, and that's about the high
operating standards on
934MHz. Interestingly, Mr Gale
mentions that the unfortunate
abuse on the amateur radio
144MHz repeater in south
London is referred to as
'overflow' from 27MHz in his
neighbourhood!

Finally, Mr Gale mentions
the interference he's suffered
from the dreaded 'Poser
Phones' on 934MHz. However,
he's been able to cure 99% of
the problem by adjusting the

length of suitable coaxial cable,
side cutters and patience! This
idea saved me many hours of
fruitless work when I worked as
a radio and TV 'aerial rigger',
and it costs nothing but time.

So, before I 'wrap up' the
'High' part of 'CB High &
Low' I'd like to thank all of you
who wrote to welcome me to
the page. I'm also going to
follow up your suggestions that
I get onto 934MHz myself. See
you there!

Scene On Twenty -Seven

My comments about the
'rural net' down here in Dorset,
prompted an interesting letter
from a gentleman in Tenterden,
Kent. He's in the early stages of
starting up a rural CB service on
27MHz and readily confesses to
being a member of the 'Over
60s Brigade'.

The only problem is, that
money is limited. Can anyone
help? To start the service up,
they only need three
transceivers, but the group need
technical assistance and advice
on antennas.

If you can help, please write

14
op.

4

P.O.Box r, Shorts, 101/Ittahtre, Scadred

Ken Callow's distinctive
QSL card.

to me c/o the PW office - and
I'll pass the letters on. I've got
no doubt whatsoever that we'll
get him and his friends 'on the
air'.

A Sneak Preview

It's not often nowadays that
we get new antennas onto the
CB market. But things are
happening and I'm pleased to
say that we've got a new
product about to come onto the
shelves from a respected UK
manufacturer.

The new 'Hi -Gain DX
Exterminator' loop antenna
from CAP.Co Electronics Ltd.,
fills a much needed 'gap' in the
market. Not only is the antenna
very small, it can also be very
effective when mounted very
low down or hidden in a roof
space.

The full technical
specification looks very
interesting and it seems as
though anyone suffering from,
or causing interference will
benefit. I've managed to get a
picture of the new antenna and
soon I'll have one to try out and
'review' for 'CB High & Low'
readers.

The antenna's going to be
priced at around £99.50 but
CAP.Co. Electronics, whose
address is Unit 28, Penley
Industrial Estate, Penley,
Wrexham, Clwyd, Wales LL13
OLQ, Tel: (0948) 74717, are
planning an introductory offer
of £79.50.

We've got some more
interesting products to
look at very soon, but
that's our lot this time.
Don't forget to write to
me c/o the PW office in
Poole and let's have
plenty of photographs
and details of what
you're doing on 'CB
High & Low!' Cheerio
for now.
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In order to help the newcomer, and
the not -so -newcomer, I'll devote a
space each month to a form of help -
line. This will be separate from the
main body of the column in a panel
of its own. Over the coming issues
I'll be providing a glossary of
terminology which causes you
problems. I also intend to publish a
list of hints and tips. Should you
have any helpful hints or tips,
general or specifically related to one
piece of gear, please let me have
them so I can include them in
`Starting Frame', with a credit to
the sender.

This month I'm continuing with
the interesting paper from Dr. Tom
Clark W3IWI, with particular
reference to h.f. packet re-
organisation. It would be really
useful if we could bring together the
worlds' major BBS software writers
and lock them in a room together
for a month or so. That way, we
should end up with some common
ground for real improvements!
However, with thought -provoking
papers such as the one from
W3IWI, it looks as though AX.25
has a limited life -span and indeed,
may be already due for an overhaul!

Link Level Issues

This paper and its companion
discuss some of the issues involved
in improving amateur h.f. digital
links. The intent is to present some
strategies to allow a significant
improvement with modest hardware

WINK
IMO OM
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This month Roger Cooke G3LDI, starts of a
section for the newcomers to packet. Those

mysterious words and phrases will no longer
be a mystery.

and software investments. There is
frustration at the current situation,
the number of packet stations
around the world has increased
enormously over the past five years.
The ability of the long -haul h.f.
networks to support user's message
traffic has been, at best, a 'level'
resource with two fundamental
problems:

I. At the link level all digital
modes are using elementary
technology, which grew out of
standards that were convenient but
far from ideal.

2. The AX.25 protocol, currently
used, is incredibly inefficient and
needs updating or replacing.

Developments in these two areas
should proceed in parallel.

Wireless Wires

It has often been stated that
radio links, especially those at h.f.,
are the worst possible 'wires' for
carrying digital signals. Modem
designers using real 'wires' are able
to make three simplifying
assumptions: The signal-to-noise
ratio is high. Signals are stable for
long periods of time and any noise
present in the system has a Gaussian
probability distribution.

Non-linearities present in the
'wires', have effects that are
constant for long periods of time,
and may be handled by simple
adaptive equalisation. Against these
conditions, even our best v.h.f./
u.h.f. paths are inferior. At h.f. none
of the above conditions are

Fig. 1: The data path is explained within the text.

applicable, and yet we attempt to use
the Bell -103 modem standards
(200Hz shift, 300haud, one bit/baud)
for h.f. packet and similar standards
for RITY and AMTOR.

Old And New

The Bell -103 modem standard
was easy to implement using i.c.s
such as the Exar XR221 I.
Inexpensive modems became cheap
and easy to manufacture. But ease of
manufacture does not mean optimum
performance!

Soon we will have Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) hardware
available. Much experimentation by
amateurs has led to several products
which will be available soon. The
AEA and DRSI hardware will be the
commercial side of AMRAD, TAPR
and AMSAT as amateur
developments.

These new products have an
'open architecture' so further
experiments may be made. When a
new idea is available, the code will
be distributed by various means.
This may mean a 'System of the
Week Club' being formed!

In order to design an 'optimum'
modem system, (if it even exists) we
must consider the overall data
transfer system, as outlined in Fig. 1.

This drawing of Fig. 1 is
intentionally simplistic. Data
managing may take place in the host
computer or in a separate box. Some
data operations, such as forward
error correction (FEC), or
convolutional encoding, may best be

Ionosphere

+ORM

+ORN

handled by the DSP 'engine'. For
the sake of simplicity, think of the
modem functions as separate from
coding functions.

In optimising the modem side,
we must consider the entire signal
path. The radios, antennas and
ionosphere are considered as a
filter. Radios and antennas are
simplest to deal with, since their
performance is nearly constant with
time.

James Miller G3RUH, has
demonstrated that the combined
inadequacies of f.m. transmitters
and receivers can be improved by
pre -distorting the transmitted signal
waveform. This could also be used
at h.f. An optimum demodulator
needs to employ the conjugate filter
to achieve hest performance.

Noisy High Frequencies

The further problem arises
because of additive noise. The h.f.
band is plagued, with impulsive
noise, from thunderstorms, vehicle
ignitions, relays, etc. The major
defense against noise, is to ensure
that data protocols are tolerant of
dropouts. Receivers and
demodulators having good dynamic
range and which recover rapidly
from 'glitches' can also help. It has
also been argued for frequency
diversity to help mitigate against
such problems.

Bit And Baud

The confusion between bit -rate
(b.p.s.) and baud must be clearly
understood. A bit is a single piece
of data, a baud represents an
interval of time to accomplish the
signaling of that bit.

We now see more than
20 000b.p.s. on a normal telephone
line. It is often said that, `if such
signals can go through a phone line,
why don't we use them on the
radio?' However these high speed
V32 modems use a complex trellis
code scheme. Here, quadrature and
in -phase channels are each
amplitude modulated after the bits
are encoded.

The resulting complex
waveform must be handled very
carefully if information is not to be
lost. Typical V32 modems use
custom DSP chips with I8 -bit
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converters. A 'training sequence' at
the start of each transmission is
used as a test.

These aren't the characteristics
to be found on our radio links!

Let's consider the tone -dialling
telephone system. Each signalling
element consists of one low tone,
and one high tone. The two signals
encode 16 possible states,
equivalent to 4 bits. This could be
expanded to 255 possible states -
almost 8 bits worth of data (the zero
state with no tones present is
undefined).

No Mathematics

The complex mathematics
concerning limitations of m.u.f.,
Planck's constant and Shannon's
limit, have been cut out as the
majority of readers will not be
interested in this aspect.

All of the modems, that seem to
violate the uncertainty principle and
Shannon's limit, do so by requiring
stable signal and high s/n ratios.
One of the goals of h.f. modem
development should be to figure out
just which schemes can force bits
through poor channels. Of more
concern though, are the ionospheric
effects that exhibit considerable
time and frequency variability on
the signals.

Ionospheric Filter

We tend to think of the
ionosphere as a mirror that
'bounces' signals back. However,
this is an overly simplistic view. In
reality, the ionosphere continually
bends a signal travelling through it.

When we operate at 3.5MHz,
our signal undergoes many degrees
of phase shift as it is slowed down
and 'turned'. All the little density
variations in the ionosphere lead to
the severe multipath distortion
heard on this band. However, when
we operate on 21 or 28MHz the
signal spends little time in the
ionosphere so it has less distortion.

Users of RTTY and AMTOR on
3.5 and 7MHz know that 45 or
50baud signals usually works, but
plain text (ASCII) atIlObaud is
marginal. Very few have been
successful with 300baud Bell -103
packet transmission on 3.5MHz.
Many military and commercial h.f.

e MIMI

tests similarly indicate that 50-
75baud, is about the limit for h.f.
paths shorter than 1000km.

In the 1000-2000km range
covered by the 7, 10 and 14MHz
bands, clearly the system can work -
wimess the success of SKIPNET at
moving large volumes of packet
mail (albeit with low efficiency).
But the AMTOR and RTTY stations
running lower baud rates are able to
move data when packet stations
have difficulty.

The strong evidence is that rates
in the 100-200baud range would be
much more suitable when
conditions are poor. Since there are

days when the ionosphere is good,
and others when it's horrid, an
optimised strategy would be to have
adaptive rates which change with
conditions. In the ionosphere, how
long is my baud?

Data Coding Rates

Up to now I've talked in terms
of the baud. This term means the
number of signalling elements that
occur in one second. I can now
briefly mention some schemes
which can be easily implemented in
DSP hardware. Which of the
systems proves most successful
remains to be seen! In all of these
schemes, each signalling element
will convey more than one bit.

The first simple example is
known as Quadrature Phase Shift
Keying (q.s.p.k.). A carrier signal is
phase modulated to one of four
possible phases. Since there are four
discrete states of the signal, then 2
bits of data can be encoded in each
time slice. If the propagation
medium is stable enough to permit 8
or 16 phase states (8p.s.k. and
16p.s.k.), then 3 or 4 bits could be
sent. In addition to modulating the
phase of the signals, amplitude
coding will be tested.

Commercial systems using
multi -tone on/off keying (o.o.k.)
have proved successful. So we
might design a scheme where 32
tones spaced 25Hz apart are used,
with one tone representing each bit.
The 25Hz channel spacing and the
uncertainty principle discussed
earlier mean that we can key the
tones at 25baud (40ms signalling
elements) and occupy about 850Hz
of spectrum.

Mem
-

StartingStarting Frame

m.m. / IMIN0/ 0 1.100 0 0 IMEN
WI MEN ir mm,

Address: The identification of a packet transmitting station or
destination of the packet message.

Address field: The section in a packet frame containing the
callsigns of the source and destination of the packet. It may
also optionally contain the callsigns of one to eight digipeaters
(rebroadcast stations)

ANSI: American National Standards Institute. When applied
to a computer or terminal screen, it means a series of codes
which control the colours and position of the characters on the
screen

ASCII: American National Standard Code for Information
Interchange. A seven bit digital code to numerically define
characters and control codes. The values 0-47 are control
codes, 48-58 are the numbers. Capital 'A' is 65, 'B' =66, etc.
Lower case 'a' starts at 97, 'b' is 98... The last number is 127
which means delete last character typed.

Application Layer: Level 7 of OSI-RM that provides and
interface between the other OSI-RM layers and the user
application. (See OSI-RM)

Asynchronous: A digital data transmission timing technique
that adds bits of information to indicate the beginning and end
of each transmitted character. A start -bit signifies that a
character is about to be sent. One, one and a half or two stop -
bits signify that the character should be complete.

AFSK: Audio Frequency Shift Keying. A method of
transmitting digital information by switching between two
fixed audio tones transmitted as if from the microphone input.

Autobaud: The capability of a communications device to
-automatically adapt to whatever baud -rate is being used by
' the terminal connected to it, (baud -rate is a measure of 'bit'
`;transmission speed)

-Auto Line Feed: A DTE (data terminal equipment) or DCE
(data communications equipment) function that causes a line
feed control character to be sent whenever a carriage return

-,control character is sent (see ASCII).

AX.25: A definition of the significance of each character in the
packet stream. The link -layer packet radion protocol based on
the CCIT X.25 packet -switching protocol.

Although this is a 25baud
system, it conveys 800b.p.s. of data.
Instead of using all 32 bits for data,
we might add in an error -correcting
code. Depending on the degree of
protection desired this might reduce
the delivered data rate to 600-
700b.p.s. This multi -tone o.o.k.
approach, if carried to this limit,
places severe needs on the dynamic

range of transmitters. The peak -to -
average power requirements will be
quite large. Since amateurs are
notorious for 'upping the wick', on -
the -air tests will be needed to see
how gracefully multi -tone o.o.k.
loses performance and how
'unfriendly' it is to users on nearby
frequencies.

Early Days

In the early days of packet, error
detection and correction was
rejected because the c.p.u. chips

(8085, 6809 or Z-80) of the time
lacked the 'horsepower'. The
protocols used placed less stringent
requirements on these processors,
so FEC was included. Now the
price of 'smart' silicon has come
down, so the early decision should
be reversed, especially for h.f.
applications.

More next month. I also plan
give some information about packet
activity in Canada.

Comments, news, views and
insults to:
Roger, G3LDI @GB7LDI,
QTHR, or Tel: 10508) 70278 - for
24hr answering clone.
73 and happy packeting.
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11EVADA...
....IF IT'S RADIO WE'LL KEEP YOU POSTED

Yes, after 21 years in the business, we
carry just about everything for the Radio
Enthusiast. Send in £2 now for our new
1991 colour catalogue and see for yourself.

.orta.cfltq

'48 Scanning Receivers
AR 3000 BASE/MOBILE
Superior wide coverage 100kHz - 2036MHz
ALL MODE NO GAPS! 400 memories £765.00
Icom R1 The world's smallest scanner. 150kHz - 1300MHz.
100 mems. AM/FM & WFM modes. Full range of accessories
in stock £399.00
LOW NOISE WIDEBAND PRE -AMPS (25 - 2100MHZ)
Jim M-100 for use with TX/RX £79.95
Jim M-75 for use with RX only £69.95
Jim M-50 fixed 18dB gain no filters £49.95
- - %=

Shortwave Receivers
LOWE HF225 30kHz - 30MHz - FM filters
(optional) £425.00
ICOM R7000 25MHz - 2GHz - all mode operation with 99
user programmable memories PHONE

- SONY RADIOS We are the main shortwave stockist.
ICF-2001D Portable s/w receiver with civilian airband.
Built-in timer - 30 memories £299.00
ICF-7600 The new pocket s/wave RX with SSB - the
ideal travel companion PHONE

CB Radio
We are still the UK's leading CB dealer and manufacturer
and as such carry a wide range of radios and accessories.
JOHN, our expert, has an indepth knowledge of all aspects
of the hobby - from antennas to patch leads and Cybernets
to Midlands - he's the man to call. Here's just a few of
our CB Radios -
Team TSM404 £79.95 Midland Power Max cept.£89.95
Midland 104 £59.95 Satcom 4000 cept base.£169
Jesan Ready Rescue£69.95 Uniden PC404 cept £79.95
If it's not listed call John!
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_Kenpro Radio
We are now the UK sole distributor of Kenpro. The first
in a long established line is the:-
KT22EE 2MTR HANDHELD Thumbwheel operated this is an
ideal 1st radio - more new models to follow £139.00
$013525 MKII DOCKING BOOSTER Boost the output of
your 2mtr handheld to 25W. Suitable for:- ICOM. Kenpro.
CTE, and BS23 for some Yaesu handhelds £69.95

WANTED FOR CASH - all makes of Amateur Radio, CB
Radio, Shortwave and Scanning Receivers to add to our
already huge stocks of s/hand fully guaranteed equipment.
Just call Paul Martin on 0705-662145 for an instant quote.- -

C

Kenwood
TS850SD H.F. Transceiver - w/without ATU. General coverage
RX plus many more features - this new model has to be
heard to be believed £ PHONE
TS950DS Kenwood flagship - dual receiver with digital
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processing - internal ATU - full details available £3199.00
TM731E dual band mobile £655.00
TR751E 2m -m/mode £599.00
TM241E H/PWR 2m FM £289.00

This is only a small selection - many more in stock * *

II

ICOM
As mainstream dealers for all of !corns products, we carry a
good cross selection of their popular models. Don't forget!
we do offer good p/x terms so why not save money and
make way for that new H.F. rig this year.
IC -765 HF all band gen. RX £2499.00
IC -255 E/H - 2m base - m/mode £1199.00
IC -229E - 2m mobile - 25 watts £325.00
IC -2400E - dual band mobile £635.00
*IC-2SE *IC-4SET *Icom WB1 *IC -735 *IC-24ET

1

Trading Post
With the ever increasing prices of new equipment more and
more of us are turning to second-hand and used equipment.
Here's a sample of our current models:-
FRDX400 RX £245 FT790 70cms m/m £325
TS430S £625 FRG9600 boxed £375
FT7B c/w 160m £345 FT48OR 2m m/m £295
Atlas 210 & VFO rare £385 BNOS 50W 70cms amp ....£149
TS130 Line up £525 FRG7700 choice of 2 £425
Please check availability prior to ordering - don't forget we also
take part exchange - phone for details.

New ScannFn-g-Receivirs
NEVADA MS1000 The worlds 1st mobile 1000 channel scanner.
Modes AM-FM-WFM. Specs similar to HP200 - additional: -
AF Scan facility & remote cassette record option £279.00
FAIRMATE HP200E The Ultimate Handheld - 500 KHz -
600MHz & 805MHz - 1300MHz AM/FM & Wide FM. Complete with
accessories £269.00
We are the UK distributors for the Yupiteru range of sensitive
scanning receivers. Here are some of the latest models we
carry in stock:-
MVT-5000 H/held (25-550 MHz, 800-1300 MHz), 100
memories, c/w all accessories £249.00)
MVT-6000 Base/mobile version of the MVT-5000 h/held
supplied with all accessories and AC adaptor £299.00

$1,
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NEED AN ITEM IN A HURRY - WE SHIP ANYWHERE FAST!
CALL US NOW! ON 0705 662145 OR FAX US ON 0705 690626 _-

Nevada Communications, 189 London Road, Portsmouth P02 9AE



Getting
Started -

The Practical
Way

In the second part of his regular
series, the Rev. George Dobbs

G3RJV, looks at resistors, switches
and tackles a practical project.

`Getting Started' is essentially a practical series.
You'll build things and learn by building. Compo-
nents and techniques will be introduced along the
way, as will simple theory.

Sometimes the practical projects will outstrip the
theory. Don't worry, it will catch up in time, but in
order to build things we may have to ride 'rough-
shod' over some of the niceties of theory. To get at
some practical projects you may simply have to ac-
cept what I say with the simplest of explanations.
All you have to do is to trust me and warm up your
soldering iron!

Passive And Active

Electronic components can be divided into two
groups and these are Passive components and Ac-
tive components. This is a simple description of
their function with a circuit. The active components
`do things' such'as amplification, multiplication and
division, etc.

The 'active' group includes transistors, diodes
and integrated circuits (often knowns as `chips').
The passive components surround the active com-
ponents, and, generally speaking, enable them to do
their job.

Common Resistor

The commonest passive component is the resis-
tor. It's a deceptively simple component which, as
the name implies, resists the flow of electrons in the
circuit.

Most of you will know that copper wire is a good
conductor. Resistors however, are designed to be ----
bad conductors. They used to be made from a car-
bon composition, with a ceramic content. Nowadays
though, they are made from a thin carbon or metal
film deposited on a ceramic former.

Most of the resistors you'll come across will
have a wire lead at either end of the component.
Their value of resistance is quoted in ohms and is
given the Greek symbol SI (Omega). We'll explore
the simple mathematics involved in relationship be-
tween resistance, voltage and current later in this
series.

Colour Coded

George in his
workshop
with one of
his 'junior
operators'.
Like father,
like son!

They're easy to spot, and you'll soon see the little
cylinders with bright coloured stripes and a wire at
each end.

The stripes are a colour code to indicate the value
of the resistors in ohms. The way this coding system
works is shown in Table 1. Each number from 0 to
9, is identified by a colour. The coloured bands are
usually read by beginning with the band nearest one
end of the resistor body.

It's not a difficult technique and the order of
reading is: Number - Number - Multiplier. The
multiplier band tells the reader how many noughts to
add to the value of the resistance.

Table 1.

B LACK

B ROWN

RED

ORANGE

YELLOW

GREEN

B LUE

VIOLET

GREY

WHITE

4

Yellow

4

'''Aftkt

Violet Red Gold
4 7 2 (noughts) 5%

4700 ohms
4.7k ohms

often written as 4k7

The figures shown below and their decade multiples
or submultiples are the series of prefered values.

E12: 10 12 15 18 22 27 33 39 47 56 68 82
E24: 10 11 12 13 15 16 18 20 22 24 27 30

33 36 39 43 47 51 56 62 68 75 82 91

Look into most pieces of electronic equipment
and the circuit boards will abound with resistors.
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Professional WEATHER MONITORING at low cost
FEATURES (depending on model)
 WIND DIRECTION  OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE
 WIND SPEED  MIN -MAX TEMPERATURE

 GUST ALARM  RELATIVE HUMIDITY

 GUST SPEED  BAROMETRIC PRESSURE

 RAINFALL  WOODEN CABINET
 SUNSHINE  MAINS & 12.24V DC
* * All main readings at a glance * *
SEND FOR
COLOUR
BROCHURE

Prices
from only

£159
inc. VAT

rear.'
5/94

R&D ELECTRONICS, UNIT 19, THE ST JOHN WORKSHOPS,
MARGATE, KENT CT9 1TE. TEL: (0843) 221622

G6XBH G1RAS G8ti us
Visit your Local Emporium

Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR:

YAESU  AZDEN  ICOM  KENWOOD  ALINCO
ACCESSORIES

Wdz Range, Adonis, Mics, Mulek Pre -Amps
Buena) Mast Supports, DRAE Products, BNOS Linears & PSU's

* ERA Microreader & BPS4 Filter. SEM Products *
* Full range of Scanning Receivers *

AERIALS, Tonna, Full Range of Mobile Ants, Jaybeam
BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

JUST GIVE US A RING

Radio Amateur Supplies
3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NG8 IOU
Off Ring Rd., between A52 (Derby Road) & A609 (Ilkeston Road)
Monday: CLOSED Tuesday-Saturda : 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 ..m.

Tel: 0602 280267

PACKET RADIO
FROM THE SPECIALISTS!

Siskin Electronics have a policy of supplying the best range of packet
radio equipment available for the radio enthusiast. We have examined
the products of many manufacturers and are pleased to be able to offer
what must be the widest range of equipment available from just one UK
supplier. All prices include VAT and were valid when going to press.

AEA
PK-232/PK-88 Real lime Clock.....1 29.95
AMT 3 AMTOR/R7TY £179.95
PK-232+MAILBOX......._...._._ 1299.95
PK-88 VHF/HF TNC + new MBX E129.00

PACCOMM
Real Time Clock firs BSX etc. toolE 29.95
STATE MACHINE DCD (3105 19.95
HANDIPACKETILe ....... 1199.00
PSK-1M1CROSAT MODEM 189.00
PC -320 dual port PC card 1189.00
TINY -2 with PMS version 3.0 1129.00
TNC-320 dual porLHF/VHF £179.00
9600 baud modem. £ 95.00

KANTRONICS
"Smart Watch" Real Time Clock....E 29.95
DATA ENGINE (56,000 beud).....1327.95
ICPC2 HF/VHF with Wets,' 1165.00
KPC4 VHF/VHF dual port £242.00
KAM all mode with Wefas £285.00
Data Engine 9600 modem hoard 195.00

LATEST UPDATE RELEASE INFO
PacComns VI.1.6D4 (PMS V3.0)
'Centronics Version 3.04

If it's In stock (and it usually i9 !) we will despatch it same day.

NOTE: Prices do not include carriage

BOLT ON GOODIES
RKTU Weather Node. EPhone
ICS FAX (PC incL VGA!!!) £ 89.95
RLC 100 4 poet PC card £289.00
ATARI Portfolio pocket PC 1199.99
ATARI 520STFM +"liemPack" L289.95
ATARI PC3 (30M H.Disk), mono £688.85
ATARI PC3 (30M H.Disk), EGA -1799.95
32K (62256) static ram E 12.50
Custom made audio leads from L 11.95
Custom made RS232 leads from £ 9.95
In house custom RS232-TNC lead service!
HF-225 Gen. Coverage Receiver £425.00
Navico AMR 10005 Transceiver £249.00

SOFTWARE
We supply driver software for most
computers EREE of charge with all TNC
purchases.

NEW PRODUCTS...-.
!Centronics Weather node, connects to
any TNC RS -232, can polled by packet
radio for remote weather conditions (wind,
temperature etc.) Phone for details or see
our demo at the neat rally!

Siskin Electronics Ltd le3
2 South Street,
Hythe, Southampton, Nfe

SO4 6EB. Tel: 0703-207587,207155
FAX: 0703-847754
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COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LTD 170 Goldhawk Rd, London W12 8}1J
Tel: 081-743 0899 Fax 081-749 3934. Open Monday to Friday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
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A.H. SUPPLIES
Unit 12, Bankside Works, Darnall Rd, SHEFFIELD S9 5HA.

Phone. 444278 (0742)

ANTENNAS TONNA (F9FT)
501114 144/4301111
5 element EN.7100 9819 element ONST

DE Miff MEM SPECIAUST
PO'NER "'HMIS

Escsna) 2 way 144MHz E48.311(e)
44.4144MHz 07.53(0)

144111Itz 125Willts 2 way 435MHz 145.89(c)
4 element 129.3910 23 element 911.87(6) 4 way 435MHz 055.78(e)
4 element crossed
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07.261al 4 x 23ele start:kat have power 2 112). 125076117
03.12).) sou, 4 way 1250MHZ

f98.35(c)9
t43.36(c)

9 element portable 1136.190) ' 2 way 1296MHz 139.35(c)

9 element crossed 012.10a) 12161111: 4 way 1296MHz 143.38(c)

13 element L411.030) 23 nement 02.21(1) 2way2300MHz 00.35(c)

17 element 06.24101 4 x 23 en - Sliding tame power 4 way 2300""2 143.36(c)

4356I1
CISA3(4) 4 x 55 efe - SIMIdna 99154 - power 'N' Conneclors. £20.00(.1

9 element

19elencril Ell.640) sore, =PAW
1 element mused 9.42.44(4) TELESCOPIC MASTS - STACKING
21 dement 432MI0 947.61(a) 23001/91 FRAMES - COAXIAL CABLE - ROTA -
21 Mansard ATV tA7.61(a) 25 element 843.47(9) TOILS ETC.

Al pc CES 63.169 VAT. Reuse add carnage (a) £53 (b)1220 (c) £120. U.K. MAINLAND ONLY ACCESS or

VISA madders leleckne )our Ceder lot rnmerUse deoseth. CLAWS yaitome. cut by eincrione oPI:01r1Imel
only. please Send 50p hr 511 caws get vhch contains the b" soectasons.

8011 U.K. DISTRIOUTOR
FREEPOST, ABINGDON, OXON, 0X14 1BR.

Tel: (0235) 523080 (24hrs)

Kanter 075.0011 ANDREW IIIIAX
55 damn 1422101 LOF4.50A

RANDAM ELECTRONICS (P)

J. BIRKETT
RADIO COMPONENT SUPPLIERS

TANTALUM BEAD CAPACITORS. 10r .w., 4.7uf. 150. Both @ 15
For 11 00
WIRE ENDED DIODES BY 127 1300 PIV I Amp @ 10 for ROO.
MOTOROLA DASH MOUNTING UHF TRANSCEIVERS with Mtke @
128.00 IP&P (31
STORM° 2 CHANNEL MID.BAND FM BOOT MOUNTING TRANS-
CEIVER with loudspeaker and Control Box @ 09.00 IPSO Id).
STORNO 10 CHANNEL FM TRANSCEIVER 79 to 110Mh1 Boot Mounting. No Wassail" @ (BOO {P&P 031.
REOIFON 2 CHANNEL MID BAND FM TRANSCEIVER wdh Louttsssalm and Control Box @ (795 (P&P 141.
AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITORS. 15 15p) @ (2.50, 10 - 10 .200 @ 1150, 100  20071 112.50, 200
 3500 @ 12.50. 250  250p1 @ 12.50, 250  250 + 20  20  200 @ 12.50, c804 Type 25pf @ 12.50. 50pf
@ 12.50
POWER TRANSISITORS. 2113055e 5 for 17.00. 80990 @ 5 for (2.00.
SMALL 9 VOLT SOLONOIDS @ 5 for (2.00.
SMALL 6 TO 11 VOLT MOTORS @ 4 for 11.95.
REGULATOR I.C. 12 8011 3 Amp M713712CK @ 11.65.
FERRANTI SURFACE MOUNT TRANSISTORS. BCW666, FMPAT38C, IMMD914TA. All at 15 for 11.00.
DISC CERAMICS. D.lut 63,w. 200 191 (1 .95.
FETS 1013819 @ 25p, J304 @ 20p. BFW 11 @ 30p. BFW 12 @ 30p. 2013074 1 30p, Dual Gate MOS FIT 301201 @
80p. 30588 p 60p
TRANSFORMERS. 240 Volt Input. Type 1. 15 Volt 1 Amp @ (1.95 (P&P 60p). Type 2. 12 Yoh 5 Amp p 15.00 (P&P
11 601

R.F. POWER PETS MRF 136. 2 to 400MHz 15 Watt 28 Volt. With data @ 1946. Matched Pen @ (18.60.

ACCESS and BARCLAY CARDS ACCEPTED. PAP 60p under 15. Dyer Free. Urdess Othenvise Stand.
C.M. HOWES ANO W000 & DOUGLAS KITS. Amiable By Post and Fa Criers.

25 The Streit
Limbo. TN. 520767
(LIZ 1JF)

Partners J.H.Bidcett.
J.L.Birkett
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Fig. 1:
Simple switches.

Top.
Single -pole on -off.

Middle.
Single -pole change-
over.

Bottom.
Double -pole change-
over.

There is a fourth band which indicates the 'toler-
ance' of the resistor, that is, how accurate the value
can be. A gold band indicates plus or minus 5% and
a silver band plus or minus 10% of the stated value.

Practical Example

The following example shows how the system
works. We'll assume that we have a resistor with
Yellow - Violet - Red and Gold markings. The
markings indicate 4, 7 and 2 zeros and that it's a
5% tolerance resistor. So the value in ohms of this
particular resistor is 4700, or four thousand seven
hundred ohms (0), or 4.7 thousand ohms.

It's usual to shorten this with the conventional
'kilo' and 'Mega' designations. The 'kilo' equals
1000 (or three zeros) and 'mega' equals 1000000 (or
six zeros). So 4.7 thousand is expressed as 4.7kQ.

Because decimal dots can be 'lost', this 4.7kQ is
often written as 4k7, the k replacing the decimal
point. Get 'stuck in' to your component box. Try
and find some other values such as: brown - black -
red (1kfl), green - blue - yellow (560kO) red - red
- green (2.2MLI) and so on.

Circuit
Applications

For most circuit applications the value of a resis-
tor in ohms is not very critical. A variation of 20%
(plus or minus 10% of the value) would be in order.

With this in mind, there is a standard range of re-
sistor values that begins at 1 and increases in ap-
proximate 20% steps. The standard range also goes
up in decade values. These are, for example: 1.2, 12,
120, 1200 (1K2), etc. This range is called the El2
range of preferred values because there are twelve
steps.

The next range, called the E24 Range, increases
in approximately 10% (plus or minus 5% of the
value) steps. Most amateur radio projects can be
built with resistors from the El2 range, although the
odd E24 value might be required from time -to -time.

The standard range of values means that a limited
set of resistors can be held that will serve almost any
purpose. Several companies sell packs of resistors
in the E12, or E24 ranges with 5 or 10 of each value
in the range. Packs like this can make a very useful
component starter pack for a beginner.

Simple Switching

For most of the simpler switching operations car-
ried out by hand from the front panel of a piece of
electronic equipment, toggle switches are a good
choice. Some amateur constructors like to use a

- IIIIIIIII

- 1111111111

much cheaper device, called a slide switch, but their
unreliability is renowned and I avoid them!

The three commonest types of toggle switch are
shown in Fig. 1. The single -pole on -off switch is the
simplest of all. A pair of contacts (A and B in the
drawing) are closed and opened by the action of the
switch.

The single -pole change -over switch does what
the name implies. The centre contact, A, is switched
between two other contacts, B and C, by the switch.
In fact, this type of switch is more common than the
single on -off types. This is because it can also be
used for on -off application by simply using contacts
A and B or A and C for the on -off operation.

The double -pole change -over switch is exactly
like its single -pole counterpart except that two con-
tacts are switched over: A to B or C and 1 to 2 or 3.
The dotted line shows that the two 'switch -over' ac-
tions are performed by the same lever action.

Be Warned

Here's a timely warning for you! It might be as-
sumed that the toggle lever of the switch points to-
wards the contact that is being made. For example in
Fig. 1, with the lever up as for the double -pole
change -over switch, A and B and 1 and 2 would be
connected. However, be careful as this is not so!

In most examples of miniature toggle switches,
contact is made in the opposite direction to the way
the lever points. So, it's wise to check before using
any switch.

The 'old hand' would check the switch with the
ohms (II) range on a multimeter. Don't worry
though, if you don't have a meter yet - you could
check it with a battery -and -bulb 'continuity tester'
to see which way the switch action occurs.

A Practical Project

It's nice to build circuits that do something, make
sounds, flash lights, move meter needles and so on.
This project does none of those, and in fact it does
'minus things' because it reduces signals.

The project might seem boring, but believe me,
it's very useful. Every amateur radio shack ought to
have a 'stepped attenuator'.

You may have seen a switch, or switches, on the
front of a communications receiver marked 'attenu-
ation'. To put it simply, these switches reduce the
amount of radio signal going into the input of the re-
ceiver.

This might seem odd. You may ask me 'surely,
we want as much signal as possible to enter the re-
ceiver?' My answer would be a qualified yes.

This answer will be because sensitivity may not
be the most important factor that governs a receiver
performance. The 'Dynamic range' can often be
more critical. The dynamic range is the range of sig-
nal strengths that can be handled at any one time by
the receiver. Or put in simpler language, 'When lis-
tening to a weak signal, how big can a nearby signal
be, without 'clobbering the wanted signal'.

Undesirable Effects

cr A poor dynamic range can produce a range of
undesirable effects in a receiver. Strong signals can
'desensitise' the receiver.

Other problems can occur. Odd signals can unex-
pectedly appear in the receiver, when a large signal
causes unwanted signals to be generated by the
'mixing' circuits inside the receiver.

It's a complicated matter, but poor dynamic
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Ground

SK1
In

R1
Out

R3

Ground

1

S1a
68R

lb S2a

100R 100R

Shopping List
Resistors 5%, 0.25W
5612 2 R8, 9.
6812

10052

22052

82052

2 R1, 5, 6.
2 R2, 3.
1 R4.

1 R7.

Fig. 2: A simple, one stage
attenuator.

Fig. 3: This is the attenuator which
you can build as a practical project.
Note that this version consists of
three attenuators joined in series.

R5 R6 R8
68R 68R 56R

Switches
Miniature Toggle: Double -pole Change -Over
Maplin Type FHO4E or Marco SW/SM/DPDT

S3b

R9
56R

SK2
Out

Miscellaneous
Die-cast aluminium box, Maplin type LH7OM or similar. The Marco type,
BOX/27134PSL is slightly larger than the Maplin version. Phono Sockets
(single hole mounting) 2 off. Wire, blank p.c.b. material or aluminium sheet
for screens.
Addresses: Maplin Electronics, PO Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR,
Telephone Orders (0702) 554161.
Marco Trading, The Maltings, High Street, Wem, Shrewsbury SY4 5EN.
Telephone Orders (0939) 32763.

Fig. 4a. A view of the attenuator mounted in its box.

Fig. 4b.
Three-
quarter
view of the
finished
project.

range can seriously reduce receiver performance.
An attenuator placed in the antenna input circuit of a
receiver can often help!

The reduction in signal strength an attenuator
provides, enables the receiver circuits to reject
strong nearby signals although wanted, weaker sig-
nals at the tuned frequency can still be heard.

Attenuators are also used in equipment testing to
vary the signal reaching the circuits under test.
You'll perhaps now realise why an attenuator is an
item whose usefulness will increase the more you
learn about the hobby.

Circuit Diagram

A circuit diagram of a simple attenuator is shown
in Fig. 2. If you're not used to circuit diagrams, this
project will help, because the diagrams are simple to
follow.

You can regard the circuit diagram as a 'map' of
how the components are connected to make the cir-
cuit function. It's not an exact representation of how
the circuit may look when built, but it does show
how the parts connect.

The diagram looks rather like a London Under-
ground map doesn't it? The circuit illustration
shows where all the 'lines' go without showing how
long they are, or exactly how they get from one
place to another. In other words, the diagram shows
routes without true scale or true direction.

Symbolic Greek

The type of attenuator we're using is called the
Pi Attenuator. It's standard practice to indicate what
the circuit is, by using the Greek symbol Pi or rc
which looks rather like our letter 'n'.

The circuit consists of three resistors combined
to reduce a signal that passes from 'in' to 'out'. You
might notice that the resistors used in the three sec-
tions all come from the E12 range I've already men-
tioned.

The diagram, Fig. 3, shows how three of these
attenuator circuits can be connected in line to make
a variable ('stepped') attenuator. The resistor values
chosen depend upon two requirements that may
have to be accepted at this stage rather than be fully
explained.

The attenuator is designed to fit into a signal path
at 500 impedance. Expressed simply, impedance is
the resistance to current 'flow' that has to be over-
come by the alternating current signals passing
through the attenuator.

Antenna inputs for most receivers and many
other types of signal in radio frequency work have
an impedance of 50Q. The second requirement is
the amount of attenuation (or reduction) offered by
each stage of the circuit.

Discovering Decibels

The level of signal reduction provided by the at-
tenuator is expressed in decibels (dB). The decibel
is a unit of power ratio by which increases or de-
creases in power steps can be expressed by a simple
number.

One decibel (1dB) stands for multiplying the
power by a factor of 1.26 times, which is a just no-
ticeable increase in signal strength. So, a 5dB in-
crease means that five just noticeable increases in
signal strength have occurred.

An easy figure to remember is 3dB, which is al-
most the same as increasing the power by two. The
decibel can be shown in plus or minus numbers to
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show increases or decreases in level, and as our
attenuator decreases the signal, it has -dB steps.

Small Steps

For many applications 10dB steps are small
enough for practical use. The attenuator we've built
offers steps of -10dB, -20dB and -30dB.

This means that signal reduction can be ob-
tained from -10dB to -60dB in 10dB steps. This is
made possible by switching the sections in and out
of the circuit. Double -pole change -over switches
permit the three stages to be either in the line, or
they can provide a direct path (OdB) with no at-
tenuation.

Not Difficult

The project is not difficult to build. It only re-
quires you to drill a few holes in a metal box and
being able to make good solder joints.

The three sections of the attenuator are sepa-
rated by two screens. These can be made from alu-
minium sheet or doubled -sided printed circuit
board material.

The box is a die-cast aluminium box type
M5002 with external dimensions of 100 x 50 x
25mm, although any similar box would be suitable.
The switches are evenly spaced, centrally mounted
along the length of the box. The screens are cut to

fit into convenient slots on the inside of the box.
When you've made the screens, two small holes

(1.5mm) are then drilled in the centre and to one
side. The central holes carry the signal wires, which
must be of pvc insulated wire.

The offset holes carry a 'grounding' (earthing')
wire to which the bottom ends of the resistors are
connected. This is a bare wire and 22s.w.g. (stand-
ard wire gauge) copper wire is ideal.

This wire is soldered to the screens, and it forms
the soldering points for the 'bottom legs' of the at-
tenuator resistors. The wires also connect between
the grounding lugs of the input and output sockets.
In the example shown the sockets are of the inex-
pensive 'phono' type, but other types of socket
could be used.

General Guide

A general guide to building the attenuator is
shown in Fig. 4a and 4b. Use it as a guide to suit
whatever box you can find, or copy it by using the
same type of box.

To test the attenuator, you should place it be-
tween the antenna and the input of a receiver. Try
combinations of the attenuation on different bands
under varying conditions. As your understanding of
radio grows, the usefulness of your attenuator will
soon be proved.

PW

Join me next
time as we
explore the
fascinating
world of hobby
radio together.

BARGAIN BASEMENT
WANTED Yaesu FT -102 ANT Unit. Yaesu SP 102P Loudspeaker Unit. Yaesu FV-102 DM v.f.o unit. 1000W dummy load 50
ohms impedance. Plus h.f. wavemeter - Good one. Mr P. J. Brouder G3Z.TH, Aldebaran, 169 North Road, Stoke Gifford, Bristol
BS12 6PH. Tel: (0272) 691025.

FOR SALE FT-101EX Transceiver with a.t.u., s.w.r. meter, mic, key, phones. Complete working station, ex silent key, £250
(o.n.o.). Mr R. Palmer, 8 St Francis Road, Blackfield, Southampton SO4 I XU. Tel: (0703) 89420.

WANTED 70cm module for FT -726 Yaesu. Bird Elements for 144/432MHz. Mike Mundy GOGNV, Volks Haven, 124 Junction
Road, Worlds End, Burgess Hill, West Sussex RHI5 OPZ. Tel: (0444) 241407.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE Hitachi Midi-system,4 bands, twin cassette, detachable speakers. Mint condition. Wanted Matsui
MR4099 or Tatung TMR 7602. Same condition. Mr A. Stapleton, 130 Sherwell Valley Road, Torquay, Devon TQ2 6EX. Tel:
(0803) 605045.

FOR SALE FTV-107R 2m transverter £95. FT708R 70cms hand-held £110. Grundig TK144 reel-to-reel recorder £45. Epson
MX100/III printer £95. Telescope 3" refractor £150. Exchange Atari 1040ST, IBM-PC, general coverage h.f./rx, offers? Mr D.
W. Howard G lAJB, Rame Common Farm, Camkie, Helston Cornwall. Tel: (0209) 860297.

FOR SALE Trio VFO 520 £45. Memory keyer, 8 x 50 characters, pos/neg outputs, mains/battery, sidetone £60. Both post extra.
Mr K. Smith G3RB, 78 Thomtree Drive, West Monkseaton, Whitley Bay, Northumberland NE25 9NW. Tel: 091-2530504.

FOR SALE Yaesu FT -726 complete with 50, 144 and 430MHz boards, also 'satellite' board, £850. Fax -1, £175. Spacetech
satellite receiver £50, Buyer to collect. Mr R. Fuller, 35 Chichester Walk, Wimbome, Dorset BH21 ISL. Tel: (0202) 882269

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE IBM AT 'clone' I 2MHz with 640K RAM, 2 x 32Mbyte disks, 5.25"+3.5" floppies, VGA mono,
1Par/2Serial ports. Genius mouse included. Ideal for d.t.p. or graphics. £650 or offers. Would consider exchange for a dual -band
v.h.f./u.h.f. base station or w.h.y. Contact G1TEX ('Tex') at PW editorial offices.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE Receivers in very clean condition. Bendix radio compass MN26C working. RAF v.h.f. beam -
approach R l 147/b ref 10D/13129 boxed. American Nova tech airband valved general coverage plus v.h.f., £15. Mr B. D. Tipper
G3WWL, 271 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B74 4J5. Tel: 021-353 8874.

WANTED Technical details on the HRO-M communication receiver, circuit diagrams, layout, w.h.y. Mr A. Couchman, 3
Manor Grove, Sittingboume, Kent MEIO 1LT.

FOR SALE 5V 30 amp p.s.u. £20 plus postage. Colin Redwood G6MXL, 45a Lulwortth Avenue, Hamworthy, Poole, Dorset.
Tel: (0202) 665284.

Now you can buy and sell
your equipment in the new
PTV 'Bargain Basement'
readers' advertisement
feature for only £2.301 (Free
Service To PW Subscribers'
Club Members).

The rules are simple. You
am advertise any radio.
electronic or associated
equipment for sale or
wanted. PROVIDED it can be
licence& and be
legitimately used in the U.
You could raise money for
your new transceiver or
why.. by advertising your
video ccrinera or other
consumer equipment for sale
in 'Bargain Basement'.

The advert itself must not
exceed 30 words, plus 12
words for the address. You
must enclose your full
address, post code,
telephone number and
callsign where appropriate.
Subscribers' Club Members
must include the dispatch
label bearing their address
and subscription number to
qualify for their free advert.

All adverts MUST brgad
or handwritten In
CAPITALS and be
accompanied by the corner
flash printed in PW, a £2.30
cheque (payable to PW
Publishing Ltd.) and a
stamped, addressed
postcard if you would like
an acknowledgement. No
corner flash or label - no
advert! (photocopies not
acceptable).

The postcard will be used to
acknowledge receipt of your
advertisement. All adverts
will be used in strict rotation.
No trade adverts accepted
and no responsibility will be
taken for errors. Please make
your requirements as clear
and concise as possible.

Address your adverts to:
Donna Vincent, PW 'Bargain
Basement,
Eneico House, The Quay,
Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP.

WANTED Satellite TV -A Laymans Guide. Wireless; The Crucial Decade, 1924-1934. RS; Di lecon variable tuning capacitors,
solid dielectric type, 500pF. For Sale Practical Wireless mags 1955-1977 (not full years) 15p each. SAE for list, postage extra.
Mr M. B. Evans, 120 Loughton Way, Buckhurst Hill, Essex IG9 6AR
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RST MAIL ORDER CO.
LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD,

1 MAYO ROAD,
CROYDON,

SURREY CR0 20P.

SPECIAL EXPRESSRS MAIL ORDER SERVICE
EP EM211 2.50 P151 1.50 3.4.5, COO '7-- 3.00

4731 400 9487 2.50 P182 1.50 66576 950 65G7.4 550
CL33 400 5N91 %A 750 P183 1.50 6476 200 esn 340
Draw 1.50 Eysi 3.50 P188 2.00 64U5G7 5.00 6567 3.00
07932 750 EYBB 1.75 P05004 4.00 6496 2.50 08.701 9.50
58855 6.95 DAB 1.75 P1803 1.50 644684 400 658707 450
E 180F 450 E08004 3.00 06601 150 6B7 4.00 ESSI 350
58104 25.00 E2E13 1.50 009026 19.50 698 4.00 eu8A 1.50
EA9520 135 EZ/31 1.50 0090370 5.00 6946 1,50 69607 4.25
EN, 7.50 00501 3.00 00903 10 IAA 15.00 6647 5.00 6X4 3.00
E9F80 1.50 6232 8.50 00903206 25710 69E6 1.50 60551 250
EBRO 1'50 cep 4.50 00110640A 14440.00 60446 2,50 ,2477 2.25
FC91 350 GZ34 GE 7.50 0090640.4 54039.50 6976 2.25 2aU1 2.25
E5033 7 ,8 GZ37 4.50 0403.12 10.00 68316 2.00 .79.37 2.25
ECC35 7.50 6761 7.50 618 4.00 El3Cr6 3.50 124076 GE 7.00
E55331 2.25 0766 15.00 R19 3.00 5.20 12646 550
EC= 225 6786 GEC 30.00 5P41 690 4',./.14.00 729E6 2.50
ECC83 Samna 2.25
ECM 3.50

Krn Gold Lon
P.O.A

SP61 4.00
619 10.00

up
.-98r. Asp

126876 GE 6.50
173776 GE 7.00

EOM 3.50 KTI55 15.00 U25 2.50 ElPv, 1.50 1251 20.00
60021 210 N78 9.00 U26 2.50 6926 212 12/1G7 12G6.7 8,50
ECM 450 042 2.70 U37 7.50 654 1.95 361L172 1.50
EC1135 3.50 002 2.70 U413580 1.50 606 3.50 30134 2.50
60442 150 003 2.50 UBFB9 1.50 60560 3.00 301319 2.50
E0181 3.00 003 2.60 UC442 4.00 6(.756GA 5.00 301303 450
E(1.110 1.50 6036 2.50 UCIAB1 2.50 r,.. 6 37a 304L 14 1.80
65132 1.50 PC 85 2.50 UCL82 2.00 57.;7 GE 5.25 5726 70.00
ECM 3.00 6092 2.50 PCL83 3.00 ,-:::.:16 6.00 605 50.00
ECLE6 1.75 p097 2.00 U999 200 471 OM 807 5.00
EF374 3.50 PC9C0 2.00 6141 10.00 r.^4 3.50 B114 18.50

EF36 275 PCF80 2.00 U1.84 290 8,X1: .7. 12.00 8124 52.50
EF40 510 PcFaz 150 0441 4.00 n 94:' 950 813 27.50
EF41 330 PCF86 2.50 OPE 245 F. A, sso 866A 2500
6F42 4.50 P5 01 2.50 VR105/30 2.50 1.85 872A 20.00
EF50 250 PCF802 250 611150/30 2.50 77. 3.50 9316 25.00
EF54 4.50 PCF805 1.70 2759 3500 6649 4.00 2050.8 GE 10.00
EF55 330 PCF808 1.70 Z8034.1 25.00 We 3.00 5763 10.00
FM 1.50 PC6200 3.00 2021 3.50 64156 4.25 5814A 4.00
EMIG SAO PCLB2 200 3826 20.00 615 3.00 5842 12.00
EF91 7-95 PCL83 3.00 4502509 616 3.00 sow 11.50
9592 515 0510, 200 EMIAC 15.00 6.17 4.00 0468 GE 1500
EF163 2.00 pass 5.50 58400 8.00 6.1966 GE 9.50 65506 GE 15.00
EF1114 210 P5186 550 5140 5.25 61E65 9.50 66838 GE 18.00
EMT 5-75 1351865 260 5046 4.00 61065 GE 11.25 6973 1100
6632 2.50
5133 7.50

POMO 6.00
P1 -L250 550

54307 2.50
5.13 COO

60607 100
667 COO

nes GE 7.00
70274 GE 12.60

EL.31 Ward 10.00 pus 2.50 52407 2.50 6K8 4.00 7129 10.00
EL34 %mire 4.60 po, trs snou 1.75 0036 GE II .115 75818 12.00
ELM 4.00 8192 1.50 6487 310 BIM 8.50 75109 GE 11.95
ELL93 25.00 piss 550 84306 4.00 61690CS51. 8.50 7586 15.00
ELM 5.00 km 2.00 6465 4.50 131.6GC Sornens 4.50 7557 23.00
ELEA 2.25 P1504 2.50 6445 1.03 61600 GE 9.513 8303 4.50
ELBA 2.75 pisss 5.50 6006 1.95 617 3.50 80633 1500
6191 COO 41909 6.60 64715 5.03 6106 9.50 8066 GE 16.50
ELM 2.00 P1519 600 66584 4.50 607 4.00 8417 GE 11.50
E1360 1410 76502 0.190 6905 3.25 6144-16496Ne 12.00 Prces 00482 4430,
EMU P.O.A. P333 2.50 64725 25.00 6547 3.00 gaq , mess

Tel. 01-684 1166 Open daily to callers Mon -Fr 9am-4p1 - Clown Saturday . 085.894 3056
Valves. Tubes and 719054/075 Over 6000 types available®110n1 0OcI
Terms cwo. and Visa Cards accepted Orders despatched

Prices excluding
by return.

Quotations for any types not listed S A E 7e4ez
VAT add 15% Poet and peeking C1.00 per order + VAT 946708

Clayton Wood Close

DA LONG WestLeeds LS16 6QE
ELECTRONICS LIMITED Tel: 0532 744822

Fax: 0532 742872

II
For products you can rely

upon to give amazing results
For information on Active
Antennas, RF Amplifiers,
Converters, Audio Filters, the
Morse Tutor and Speech

Processors send or telephone

fora free catalogue and

selective data sheets as

required.

All our products are designed

and made in Britain.

Orders can be despatched

within 48 hours subject to
availability.

"SA - VISA AND ACCESS WELCOME -MI

MEL)) 11)

Cirkit
TESTING

[In TM SERIES MULTIMETERS

D -MM Good Value!
The TM series of low cost meters. with
31/2 digit LCDs, full overload protection.
strong ABS case and packed with
features. Supplied with test leads,
battery and manual.

TM 5315 DC current (10A) continuity and diode test 56-05315 £19.99
TM 5365 Capacitance and frequency (200kHz)

ranges 56-05365 £31.90
TM 5375 Frequency range (20MHz) and HFE test 56-05375 £36.75
TM 115 AC & DC current (10A), HFE and

continuity test 56-00115 £33.67
TM 135 Capacitance and temp. ranges (inc.

probe)
56-00135 £45.95

TM 175 Frequency (15MHz) and capacitance
ranges and HFE. diode, continuity and 56-00175 £57.49
LED test.

7705 Capacitance meter, 1pF to 20,000uF 56-07705 £38.98

BLACK

STAR
Top quality. UK
made, frequency
counters and
generators.

Meteor 100 100MHz counter 56-00100 £125.35
Meteor 600 600MHz counter 56-00600 £155.25
Meteor 1000 1000MHz counter 56-01000 £204.70
Apollo 100 100MHz counter/timer 56-10100 £339.25
Nova 2400 2.4GHz counter 56-02000 £343.85
Jupiter 500 500kHz function generator 56-00500 £126.50
Jupiter 2000 2MHz function generator 56-02001 £171.35

HM203-7
HM205-3
HM604
HM1005

'-4

Dual channel, 20MHz
Digital storage. 20MHz sampling
Dual channel. 60MHz
Triple channel, 100MHz

HAMEG

'SCOPES
All Hameg scopes
are supplied with
two x 10 probes,

mains lead, manual
and 2 year
warranty.

56-52037 £388.70
56-52053 £701.50
56-56040 £701.50
56-01005 £910.85

Full details of all the above are Included In our comprehensive
catalogue, £1.60 (Inc. P&P).

All the above are currently in stock and available for immediate
delivery. Standard P&P £1.00, next day delivery £4.50.

All prices include VAT

Cirkit Access

/OIL Lai
Cirkit Distribution Ltd.

Park Lane, Broxboume, Herts EN10 7NQ.
Telephone (0992) 444111.

1
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For this month the most important event
has to be the outbreak of the Gulf War; just
what its impact on our hobby will be in the
long-term is anyone's guess. Let's just
hopethings don't escalate toa point where

activity is seriously affected in some
countries or, worse, a OAT is enforced
upon us.

The Bands

At the time of writing I can look out
upon snow-covered hill -tops, but on the
bands I've had a longish good spell during
the last month.

The 1.8MHz Band

Here I'm pleased to note that the Top
Band Newsletter for January 1991 has
arrived, ably penned by G3RBP and G3XTT,

and in the direct line of succession from
the W1BB and VE3D0 efforts. Now they
need SUPPORT, which means sending a
couple of IRCs plus a self-addressed
envelope for each issue. As I understand it,

you can have credits in hand this way for
several issues. The intent is to more -or -
less cover costs but to subsidise copies to
1.8MHz operations in those places where
IRCs or foreign currency are difficult to
obtain. The address is: Roger Parsons
G3RBP, 32 Windmill Lane, Ashbourne,
Derbyshire DE6 1EY. More power to their
elbow, say I, and Top Band will be the
better for their efforts. However, the other
thing they need is INPUT, from the 1.8MHz

DX fraternity both UK and abroad.
An interesting sidelight on the activity

level on Top Band is that while 1.8MHz
was the UK's prime natter -spot, W1B6
took some 28 years to achieve the first
DXCC in 1976; but since nattering on
1.8MHz more or less ceased in favour of
v.h.f., the number of people achieving this
target of 100 countries confirmed has
mushroomed to 250 -plus around 53
countries to the end of 1989! The reason is
the vast increase in the number of countries

having access to the band and of
expeditions taking 1.8MHz equipment
along.

Talking of nattering, the Tuesday
evening 1900 Powys ARC net on 1.932MHz

give-and-take the ORM, seems to be noted
by lots of people wound the country - and
nothing pleases us more than to chat.

This month G3BDO (Hastings) notes
that he hasn't beenveryactive on any band
of late but he did manage to work T77C,
VE1ZZ, K1J0, ND1T, UW3PN, UC2WEH,
IOUZF and VK6HD - the latter peaked to
R5S7 both ways from his new QTH.

Turning to G2HKU, Ted worked
ON7BW on s.s.b., while the c.w. gave
W4QM/MM off Tunis and OK1DWJ.

The 3.5MHz Band

The3.5MHz band isanotherarea where
DX is a minority activity. ON7P0 (Kortrijk)
notes that he is nearly complete on 5BWAZ,

having now only seven zones needed, all
on this band. His c.w. exchanges took
place with K2OPJ, KUOS, UG1700GM,
V73AS, VS6BG, 6W6JX, YAORR, N6ND,

Reports to
Paul Essery GW3KFE

287 Heol-y-Coleg, Vaynor, Newtown, Powys SY16 1RA

CORY, 4K2/UV3CC, ZL4IE and 4K201L; the

YA, VS and V73 being new ones on the
band.

Recently G3NOF (Yeovil) has been on

the band, and made s.s.b. QSOs with EA8/
GOGPW, KE1Y, SV9AKI and VE2AFJ.

Now to GOKRT (Welling), who has
been on the air since July 1989, always
with ORR c.w. on this band. This time the
GRP Winter Sports gave him GOFOD,
GODRT, GOFYP, GONRL, G3LOI/M (narrow -

boat Moorlands, on the Grand Union
canal), G3YH0, G3IRW, G30SJ, G4ECI,
G4FGI, G4JJN, G4YYR, G4JZ0, G4ZZB,
and ON5AG; outside the event there were
a half -dozen Gs, PAOZEZ, and IK1PQT for a

new country.
It was s.s.b. on 3.5MHz for G3BDO;

John notes JA6XMM twice, VK2CWG and
CN8AR.

Sad to say, GM3JDR (Aukengil I) had a

short list to offer as he has been laid up
with chickenpox for three weeks; indeed
on the day he wrote he had had his first
step outside for a fortnight. However,
JABEAT, JAOCWZ, JL1ARF, JA1HQT, and

UAOQAE were worked on the key around
0800-0900.

Turning to Mike GWOHWK
(Wrexham), it may be recalled he hoped for

lots of time in the shack this time, until the
TV set protested! The problem seems to
have been due to water in the outside TV
pre -amp or splitter as it cured itself in the
end. The score then, on 3.5MHz included
6W1QC, A92BE, W4QCU, OK3TKW,
G3HVH, G4XDK, G30QT, G4HMC, Y03GK,

G4VDA, GWOLAL, GOLJR, G4PEL, Y02BHL,

G4RFA, GOJDQ, G3MTD, GM3HGA and
OZ8DX.

For this month's report G2HKU
(Sheppey) dug out his DRP rig on 3.5MHz,
and used it to key with OK2BTT, DK7QB,
OK2PAW and DK5VD.

The 7MHz Band

In general, people who specialise in
this band seem to keep quiet about what's
what. Despite this, ON7PQ, mentions his
c.w. contacts with 9M6/JH1ROJ, 4K2/
UV3CC, VS6BG and YAORR.

Turning to G3BDQ, we find John
tackling W3GET, 4X/YU3PR, VU2TEC,
VK4XA, VK2BJ,JG3ZDK,UA9LQ, UA9SLK,
HL1KXS and UL7GDX, all of course on the

key.

Up north of Wick, GM3JDR keyed into
4K2/UV3CC, RAOSHQ, UAOLH, UZOOWS,

UZOAXX, VS6D0, VK3RP, VK2BJ, 8P6AU,

FY7YE, VU2PCD, ZS9Z/1, 6Y51C, 3W4BK,

YCOUNC, 9N1HMB,UJ8JF, HL1CG,JT1CO,

UAOAMV, UAOWO, PY1AFL, UG1700GDS,

UG1700GAW, COBLY, 9Y4SB, RAOBA,
BV2CE and UAOZAS.

Westwards now, to GWOHWK, who
offers VE3GAS, UO5PE, TK/DL7HZ,
GWOLAL, EI4CY, GJ4YCR, CT1ABE, FG5FC,

UB4WWW, RCOA/UC2WO, LY2BJA,
OK3TKW, DL1NCH and CU2BQ.

From the Isle of Sheppey, G2HKU used

c.w. to contact T77GM, W4PLL, K4FU,
UA9MJA, UL7VB and U3DR.

WARC Bands

Let's make a start with ON7PQ. Pat
found 10MHz c.w. signals from 4K2/UV3CC,

YAORR and KE9A/DU3 While on 18MHz
the haul was 6W6JX, C3OCAG, 4K201L,
ZC4CZ, TU4C0/TT8, 4Z4DX, and C9EC,
leaving for 24MHz TF3EJ, ZL3GQ, VS6BG,

TU4C0/TT8, 6W6JX, 4K2/UV3CC and
C9EC.

Now to GWOHWK who offers 24MHz
contacts with VIOAN, 6W1QJ, YQ3R,
KA2CYN, KE8FG, SV1AKW, EA7ABW,
WA4BWB, KF2X, KZ4V, NODH, N5FA,
N4UCK, NE3AYC, N4LUF, V51KC,W1DW,

EA9UA, K1ZSE, and some smaller fry.
On these bands G2HKU stuck to his

keying; 10MHz gave ZP6XDW, WBEGB,
KP2A, W1FZY, W2BA; 18MHz W4QM/
MM, and on 24MHz ZP6XDW, W1HT,
N2JFD, N4CR, W2BA, W6VD, N5VV,
W6DU, W4QM/MM.

Up in the north Midlands G4ZZG
(Mansfield), notes that as well as having
the XYL laid up for three weeks, he lost
electric power and mains water (pumped
from underground) for five days. In addition
the 18MHz dipole went for a 'Burton', but
the minibeam on its home-brew telescopic
mast coped admirably. Despite all the
problems, Charles managed to find, on
18MHz, J6LNJ, C31BB,VE7SR, 4K2/UV3CC

in Franz Josef Land, EUs, Ws and USSR
stations assorted.

In Yeovil, G3NOF had a 'go' at 18MHz,
with RFOFWW, and then went to 24MHz to

raise AP2JZB, C53GH, C6ANX, CNBMC,
CO6CG, CU3LF, EAB/GGPW, GM3NQA,
HK5LEX, JR2KDN, NZ7E (Nevada), N7PBX
likewise, 0A4CBN, PZ1EL, RA9YD, RC2CR,

SV5FD, TI2KD, UF7FWR, UJBJCQ, V51KC,

VE7CUL, VK3CTT, VK3E0, VKBHN, VP2VE,

VU2RX, W7HLK (Arizona), W7MAD
(Montana),W72J, YQ3R, ZS1ACY, 5R8GN,

6Y51C, 9H4CM and 9135TE.

Comments

It's good to welcome GOGQP who
writes a first letter to 'HF Bands' from
Bletchley, and says that he also worked
UB4UHP, the YL operator mentioned
recently by G3JMO. Dave says he found
her very friendly and ready to 'chat' and to
QSL direct. Apparently her mother taught
English which accounts for her fluency,
and she said her rig was a home-brew to
the UW3DI design, into a ground -plane up
at 45m.

The 28MHz Band

When it's good, great, but when it's
dead, nix! ON7PQ looked through the
openings to key with 8Q7BX, YAORR,
XU8CW, C9EC and HLOKOI.

GOGQPsays he uses the band between

about 1100-1300 most days. Of course
there are the usual East Europeans and
USSR signals to be found, but in addition
he heard ZS6RF, talking to his son ZU1B, (a

novice licence?), VK6 several times, A92EV,

PV8AAL, VP8CEX, VO1TX, CN8NY, VK5EK

and so on. On January 7 a CO call at 1100
started a string including CT1, UV3, UW9,
VP9, VK3, WP4, UO5, KA2 and K3 before
close -down at 1318z. All these OSOs were

on s.s.b. but c.w. was used for OH8LED,
KA1JVF, W4LVP and OH6MDM.

Now to G3NOF who stuck as usual to
s.s.b. and found DU1C0 0, DU1DDP,
FMSDN, HKOTCN, HL1AHS, KF7NR
(Arizona), TR8XX, UAOSKO, U18UAA,
UL8NMV, VE7BW0/W6, VE7DGM/A7,
VE7FJE, VP2VE, VS6AK, V8U2DNL,
VU2JYY, W5IJU for IOTA NA -58, XE1REB,

YAORR, ZD8CUE and ZF2PX.

For this band G3BDQ offers 9J2VH on
cm., plus s.s.b. to HC5Z and VS6DL.
Another short report this month was the
one from GM3JDR who only managed
ZS9Z/1.

For GWOHWK, the score benefited to
the tune of 3DAOAY, ZL3CQ, W2FV/0,
K9EIC, N3BAW, WB3EML, WA7HRR,
VK6ME, YQ3R, KA1CNG, N7NHV,
KAOWTA, K6GCF, W7LTH, KOREF, N4YAM,

KlCSB, CT1DL and ZS5ADB.

This time G2HKU seems to have had a
benefit on the band, with XE2MX, YV1NX,

UVOBB, K7UOT, W60V, LU1 ICX, K1RH,
RB5FQ, N3GMA, K4KQ, K1HZ, KM4WL,
WA7CWM, KE2WY, WT7F/8, W6DU,
W5TCX, W1HMD, KBCIT, YN1CC, N2IF
and 3W4DK.

Up in Scotland, s.w.l. Scott in Glasgow

runs a Kenwood R2000A into a T antenna
of some 20m. He mentions PJ1B (1600Z),
BP9X, VK5EX(S. Australia (1030Z),
KC4RHW,Antarctica(1337), C53GH (1155),

HK5FWVV(1215),TA5C(1302),and Yll BGD
at 1306z - this last has not been about
much lately!

For G3ZZG and his key, the band
provided PY2IBS, RA9LL, VE3NXB, VU2KB,

UA9MHN, UZ9WWR, LU1IXC, COBRL,
KP4YD, plus Europeans, European USSR
and Ws.

The 21MHz Band

All the Fun of the Fair! ON7PQ got on
the roundabout with his key and scored
5V7AK, YAORR, JF2P0F/JD1, and BY5RA.

Down in Somerset, G3NOF was able to

collect prize s.s.b. contacts with A41KF,
A41KY, AP2ZR, BZ4RBH, C30E0E, FY5AN,

HL5FBT, HL5FRG, RV9CFP, TR8AHO,
UM8TBE, UV9CBU, UZOWWL, VK2DTN,
VK3MEY, VK7NCO, VS6BT, YAORR,
6W1NQ, 7K1NWR and 9Q5US.

The c.w. of G3BDQ made it to HL30AP,
5V7AK, YFOAQD, but not alas, YAORR.
However, all was well because a couple of

days later YAORR was heard on sideband
and hooked firstcall.. .some you win, some
you lose!

The 14MHz Band

On 14MHz we start with G3NOF. Don
mentions A71AD, A71AL, BV2FB,
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CO9WDX, HE7IDB, OX3KM, TU2PA,
VE7BYS, VU2JPT/MM, YB8BYS, YK1A0,
SZ6AZO, 5H30C. The latter comes from
Yeovil and has a sked with home, 14150
Tuesdays, 1930z, and he is pleased to work

UK stations after this DSO.
For his effort GWOHWK raised KA2CIK

and then changed bands!
Another singleton came in from G3BDO

who worked OT7XT on the key, and wonders

whether it might have been Antarctica!
On this band G2HKU used s.s.b. to

raise ZL3FV. As for the keyer, it managed
UA/ClOCIFIN and UTO/UB4MM.

Finally, ON7PG wraps it up this month
by reporting his c.w. QSOs with TU4C0/
TT8, YAORR, 0E5NOK/ZL5, 4K4AB, C9EC,

and UZOQYY/4K4 for Iota AS -22.

Famous Last Words!

The deadline for the incoming stuff to
me -your input - is to reach me each month
by the first of the month, addressed as
above. If it's late, of course it 'misses the
bus' and gets held over to the following
month which makes for stale news! And of
course we can always use more letters and

piccies of you and your station. The idea is
to show the personality behind the call.
Get those shutters clicking!

WE'VE HEARD THE CALL
SIGNS, NOW LET'S SEE

THE FACES!

Solar Data for January 1991

The first few weeks of January saw
very little solar input. During the period
January 1-11, the solar activity ranged
from low to moderateand the geomagnetic
field was quiet to unsettled. The early part
of the second week proved to be the most
energetic, with a number of M -class flares

being observed on January 8. The first
flare occurred at 0434UTC, lasting for 61
minutes, the second at 0656UTC lasting
for 20 minutes, and the third at 1127UTC,
lasting for 32 minutes.

The period from January 12-20 also
saw very little solar input. The only event
of any significance being a major flare at
1502UTC on January 17. During the last
two weeks of January there was a major
burst of solar activity. Flares occurred on
January 21, 23, 25, 27, 29 and 31. The
event, at 0625UTC on the 25th, measured
3500fluxunits, among the highest recorded
during Cycle 22. Later on, at 173OUTC, a
brief 'Scottish -type' aurora, effecting the
v.h.f. bands from 50-144MHz, enabled
stations situated in northern and central
Englandto make many contacts. This surge

of activity was not unexpected, especially
as we have now entered the period
February -April, when increased
geomagnetic field activity causes a rise in
radio auroras. During January, the solar
flux index rose from 173 units on the 3rd to

peak at 367 units on the 30th.
The geomagnetic A index remained

mostly quiet during the month but peaked
at 15 units on the 3rd, and 14 units on
January 13, 24 and 31. A stratospheric
warming alert, commenced on January 2
and lasted for most of the month. These
warnings are issued whenever abnormally
high temperatures are observed in that
area between the troposphere and
ionosphere, called the stratosphere. Large
areas of intense warming can cause
atmospheric expansion sufficient to
increase drag on low orbiting satellites,
such as the OSCAR series. There is also
some evidence that these events may cause

changes in atmospheric circulation and
weather patterns. Although stratospheric
warming can be caused by intense solar
activity, it is more often associated with
natural processes occurring in the earth's

atmosphere.

Forecast

March may be somewhat of a mixed -
bag for v.h.f. openings. There is a possibility

that an increase in solar activity may cause

VHF Up
Reports to

David Butler G4ASR
Yew Tree Cottage

Lower Maescoed, Herefordshire HR2 OHP

sudden ionospheric disturbances (SID),
short wave fade-outs (s.w.f.) and auroral
openings on all bands from 50-430MHz.
This increase in activity could raise the
solar indices to levels sufficient to provide
good openings on the 50MHz band. The
trans -equatorial path (TEP) should be
excellent, allowing contacts, up to 10
000km, to be made into southern Africa
and maybe even South America. The best
times for contacts into ZS will be around
1600-1800UTC, with openings into the LU/
PY area occurring about three hours later.
Some of these openings will be via t.e.p. or

they may include a path enhancement, via
Sp -E, at the UK end. In this latter case,
there is a possibility that signals will arrive
at your CITH on a non great -circle bearing.

In some instances incoming signals may
peak on beam -headings up to 60° off the
true bearing. The far east path to Oceania
should also be open on a number of
mornings during March. If conditions are
right. the band will be open to VK or VU
between 0800-113OUTC, as indeed they
were on a number of days during February.
Onceagain, be prepared for signals arriving
on obscure beam -headings.

The 50MHz Band

Band openings during January were
very similar to that of the previous month.
The African path was open on numerous
occasions, especially for those fortunate
to be located in southern England. The last
few days of January, from the 26th, sawan
enhancement in the east -west path,
enabling many contacts to be made into
the North American continent. During
January, the band also supported
propagation to South America via F2 and
into Europe via Aurora, F2 backscatter and

Sporadic -E. This state of affairs continued
through to the first week of February and
saw some excellent long distance
propagation into Australia and the
Philippines, but more about that in next
month's column.

First of all the African openings. Ted
Collins G4UPS (DVN) started the month
off by hearing TU4DH, at 0943UTC on
January 1. He also heard TU2EW, 6W1QC
and 9L1US. Conditions were good later in
the daywith TU2EW,TU4OH and 9L1US all

being heard again from 152OUTC. On the
following day, at 115OUTC, Chris Gare
G3WOS (HPH) found TR8CA working c.w.
on 50.090MHz. A quick exchange of reports

was made before Chris went to look for
more DX. A few minutes later at 1208UTC,

he worked TU2EW on s.s.b. Openings into
Africa continued unabated duringJanuary,
although once you had worked TR8CA,
TU2EW, TU4DH, 6W1QC and 9L1US, the
band became less interesting. In Jersey,
GJ4ICD observes that he had an almost
100% daily path reliability from 9L1US
during the month. Unfortunately, he missed

a few days because of work! Propagation
extended a little further to the south on
January 16, with the ZD8VHF beacon
(50.0325MHz) being heard by a number of

stations.
You had to be really keen to work into

South America but nevertheless the
openings were there, albeit very briefly.
On January 1, Geoff Brown GJ4ICD heard
the FY7THF beacon (50.039MHz) peaking
599+ from 1130-1242UTC. At 1212UTC he
worked PZ1AP on c.w. 559 bothways.
G4UPS heard PT7NK in beacon mode at
1044UTC and the FY7THF beacon at
115OUTC. Conditions were again
reasonable on January 15 with G4UPS
hearing FY7THF at 114OUTC, GJ4ICD
hearing PT7NK and the YV5ZZ beacon
150.045MHz) at 121OUTC and Neil Carr
GOJHC ILNH) working PZ1AP at 1245UTC.

Not much else was heard from South
America until January 26, when Richard
Lax G4AHN(SAY)heard HC1B1 in Ecuador,

at 1315UTC. A very good opening into FY,
PY, PZ and YV occurred on January 30, with

a number of stations throughout the UK
managing to work the DX.

Openings into the North American
continent were observed during the last

144MHz ORB Table
Distances in kilometres

Station Tropo Aurora Matson Es

GOCUZ 2943 1758 1996 2943
GOOAZ 2923 1780 2026 2923
GOOKM 2811 1488 - 2203
GOEVT 3080 1640 1808 3080
GOFY0 1315 1624 - 2019
GOISW 1059 566 - 2057
GOL8K 3060 1755 1876 2350
G1OWQ 1454 1812 - 1836
G1EZF 1730 1757 1920 2375
G 1KDF 3023 1421 - 2386
G 1LS8 1319 733 1732 2723
G 15WH 3035 1429 1650 2372
G3FPK 1835 1686 - 2337
G3LTF 1824 1846 2021 2174
G3SEK 1560 1681 1872 2154
G4ASR 2848 2029 2107 2853
G40 HF 1498 1530 2000 2448
G4JCC 1334 1158 1018 2173
G4MUT 1163 684 1533 2068
G4NBS 1321 1714 1901

G4RGK 1466 1757 1920 2375
G4VXE 2862 1445 1501 2880
G4YTL 1450 1774 2025 2172
G 4ZTR 935 1535 - 2130
060ER 1834 997 1957 2068
G60ZH 2924 711 - 2233
G61-ICV 2880 1450 1912 2880
G6HKM 1304 1555 - 2265
G6LEU 2620 910 - 2430
0811Fil 1742 - - 2058
G8JOX 2667 1368 - 2663
G8LFfT 3070 1780 1868 2510
G8MFJ 1209 1210 1329 2168
G8F'YP 1240 1451 1479 2318
GO4XTT 3053 - - 1700
GIIJUS 3067 1614 1507 2216
GI8YDZ 1216 1809 1901 2562
GJ44CD 1620 1100 2050 2090
GM4CXM 1428 1750 2100 2023
GM4YXI 3160 1881 2048 2513
GW4VVX 2823 1391 1313 1910
GW6V2W 2830 1473 - 2236
ON1CAK 1420 1166 1948 2725
ON 1 COQ 1420 1166 1948 2124

week of January, although GJ4ICD had a
brief opening on January 9, working K1IKN,
K1JRW, K1TOL, VE1BVL and VE1H0. On
the previous day, VE1BVL copiad the
GB310Jbeacon(50.0655MHz)butverylittle
else seems to have been worked. During
the period January 25-31, the band was
open daily, around 1230-1400UTC, to W1,

W2, W3 and VE1. On January 30, conditions

were particularly good, the opening
stretch ing to W4, W8 and W9. At 1241UTC,

G4UPS heard KP2A on c.w. peaking 559.
To round off the month, GJ4ICD also heard
KP2A, on January 31 at 1208UTC, but no
contact was made. Geoff, incidentally, is
nowwell on his way to DXCC, 100 countries

confirmed on 50MHz. He notched up
country 101 during the first week of
February and is now waiting for the QSLs
to arrive.

Apart from the real DX via F2
propagation, other modes such as meteor
scatter, Sporadic -E and aurora were also
observed during January. The Quadrantids
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shower on January 3-4 provided much
activity for G4UPS. He managed to work
OZ1ABE, OZ3ZW, SM7AED and SM7FJE.
Ian Galpin G1SMD (DOR) however was
disappointed with the m.s. activity as he
only heard a few GMs on 50.350MHz and
failed to work anyone. He wonders what
has happened to all the 1987-88 activity?
Ian also reports that during the Perseids,
Geminids and Quadrantids showers, a
number of European stations were
operating within the DX window, 50.100-
50.130MHz. Until recently he could not
understand why many were operating in
contravention of the IARU bandplan, but
all was revealed recently when a well
known G station was heard on 28.885MHz,

claiming that the frequency to use for
European m.s. working was within this DX
window. Clearly, this is totally wrong. The
correct frequency to use for m.s. working is
50.300MHz for c.w. and 50.350MHz for
s.s.b. As Ian comments, 50MHz is a large
band and most European countries, with
the exception of Italy, have allocations to
at least 50.400MHz. Why do operators
insist in cramming all the narrow band
activity within 20kHz of 50.110MHz?

Right, I'm off the soap box and we'll
get back to the DX.

During the evening of January 2, from
1815UTC, there was a 30 minute opening
into Iceland via Sp -E, with the TF3SIX
beacon being heard in southern England.
There is very little activity from Iceland
with only three stations, TF3EJ, TF3SA and

TF4LB, having 50MHz capability, (TF6MM
is now not active having sold his equipment

to TF4LB).

The band was also open, via Sp -E, to
YO2IS and 9H1 on January 9, OZ and SM
on January 13, to CT, DL, I and OE on
January 15-16 and OZ on January 22.

The series of flare activity during the
fourth week of January gave rise to a
number of weak auroras. On January 25,
Tim Hugill G4FJK (AVN) heard GB3RMK
(50.060MHz) go auroral at 185OUTC. The
only station noted was GMOGEI, peaking
55A, on a beam heading of 20°.

Altogether, January was a very
interesting month, especially if you had
many hours of spare time on your hands!
Those of you with a nine -to -five job will
have seen little of the DX, and therefore
might have thought that the band wasn't
worth bothering with. In reality, as I have
already recorded, 50MHz was open to four

continents and in excess of 30 countries.

The 70MHz Band

On 70MHz, the series of cumulative
contests, commencing on January 27,
brought an increase to band activity, albeit
for two hours on a Sunday morning. An
aurora, on January 25, unfortunately went
unnoticed by the majority of UK operators.
This was a pity, as it is normally during
such openings that fixed stations in England

can work into Ireland or Scotland.
At my QTH in Herefordshire, I made 37

OSOs during the cumulative contest on
January 27. Contacts on s.s.b. included
GI4SJB/P (1074), GW6TE0 (1071), G8ESB

(YSN), GOEHV (TWA) and G3YJX (CNL).

Derek Poulter G3WHK (LDN) is back
on the band after a period of inactivity.
Equipment in use consists of an Icom IC -
575A h.f. transceiver driving, at 28MHz, an

RN Electronics transverter. This produces
10W p.e.p. output which is fed into a BNOS

Electronics 100W amplifier. The antenna
system set-up comprises of a 4 -element
Yagi mounted on top of a 2 -section
Versatower at 15m above ground.

Bob Reeves G8V01 (1-IPH) is now
active on the band. He is using a Microwave

Modules transverter driving a 50W MM
linear. Although he is using a loft mounted
dipole, the 0TH at 50m a.s.l. has a
reasonable take -off, allowing contacts to
be made well up country.

A station with a more ambitious
antenna is Tony Ashcombe G4APA
(CHS). He is using two stacked 8 -element
Yagis to great effect.

Neil Underwood G4LDR (WLT) is
building the P W Meon transverter and
hopes to be active on the band soon.

The 144MHz
Band

Up on 144MHz, Tropo conditions were
enhanced at times during January, allowing

many UK operators to work into central
Europe.

Dave Brown GD4XTT (10M) noticed
that conditions were quite good between
January 23-27. Time was very limited
during this period, QSOs being made with
PA3EPA (J021) on January 23, DL3ELB
(J031) heard on the 25th and F6FNL(JNO3),

57 bothways on January 27. During 1990,
Dave managed to work 75 counties and 20

countries on 144MHz and 31 counties and
9 countries on the 430MHz band.

At my QTH, propagation was good into

Germanyduring the evening of January 2B,
allowing me to make s.s.b. contacts with
DB8KJ and DC6KI, both in J030.

Graham Peyman GOKON (DOR)
reports that following an early morning
m.s. schedule with SP9EWU on December

23, he tuned around the f.m. section of the
band and was delighted to hear U2MIR
working simplex on 145.550MHz. The
signals exhibited much QSB, possibly
because of the orientation of the MIR space

station. He tried calling with a Russian
phrase which means "Hello and thank you
for the call" but no reply was heard.
However, a few hours later GOLAJ
telephoned Graham with the news that he
had been listening on the frequency and
had heard the cosmonauts calling GOKON

back in Russian! Unfortunately Graham
didn't hear any of this and hasn't heard
them since. Perhaps you should all practice

a few Russian phrases as it might get you
that elusive QS0! If you don't want to
attempt a telephony QS0 you could try via
packet radio. It is possible to connect to the
U2MIR personal mailbox. Patrick O'Brien
GW1SXN (GDO) reports that he heard
U2MIR, on February 4 at 114OUTC and
1457UTC, as the space station passed
overhead. A number of stations, including
DC6SN, EA2ARU, EI3FI, F6EXK, G4JY,IOLYL

and OZ8DF, were all trying to connect to
the on -board p.m.s.

Meteor Scatter

Graham GOKON is a newcomer to m.s.

operation and has provided details of his
first experiences using the mode. He was
initiallypersuaded bya local station GBPYP,

to try m.s. and so, armed with BOW and a
16 -element Yagi, he went looking for the
DX. He made two s.s.b. schedules on the
14.345MHz v. h.f. net and was very excited

to work, on December 13, SM6KJX (J067)
and YU3ES IJN65). That was it. The bug
had bitten! Reading that c.w. was much
easier and more productive, Graham
modified a tape recorder, bought a keyer
and built an audio up -converter, all within
the space of one week.

The up -converter, incidentally, works
by mixing the received Morse audio beat
with a fixed audio frequency of typically
9kHz to produce a new audio frequency
somewhere around 12kHz. This is then fed
to the tape recorder. When the tape is
subsequently slowed down, for decoding
purposes, the received pitch is easier to
copy. Without an up -converter, the tape
pitch, when slowed down, may only be 50-
200Hz, which is not so easyto copy. Having

set up the station for c.w. operation,
Graham took more schedules on the v.h.f.

net. Successful contacts during the latter
part of December included DL7ARM (J062),

EA3KU IJNO0), 0E3JPC (JN88), 0E3UP
(JN87), SP6GZZ (J081) and SP9EWU
(J090). The Quadrantids shower was
eagerly awa ited, especially as a new 180W

amplifier had been obtained. Contacts were
made, on January 3, with HGBCE (KNOB),
SP6BTI (J081) and Y27BL (J061) and on
the 4th with IK1LGV (JN441.

With the exception of the Quadrantids
shower, the conditions for meteor scatter
during the first quarter of the year are
normally poor. No other usable showers
exist and the sporadic meteor rate is very
poor, being at a yearly low in February.
However, Graham was pleased to report
c.w. contacts with IKOBZY IJN61) on
January 11, GM4IPK (1099) on January 23
and SMOKAK in early February. The only
penalty awarded for becoming a "ping -
jockey" is the ridiculous hours you have to
get up in the morning. The advantage is
that you can work daily DX on 144MHz, at
distances of typically 1200-1800km, even
at times outside of the recognised shower
periods.

Clive O'Hennessy GW4VVX (GVVT)
is also a new convert to meteor scatter
operation. He will soon be active on c.w.
having obtained a Supa-Keya and made
the necessary modifications to a cassette
recorder for variable speed playback.
Before he got the Morse system installed,
Clive tried his hand, at some s.s.b. tests
during the Quadrantids shower. His first
schedule with HB9SUL IJN46) produced
only a few short pings and similar results
were obtained during the next test with
GMOJOL (1078), only one ping being heard
in 30 minutes. Not a very encouraging
start. He tried two more schedules,
between 1300-1500UTC, and was pleased
to work DJ3VI (J051) and SP3MFI (J091).
Clive mentions that these tests showed
that the east -west path was much better

QTH Locator Squares Table

Station 50 70 144 1430 1296 Total

G31MV 319 - 447 125 51 942
GJ41CD 428 - 264 119 59 870
G4ASR 279 43 350 41 3 716
G6HKM 270 - 224 112 48 654
G1KOF 309 8 184 104 38 643
G3JXN 204 22 187 134 88 635
El5FK 314 - '87 58 - 559

ON1CAK 207 280 53 11 551

GODAZ 146 - 221 137 39 543

G6HCV 309 - 233 - - 542

G3UVR - 50 257 140 83 530
G4KUX - - 372 120 - 492
ONICDO 168 256 55 10 489
G1SWH 201 30 166 62 9 468
G4RGK - - 284 124 50 458
G3XDY - - 211 150 92 453
G4MUT 143 25 155 94 34 451

GOOFE 264 152 416

GOEVT 142 213 57 412
GOLBK - - 267 89 48 402
G40E2 55 - 249 49 49 402
G8ATK 103 145 94 52 394
G1LSB 73 - 176 144 - 393
660ER - 22 183 110 78 393
G8LHT 79 19 185 93 14 390
G1EZF - - 263 93 - 388
G4XEN - - 274 111 - 385
G8PYP 206 2 120 34 356
G4NBS 35 138 108 67 348
G4RRA - - 155 80 - 335
G3C0J - - 186 103 44 333
G8PNN 7 25 129 99 64 324

G4SSD - - 229 93 - 322
G4FRE - - 102 146 72 320
GMOHBK 132 8 '56 19 315
G4TIF - - 00 110 - 310
G4DHF 07 307
G4ZTR 78 28 20 50 30 306
GIEGC 98 80 23 302
G8HHI 48 110 38 296
66MGL - - 41 89 59 289

GM4CXP 50 01 32 283
DL8FB0 - - BO - - 280
G1SMD 167 10 277

GOFYD 110 1 60 6 277

G6MX1. 75 23 99 51 23 271

G4YTL 269 269
GW6VZWI 118 143 6 267

G4PCS 258 3 261

G38D0 256 256
G1GEY 168 77 11 256
G3NA0 175 80 255
G6DZH 158 87 245
G6STI 152 69 24 245
GONFH 113 25 78 18 9 243
G3FPK 241 241

G4160 - - 238 - - 238
GOEHV - - 160 75 - 235
GW4ERX - - 231 - - 231

GM4CXP - - 198 31 - 229
GISMO 165 - 110 - - 275
G4DOL - - 216 - - 216

G4MEJ - - 213 - - 213

GOLFS - - 209 - - 209
G8MKD - - 150 49 - 199
GJ6TMM - - 151 48 - 199

G4YCD - - 197 - - 197

GI TCH 94 - 95 6 - 195

GI1JUS - - 192 - - 192
680IR - - 123 - 62 185

G7ENF 59 89 24 172

G4FVK - - 82 50 23 155

G7ANV 153 153

G4AGQ - - 104 42 1 147

GEXTJ 29 - 116 - - 145
G6MEN 41 2 03 26 4 136

GW4VVX 10 - 120 - - 130

G IWPF - - 97 29 - 126
GOFEH - - 101 24 - 125

GOISW 45 - 59 17 - 121

GW6ARI. 116 116

GWIMVI. - - 109 7 - 116

GrIMM - - 98 17 - 115

GMOG CI - - 88 23 111

GOKON 104 104

G7CFK 109 - - - - 109
GICEI 11 - 77 18 - 106
6140WA - - 103 - - 103

G7CLY - - 100 2 - 102

G1SWH - - 148 53 - 101

GMOJOL 88 88
GM1ZVJ 35 48 83

G4WHZ - - 76 - 7 83

GOGTF 76 - - - - 76

GI NVB 73 73

GOHDZ 64 64

GOHEE - - 73 - - 73

GU4HUY - - 73 - - 73

620114 - - 33 7 2 42

G7AHQ - - 34 - - 34
GW7EVG - - 22 - - 22

No satell, e or repeater OSOs
Staving date January 1 1975
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COMMUNICATION CENTRE
OF THE NORTH

The largest range of communications equipment available in the North.
Full range of receivers, transceivers, antennas, power supplies, meters.
Ali tubing - wall brackets - rotators - insulators.

FULL KENWOOD RANGE IN STOCK.
BUTTERNUT SCANNING RECEIVER RANGE
HF2V 40-80M vertical E142.00 AR300 Base Station MOO
20MRK 20M add on kit .. E33.49 AR2002 Base Station £487.00

HF6VX 6 band vertical AR950 Base Station f249.66
TBR160S 160M add on kit £53.99 AR900 Hand -Held MOO
HF5B Tribend Mini Beam Q35.00 AR800 Hand -Held nesse
NEW R55 Band Vertical .. [29.00 RS37S Airband Hand Held . ..... .....__. _ .... E69.50

CUSH CRAFT
A33 element Tribend
A4 4 element Tribend
10.3C0 3 element 10m

E'121.00

£353.00
E115.60

ICOMR7000 Base Station
R535 Airband Base Station
WIN 108 Hand -Held Airband .
AR1000 Hand -Held

060.06
£2335.00

.ras.00
£249.00

......... ...........
15-3CD 3 element 15m £139.15 SWR/POWER METERS

20-3C2 3 element 20m E238.00 MFJ815 HF 2kW SWR/PWR .__._._________ES7.32

APB 8 band 25ft vertical f101.06 SX200 1.8-200MHz .

AV5 5 band 25ft vertical £123.00 SX400 140-525MHz ... MAO
R5 5 Band vertical Antenna ..- E259.04 W510 1.6-30MHz E79.00

15 element 2 Boomer ...... ............. E911.95 DIAWA CN410M 35-150MHz £81.72

ANTENNA TUNERS
Kenwood AT230 ..... ..... .......__ ......... ._...._ ..... IMOD

DIAWA CN460M 140-450MHz ......
NS660P 1.8.150MHz PEP

KOYD-103 1.13-60MHz

....... .135A0
E115.00

175.03
MFJ 9628 1.5kW Tuner ____________...... 1241.00

MFJ 949C 300W Versatuner ....... £157.00 KOYO 400 140 525MHz 131203
MFJ 941D watt Basic f105.110 OUMMY LOAOS
MFJ 1601 Random Wire Tuner £42.82 MFT300 Watt D. load
Kenwood AT250 Automatic Tuner E366.00 TenTec 300 Watt Dummy Load ....... 03.00
TEN TEC '254' 200 Watt Antenna Tuner £150.00 L2020 Watt Dummy Load MAO
ET -1 300 Watt Antenna Tuner 199.03 HF225 GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER E425.00

A FULL RANGE OF RECEIVERS FOR AIR -BAND - MARINE - SHORT WAVE - AVAILABLE

G5RV full size £10.50 half size £16.00. Full range of Antenna - NEW HIGH POWER GSRV ANTENNA f32 00
Accessories plus full range or VHF - UHF - HF mobile antennas.

Full range of RSGB and ARRL pulications in stock.
Part Exchanges welcome. Sencond hand lists daily.

Send S.A.E. for details of any equipment.
HP terms. Access/Barclaycard facilities.

Open 6 days a week 24 Hour Mail Order Service.
Goods normally despatched by return of post.

POSTAGE -CARRIAGE EXTRA AT COST.

FULL TEN-TEC RANGE
NOW AVAILABLE

'Paragon", "Corsair.
-Omni 1ir"

plus all accessories

Phone 0942-676790.

STEPHENS JAMES LTD.
47 WARRINGTON ROAD,
LEIGH, LANCS. WN7 3EA

SGC SG -230

SMARTUNER
HF ANTENNA COUPLER

SSB, AM, CW & DATA
FAST - INTELLIGENT - ACCURATE

OPERATES WITH ANY HF TRANSCEIVER
The Smortuaer high technology coupler intelligently tunes any length antenna (8 to 80ft1
in the HF band. The unit will operate with any HF transceiver within its specifications.
The Smartuner switches 64 input and 32 output capacitance combinations plus 256
inductance combinations in a "pi" network resulting in over a half -million different ways
to ensure a perfect match for the transceiver; and, it remembers the frequency and the
tuning values end will re -select these values in lees than 10 ms next time you transmit
on that frequency.

0.0.1.
V."

wire

SPECIAL
HAM PRICE:

$555.00
Includes shipping to U.K.

 MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED
 NON-VOLATILE MEMORY
 WATERPROOF
 B.1.T.E. INDICATOR
 FOR MARINE, AVIATION, HAM AND

 1.8 TO 30 MHz RANGE
10 TO 150W INPUT POWER

 10ms RETUNING TIME
8 TO 80 FT ANTENNA (ALL Types)

PARA-MILITARY APPLICATIONS

Visa and Mastercard/Accene Accepted

DEALER ENQUIRIES ARE WELCOME
DELIVERY FROM STOCK

SGC Inc. SGC Building, 19737 S.E. 28th St. Bellevue, WA. 98005 USA
P.O.Box 3528, 98009. Telex: 928894. Fax: (208) 748-8384 Tel: (206) 746-6310

Books for
radio amateurs

MOO

ELLIOTT
ELECTRONICS

!Al/YVIA
idhdb 1111KKOUJANA MOM

IN TANT HP
AVAILABLE

for the Radio Enthusiast

APPOINTED AMATEUR
DISTRIBUTOR ANTENNAS

RIGS, ANTENNAS, SWR BRIDGES,
POWER SUPPLIES, TEST GEAR,

COMPONENTS, MORSE KEYS, COAXIAL
OSY CABLES, ROTATORS, MICS, PLUGS
OLD AND SOCKETS, SWITCHESMAN TO

Call us on (0533) 553293
AIN*OR COME AND LOOK AROUND AT

26/28 Braunstone Gate, Leicester

NEW! 40M QRP TXIRX KIT
COMPLETE TO THE LAST NUT!

* 2W CW OUTPUT
* 7.0-7.1MHz
* STABLE VFO
* SIDETONE
* RIT
* AUDIO FILTER

* CASE AND ALL HARDWARE INCLUDED *

DTR7 - KIT £84.50 READY BUILT £135.00
Send SAE for Brochure or call Alan, G4DVW on 0602 382509

LAKE ELECTRONICS
7 MIDDLETON CLOSE. NUTHALL NOTTINGHAM MGM 1 BX

(callers by appointment only)

YEA

CLARK SCAM HEAVY DUTY 40' TELESCOPIC PNEUMATIC MASTS
Retracted 7'8' Head load 40Ibs with or without supporting legs r erection kit in bag + handbook

E2N E5°13CLARK SCAM HEAVY DUTY 70' TELES COPIC PNEUMATIC MASTS Retracted
13'5" Head load 90Ibs with or without legs + erecting kit + handbook .___ 1500 - £800

TEXSCAN CATV SET TOP CONVERTOR Tuner FX range 54MHz - 450MHz-450MHz

output on channel 48 UHF -PAL -Synthesiser controlled -keypad or IR remote controller brand new
& boxed with circuits & information. Not tested. £20 or two for £30

RACAL MA4204 ENCRYPTION UNIT (Speech or data securityscrambling) for use with
HF-VHF or field telephone equipment. Solid state.Alloy air sealed case -12VDC supply each unit
can send or receive - but twc must be used one to receive the other for sending both switched
to the same number selectable from rotary switches on the hoot panel 512 operating codes
available - Brand new with book E150 or two for £275or four for £500

RACAL MA4230 - MA4231 AUTOMATIC MORSE RECEIVING AND
SENDING SYSTEM. MA4230 AUTOMATIC MORSE SENDER - Small solid
state unit incorporates a full alphanumeric keyboard for entering messages which can be sent
immediately or stored for 30 days. Output is in Morse code 10 to 20wpm or 8 to 16 times this speed.
Internal storage of up to 1000 characters etc., contained in small alloy airtight case with book.
Brand new. MA4231 AUTOMATIC MORSE READER Self contained - receives Morse code from
above unit or radio audio output at up to 160 words per minute, by hand or automatic - stores up
to 912 characters - readout on unit - letter by letter - -LEO display or punter VDU etc., many
adjustable speeds ASC 1 1 or Baudot. Power 11-30V OC or AC mains by MA4232 power unit with
book - MA4230 + MA4231 4 battery charger r line adaptor & book. Not tested. Internal battery
INICA0( may need replacing due to storage. Brand new VOID

AS ABOVE BUT ARABIC NOT ENGLISH But supplied with kit to convert to English
- new keyboard cover proms v book. Line adaptor - Brand new £50

MARCONI TF2008 SIGNAL GENERATORS 10KC/S TO 510MC/S AM/FM or
sweep output. Complete with book. Not tested - as they come from the pile - will
have small faults - as received MOD hence clearance price. C250 each. Front panel
protected with metal cover therefore fair condition. Wooden kit box of leads etc.

£25

ARMY TYPE MORSE KEYS Large guantty evadable. ..... ....... ...... ......... ee

ARMY WHIP AERIALS AND BASE 12 or 18' NEW 120 - C25

Small selection only listed. Export trade & quantity discounts price Is Ex -works.
SAE all enquiries. Phone for appointment or for demonstration of any item,
availability or price change VAT and carriage extra.

JOHNS RADIO
Government and manufacturers surplus Electronic items.
Stabilized power units and Telecommunication Equipment

84 Whitehall Road East, Birkenshaw, Bradford BD11 2ER
Tel No: (0274) 684007 Fax No: (0274) 651160
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than the north -south path.
As constructive criticism, I would say

that some of these schedules were with
stations located too close for effective
working. With an average antenna system,
let's say, a single long Yagi at 12m above
ground, the best results will be somewhere
in the range 1400-1800km. Surprisingly
therefore, it is better to make schedules
with stations towards the extremities of
Europe, such as LA, SM, SP, OK, HG, YU
and I, rather than the likes of DL, HB and OZ

who are all located much nearer to the UK.
I'm not saying you can't work stations via
m.s. in these countries. I'm only saying it's
just more effective to choose schedules
with stations within your optimum range.
Another very important point to note, is
that unlike sporadic meteors, shower
meteors follow a specific path through the
sky. Therefore, optimum propagation in a
certain direction can only be made at
specific times. For example, the best times

to make schedules during the Quadrantids
shower, with someone located to the south

of the UK, would be around 0400UTC and
1300UTC. In the April Lyrids, the same DX

station would be scheduled around
0000UTC or 0800UTC. Again, I'm not saying

you can't make QSOs at the 'wrong' time,
but why make things difficult for yourself?

VHF News

The RSGB's National VHF Convention,

is being held, as usual, at Sandown Park
Racecourse, Surrey on Sunday 24 March,
the doors opening at 1030. In addition to

the trade exhibition, specialist groups and
equipment test facility, a full lecture
programme has been arranged. Subjects
include, e.m.e. by G3LTF, v.h.f. DX by
G3SEK, 10GHz equipment by G3WDG,
1.3GHz antennas by G3GRO and repeater
linking by G4NJU. Further details can be
obtained from Geoff Stone G3FZL on 081-

699 6940.
Commencing on Sunday April 7, the

RSGB News Broadcast GB2RS, will be
transmitted on 50MHz, simultaneously with
the 144MHz broadcasts. It is expected that
30 news -readers located in G, GI, GJ, GM,
GU will be given permission to operate on
51.530MHz f.m. using horizontal
polarisation. I would be interested to hear
what results you obtain when listening to
these transmissions. I suspectthat most
Yagis in use in the UK run out of gain
at these elevated frequencies!

It is hoped that an expedition will take
place in early June to the Minquies Reef,
located 15km south of Jersey (IN88).
Operation will take place on a number of
bands, including 50 and 70MHz. The reef
counts for the Islands On The Air award
(IOTA)and has never been activated before.

Further details can be obtained from
GJ4ICD.

Clive GW4WX, reports that all QSL
cards for his GB2XS expedition in 1990
have now been sent to the bureau. If you
have not received your card yet, he would
be only too happy to provide a duplicate. If
you missed Clive last year, you can catch
him again, operating as GB2XS from 1078,

between August 10-24.

QRZ Contest!

The RSGB 50MHz Trophy contest will
be held on Sunday April 7 between 1000-
1800UTC. The contest has sections for
fixed station single operator, fixed station
multi -operator and portable stations.
County andcountry multipliers will be used.

The last of a series of five 70MHz
cumulative contests will be held on March
24, between 0900-1100UTC. The contest
exchange must include locator, QTH, report

and serial number.
Another 70MHz contest, a fixed station

event, will be held on Sunday March 31
between 0900-1500UTC.

The German 430MHz c.w. contest,
AGCW-DL, will be held between 1900-
2300UTC on Saturday March 16. Further

details were given in the March issue of
PW.

The first 1.3GHz fixed station contest
of 1991 will be held between 1600-
2200UTC on Sunday April 14. Both single
or multi -operator stations may enter.

An RSGB microwave cumulative
contest, for all bands from 3.4GHz upwards,

will be held on March 31, between 0900-
210OUTC.

Scandinavian activity contests will be
held on the following dates. 50MHz activity
on March 26 and Apri123, 144MHz on April

2, 430MHz on April 9 and Microwaves on
March 19 and April 16. All band sections
run between 1700-2100UTC. You can
obtain a full set of rules by sending me a
stamped addressed envelope.

Deadlines .
Please send your letters to reach me by the end of the inonthi normallywrite

up the column in the first few days of the following month. Don't forget that! can
also receive messages via packet radio at my mailbox GB7TCM.

Photographs of your shack, antennas or any vb.f, activity are especially
welcome. Other pictorial items such as QSL cards, awards, certificates, etc.,dre-

,- also required.

QSL Information
K1JRW: R.Robinson. 136 Pelham HiH Road, Shtsesrmy, MA 01072, USA
KP2A: J.Ackley. Box 10245, Charlotte Amalie, Virgin Island, 00820. ,

- PZ1AP: Arnold Polsbroek. POB 568, Paramaribo, Suriname, S. Americe;
MCA: Via F6CBC. J.Charron, 183 Ave Carrot, F-33150 Canon, France. %
TU2EW: Daniel Biau. Box 1890, Abidjan 11, Ivory Coast, West Africa,
3X1SG: Via ON8BV. V. Ravyts, Freest 4, B-1590, Bever, BT, Belgium.
6W1QC: Toshihiko Kiya. 2-21-13 Hokuei, Chitose, Hokkaido 088,Japar1.-.
911US: Via K.Scheper. 5875 Cedaridge Dr, Cincinnati, OH 45247,1,184:r

As I write this, the Gulf war is in its
twenty-fifth day, and it seems that the
Coalition forces have control of the air
waves as well as air superiority. Iraqi radio
seems to be reduced to very little output,
with its external services untraced for a
couple of weeks. Their broadcasts were
jammed by the Allies for a while, with a
'wobble' jammer ev ident on some channels.

With little on the air from Baghdad, the
jammers have stopped. A new station
calling itself 'Mother of Battles' radio was
noted in Arabic during late January and
early February, but this fell silent on
February 4.

Currently, it seems that only the Iraqi
domestic services are heard, traced on
3.98MHz in parallel with 8.35MHz. Both of
these are audible from time -to -time in the
UK, but the 3MHz frequency is occupied by
the Voice of America from 1700GMT.

A number of other broadcasters are
continuing to react to the developments,
adding transmissions to serve forces,
expatriates and the local population in the
Gulf. Indeed, changes to the output of BBC
World Service mean that Britain now has
the highest number of hours transmitted
overseas since 1947. The figure is currently

823 and a half hours a week.
The Foreign and Commonwealth Office,
which funds World Service, has agreed to
release in excess of £4 million to meet the
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Broadcast Round -up
Reports to Peter Shore via the PW Editorial Office

additional costs of covering the Gulf War.
Pictures flashed around the world on the
day war broke out showed listeners in the
Gulf region holding shortwave receivers to
their ears, listening to London in English
and Arabic, proving the BBC's worth in
times of crisis.

In the Baltic states, there has been
much action on the broadcasting front.
Soviet Interior Ministry troops stormed the
radio building in Vilnius on January 12,
forcing it off the air. Dramatic appeals for
assistance were heard in English and
Lithuanian. Relays of the station, usually
carried on transmitters in other parts of the
Soviet Union for listeners overseas, were
stopped for a week or so, but negotiation
with the Soviet State Radio system proved
fruitful, and Vilnius was once again heard
here and around the world with very good
reception.

Radio Moscow's output is somewhat

strange. I came across an unusual
programme on Sunday 10 February at
around 1240 on the English World Service.
Itwascalled Vasily's Weekendand seemed
toconsist of popmusic introduced by Vasily
Strelnikov from somewhere he called the
'Radio Moscow Hotel', and by a contributor
with what seemed to be a genuine
American accent in Chicago!

The programme interviewed 'guests'
at the hotel, including Vasily's sister, and
waxed lyrical aboutthe wonderful world of
international radio, and sang the praises of
Jonathan Marks' Media Networkon Radio
Netherlands. I suspect that this programme
could be a regular one, and it might be
worth tuning in to Radio Moscow on Sunday

lunchtimes at 1230GMT.
However, Radio Moscow news

bulletins did not mention the independence
vote in Lithuania on Sunday 10 February,
although The Independent newspaper

reported that domestic services did report
the vote without comment. It never ceases
to amaze me how the Soviet media
functions. Looking at another example, the
fledgling radio service of the Russian
Federation, Radio Russia, is in dispute with

the authorities about its transmissions.
The service was broadcast on the popular
Ma yak service when it first started, but
has now been relegated to the All Union
Radio Second Programme, reaching only
about 50% of the Russian Federation's
population. The service is broadcast on
short wave (frequencies in the European
section) and I wonder how long it will be
before the service inaugurates English
programming.

Radio Sweden is reacting to the Baltic
states crisis by expanding its output in the
Baltic languages. Lithuanian is now being
added to the successful Estonian and
Latvian broadcasts which have now
doubled. The services can be heard on
1.179MHz.

Adventist World Radio has applied to
the Italian government to build a new high-
powered short wave transmitting station
some fifty kilometres east of Bologna. The
station proposes to install two 100kW and
two 250kW senders. The site will have
eight antennas, serving northern and
eastern Europe, the Soviet Union, southern
Asia, the Middle East and North Africa.
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ALTRON I

COMMUNICATION

EQUIPMENT
ALWAYS CHOSEN BY PROFESSIONALS
AND DISCERNING RADIO AMATEURS.

COMPACT LATTICE TOWERS
SLIMLINE TUBULAR MASTS
Telescopic-Tiltover, Fixed-Mobile from 3M to
60M. Over 50 Models, suitable for a wide range of
civil and military applications such as:
 Radio Communications
 Amateur Radio
 CCTV and Surveillance
 Meteorological Monitoring
 Aero & Marine Nay Aids
 Flood Lighting etc.
Purpose designed using 4 5m and 3m
section modules for low retracted
heights and cost effective shipping.
Engineered to B.S I. standards and hot
dip galvanised to BS729 for
protection. Wind loads are based on BS
CP3 CHAP V PT 2 1972 for wind speeds
up to 100mph/160kph (BS8100)

ANTENNAS
A06-20 "SPACE SAVER" THE
COMPACT 4 BANDER THAT IS
DIFFERENT. 2, 3 OR 4 ELEMENTS
6, 10, 15 AND 20M.
Unique Fully Sealed Coils.

Hi'Q'-Close
Coupled capacityfr hat loaded Yagi with
optimized
performance. Ideal
for small spaces.
Send for full Spec.
sheet. NOW!

I

- T.
z

QUALITY

RELIABILITY

KNOW HOW

/

M4,27enTITIMIT, E

WE DESIGN-WE MAKE-WE SELL-DIRECT.
/ At manufacturers prices-you get best value.

European Distributor
Classic International

Roermond (NL) 04750-27390
SEND S.A.E. FOR FURTHER DETAILS a
AND PRICES OF ALTRON PRODUCTS.

Unit 1, plot 27, Cross
Hands Business Park,
Cross Hands, Llanelli,

Dyfed, South Wales.
0269 845178

ALLWELD ENGINEERING
0269 845178

H.P. TERMS
VISA

I

UNIT P, UNION MILLS,
ISLE OF MANS.EM Telephone: (0624) 851277

S.E.M. O.R.M. ELIMINATOR MKII. This device can phase out com-
pletely local interference of any kind. Connects in your aerial feeder and
covers 100kHz to 60MHz. you can transmit through it. £89.50 incl. Ex -stock.
HI 0 RECEIVER AERIAL MATCHING UNIT. Provides a high selectiv-
ity impedance match for wire or co -ax aerials to your receiver £65 ind.
Ex -stock.

S.E.M. TRANZMATCH MKIII. The only Aerial Matcher with UN-
BALANCED and TRUE BALANCED OUTPUTS. 1kW 1.8-30MHz. £155.00.
Built-in EZITUNE (see below). £49.50. Built-in Dummy Load. £9.90.
EZITUNE. Allows you to TUNE UP on receive instead of transmit. FANTAS-
TIC CONVENIENCE. Stops ORM. Boxed unit. £55. P.C.B. and fitting instruc-
tions to fit in any ATU. £49.50.
FREQUENCY CONVERTERS. V.H.F. to H.F. gives you 118 to 146MHz
on your H.F receiver. Tune Rx. 2-30MHz. £75 ex -stock.
H.F. to V.H.F. gives you 100kHz to 60MHz on your V.H.F. scanner. £65
ex -stock. Plug in aerial lead of any receiver. Tuning from 100MHz up.
2 or 6 -METRE TRANSMATCH. 1kW. will match anything. G2DYM or
G5RV' on VHF. £45.00 ex -stock.
DUMMY LOAD. 100W THROUGH/LOAD switch. £32.00 ex -stock.
VERY WIDE BAND PRE -AMPLIFIERS. 3-500MHz. Excellent perfor-
mance. 1.5dB Noise figure. Bomb proof overload figures. £42.00 or straight
through when OFF £47.00 ex -stock.
R.F. NOISE BRIDGE. 1-170MHz. Very useful for aerial work measures
resonant freq. and impedance. £55 ex -stock.
IAMBIC MORSE KEYER. 8-50 w.p.m. auto squeeze keyer. Exstock.
Ours is the easiest to use. £55. First class twin paddle key, £32 ex -stock.

"t TWO -METRE LINEAR/PRE-AMP. Sentinel 40:14x power gain, e.g.
3W - 40W (ideal FT290 and Handhelds). £115.00. Sentinel 60: 6 x power, e.g.

' 10W in. 60W out. £125.00.
H.F. ABSORPTION WAVEMETER. 1.5-30MHz. £45.00 ex -stock.
MULTIFILTER. The most versatile audio filter. BANDPASS Hi Pass. Lo
Pass and two notches. £88.00 ex -stock.
HIGH PASS FILTER/BRAID BREAKER. Cures T.V.I., £7.95 ex -stock.
CO -AX SWITCH. Three-way + earth position. D.C.-150MHz. 1kW £35.00
ex stock.

12 MONTHS COMPLETE GUARANTEE INCLUDING TRANSISTORS

Prices include VAT and delivery. C.W.O. or phone your CREDIT CARD NO.
R rig or write for further data or catalogue. Orders or information requests can
be put on our Ansaphone at cheap rate times.

A SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS
KITS AND READY BUILT PRODUCTS

Individually hand crafted products and qualified technical support

TRANSVERTERS for 10mW-500mW 10 metre drive. Clean 500mW
output, low noise and 15dB gain Rx side. Types TRC2-10, TRC4-10,
TRC6-10, PCB KIT £55.50. PCB BUILT £83. BOXED KIT £72, BUILT
£110.50. Repeater shift TRC2-10r add £7.50 to kit or f10 to built
prices.
TRANSVERTERS for <1mW 10 metre drive. Buffered versions of above
types TRC2-108, TRC4-1OB, TRC6-10B. PCB KIT £64.25, PCB BUILT
£94. BOXED KIT £80.75, BUILT £127.
TRANSVERTERS for 500mW-5W 2 metre drive. Includes an interface
for RF sensed switching and attenuation. Types TRC4-2i (built only),
and TRC6-10i. Prices as buffered versions above.
LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 500mW in 25W out switched, suit transverters
above. Types TA2S2, TA4S2, TA6S2. BOXED KIT £66, BUILT £81.50.
LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 500mW in 25W out unswitched, suit MEON or
similar transverters. Types TA2U2, TA4U2, TA6U2. BOXED KIT
£52.75, BUILT £68.
LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 2.5W in 25W out switched, suit FT290 and
FT690. Types TA2S1, TA6S1. BOXED KIT £48.50, BUILT £62.
RECEIVE PREAMPS low noise, 20dB gain adjustable, 100W handling.
Types RP2S, RP4S, RP6S, RP1OS. BOXED KIT £27.50, BUILT £39.
Masthead versions RP6SM, RP2SM, BOXED KIT £46.50, BUILT £59.
RECEIVE CONVERTERS add 2, or 4, or 6 metres to receiver tuning 28-
30MHz, low noise, 26dB gain. Types RC2-10, RC4-10, RC6-10. Or
add 4, or 6, or 10 metres receive to a 2 metre transceiver, low noise,
15dB gain. Types RC4-2, RC6-2, RC10-2. PCB KIT £19.50, PCB
BUILT £28.50, BOXED KIT £33.75, BUILT £46.50.
REPEATER TONEBURST 1750Hz auto-toneburst type AT1750, PCB KIT
£5. BUILT £7.
10 METRE CONVERSION BOARD for UK81 CB's with LC137 or
TC9119P PLL's, SC29 board with fitting instructions £20, state rig type
when ordering. We can do the work for £38.50 inc. rig carriage.

PLUS MANY OTHER KITS AND 10 METRE CONVERSIONS
AND COMPONENTS ME=

Send SAE for free Full Catalogue of all our products.
Kits Include pots and heatslnks. VAT & P&P Inclusive prices.

Unit 4, Grove Trading Estate, Dorchester, Dorset.
Tel 0305 262250

Shop times: 9-1 2-5 Tues-Fri, 9-1 Sat. Closed Sun & Mon. =ID 
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With so much going on in the world at
present, it doesn't pay to be away from the
short wave dial for any length of time. Even
in the car it's possible to stay in touch. I'm
using a Grundig car radio at the present,
which includes m.w., I.w., v.h.f.-f.m.
(including ADS) and the 6, 7 and 9MHz
short wave bands. These include out -of -
band channels, so the receiver is quite
flexible. Whilst I miss the higher frequency
bands, and some of the more distant
broadcasters such as Radio Australia, the
set is useful for listening to BBC World
Service, the Voice of America, Switzerland,

Holland and so forth. And it's nice to know
that I'm never completely cut off from the
world of international radio. Look out for a
comprehensive test of the Grundig car
radio, together with another German
receiver, a Blaupunkt, in Short Wave
Magazine later this year.

European Stations
All times UTC(=GMT)

If you have been wondering as to the
whereabouts of Radio Austria's Austrian
Short Wave Panorama presented by David
Hermges, it has been dropped for extended

Gulf coverage. Whether it returns might be
down to listeners' reaction. If you miss it,
drop the station a line.

The British Forces Broadcasting Service

(BEBS) has a feeder from Cyprus to the Gulf

on 6.84MHz upper side band (u.s.b.) noted
during the evening period.

The Red Cross Broadcasting Service,
via Swiss Radio Internationa I transmitters,
has added an extra programme on the
second Sunday of the month at 1100 on
7.21MHz, with a repeat on the following
Monday at 1700, also on 7.21MHz. The
last Sunday of the month broadcast
continues as normal.

Radio Russia from the Russian
Federation can be heard 1000 until 1400
and 1900 to 2100 on 15.75, 15.63, 11.99,
11.83 and 9.585MHz amongst others. These

are channels used by All Union Radio's
Second Programme.

A reminder of the Radio Vilnius
frequencies at2300 via Soviet h.f. facilities:

9.75, 15.18, 17.69 and 17.72MHz. The
Lithuanian transmitter on 9.71MHz proves
to be inaudible at present. The station's DX

programme has reported that the first home

service from Vilnius is on the air 24 hours
a day on 9.71MHz, from 0400 unti11700 on
6.01 and 1700 to 2300 on 9.675. The FAX

RADIO +SWEDENelocKlI

s 5 IS
OUN

number for reception reports to Radio
Vilnius is area code 0122, 22 15 71.

Some feeder news. A feed from Munich

to Portugal has been noted on 10.86MHz
carrying the Voice of America on one
sideband, and Radios Free Europe and
Liberty on the other. AFRTS is fed from the

UK, presumably to the Gulf, on 9.023 u.s.b.

African and Middle Eastern
Stations

The Voice of the UAE in Abu Dhabi
seems to have replaced the evening English

programme with Arabic. It is scheduled for
2200 until 2400 on 15.10, 9.60 and 6.17MHz

with a frequency change at 2300 when
15.10 is replaced by 13.605MHz.

Israel Radio has offered some dramatic

listening since the Gulf War started. English
language broadcasts, which generally relay

the English domestic service, have been
interrupted by air raid warnings and
instructions to the population on what
action to take. Broadcasts at 2230, 0100,
0200 and 0500 are carried on 11.605, 9.435

and 7.465MHz. At 1100 try 21.79, 17.575
and 11.585MHz whilst at 1815 there are
two channels, 11.585 and 11.655MHz.

Israel's Arabic transmissions have been

jammed recently. At 1700, a 'wobble'
jammer has appeared on the 15.10MHz
frequency.

English from Saudi Arabia at 1600 until

2100, which is scheduled to use 9.705 and
9.72MHz has been untraced on both
frequencies for some time.

The frequency usage of Syria's Radio
Damascus has settled down and the
station's English programmes in the
European evening are now at:

2005 on 15.095 and 12.085MHz
2110 on 12.085 and 9.95MHz

Asia and the Pacific

Radio Australia has inaugurated a
special programme for forces serving in
the Gulf with messages telephoned in by
relatives and friends. It's called Gulf Links
and is transmitted at 1430 for one hour
daily on 21.775 and 25.75MHz, of which
the higher channel offers best reception in
northern Europe. The programme is
modelled on the highly successful BBC
World Service Gu/fLink programme which
brought news from home to hostages in
Kuwait and Iraq in the months before
Christmas 1990.

The new Radio Japan relay station in
Sri Lanka has been inaugurated, and the
schedule is:

0100-0200 on 11.84MHz to South Asia
1400-1500 on 9.535MHz to South Asia
1600-1700 on 15.21MHz to Middle East

and North Africa
Japanese to the Middle East and North

Africa is transmitted at 0400 on 17.82MHz
and at 1700 on 15.21MHz. All transmissions

from the site in Ekala are from 300kW
senders.

North, Central and South
America

Radio Canada International has added
extra frequencies for its services to the
Middle East, with English at 0400 now
using additional 9.555MHz from Deutsche
Welle transmitters in Europe.

Meanwhile some frequencies for
European, Latin American and African
services have been discontinued. The
Eastern Europe service at 1515 has lost
13.65 and 15.315MHz, and at 1715, the
same frequency of 13.65MHz has been
lost.

At 1800 the African service loses 13.67
and the 0200 Latin American serviceduring
the week, and weekends at 0100 has lost
13.72MHz.

Ways are still being looked at to
guarantee the continuation of Radio
Canada International. The Department of

External Affairs seems to be the most
likely candidate to provide the Can$20
million required to run the service. A
decision is likely during March.

HCJB reports from Quito, Ecuador that
its s.s.b. transmissions have been highly
successful. John Beck, the station's
frequency director, says that results have
far exceeded expectations from the
Siemens 30kW s.s.b. sender with variable
carrier insertion. The 11m band operation
uses a vertical antenna, whilst the 13m
band unit uses an unterminated bi-
directional rhombic directed towards
Europe and the South Pacific. A reminder
of the frequencies, 21.455 or 25.95MHz.
Some programme highlights from the
station include a special edition of the
Monday Dateline 90on April 1, which will
includea simulated live report of the Easter
events of the first century with interviews
with Peter, Mary and a host of others
involved at the time.

The DX Partyline programme, aired on
Saturdays, will look at broadcasting in
Ghana on March 9, and on March 30 the
programme will take a trip to Malta on the
day before the island's Independence Day.

Wednesdays on HCJB brings Ham
Radio Today, which is running a series
about 'Propagation', together with other
features about amateur radio operating.

Look out for the review on this car radio in our sister publication Short Wave Magazine.
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Practical Wireless & Short Wave
Magazine in attendance

Radio Diary
March 17: The Norbreck Radio, Electronics & Computing Exhibition will be held at the Norbreck
Castle Hotel Exhibition Centre, Queens Promenade, North Shore, Blackpool Admission is £1. OAPs

50p and under 14s free. Free raffle ticket and exhibition plan. Peter Denton G6CGF. Tel: 051-630
5790.

March 17: The Wythall Radio Club will be holding their 6th annual Radio Rally at Wythall Park, Silver
Street, Wythall, Worcs., which is on the A435 near Junction 3 on the M42 south-west of Birmingham.
Doors open 11 am. There will be three halls plus a marquee, trade stands, Flea Market, Bring & Buy,

a bar and snacks will be available, talk -in on S22 and admission is only 50p. Chris Pettitt GOEYO. Tel:

021-430 7267.

March 17: Tiverton South West Radio Club have the 1991 Mid Devon Rally at the Pannier Market,
Tiverton. Easy access, only minutes from junction 27 on the M5 with excellent free parking. Two halls
of trade stands, Bring & Buy stall and mobile snack bar. Further displays and full refreshment facilities

in the club room bar, which is open throughout the day. Doors open at 10am. Talk -in on S22. G4TRW,

Mid Devon Rally, PO Box 3, Tiverton, Devon.

March 24: Bournemouth RS will be holding its fourth annual Amateur Electronics Sale at the Kinson
Community Centre, Pelhams, Millhams Road, Kinson. Doors open 11am to 5pm. Talk -in by G1BRS on

144MHz on S22 Further details from Vic Sievey G4I7TC, 3 Stratton Road, Bournemouth BH93PG.
Tel: (0202) 516593.

'March 24 The RSGB VHF Convention will be held at Sandown Park Exhibition Centre, Esher, Surrey.

March 24 Pontefract & District ARS have their 12th Annual Components Fair at the Carleton
Community Centre, Carleton, Pontefract. Doors open 11am to 4.30pm. Trade stalls, bookstall, Bring
& Buy, licenced bar and refreshments. Talk -in on S20. Admission by Prize programme (three prizes).

Colin GOAAO, QTHR. Tel: (0977) 615549.

March 311The Centre of England Amateur Radio Rally will beheld at the British Motorcycle Museum,

Bickenhill, near the NEC Birmingham (junction 6 M42). Doors open 10.30am, admission £1, OAPs 50p,

children free. Over 60 trade stands in three large exhibition halls, Bring & Buy, talk -in on S22, bar and
restaurant available, ample free parking, concessionaryrates tovisit museum Frank Martin G4UMF.
Tel: (0952) 598173.

April 7: Lough Erne Amateur RadioClub will be holding their 10th annual mobile Rally in the Killyhevlin

Hotel, Enniskillen Doors open at 12 noon, talk -in on S21. Special guest Louis Vamey G5RV. Alwyn
Magee GIOBFD QTHR. Tel: (0365) 323802.

April 7: The 5th Launceston Amateur Radio Rally will be held at Launceston College. There will be a

large Bring & Buy, well-known traders, hot snacks and a bar. Also official Morse Tests (pm -booked
viatheRSGB) will be held atthe Rally. Doors open at 10.30am with talk -in on S22. Maggie.Te1:(040921)

219.

April 7: Cambridgeshire Repeater Group have their annual 'Extravaganza' at the Philips Radio
Communications - Catering Centre, St. Andrews Road, Chesterton, Cambridge There will be a Junk
Sale, Bring & Buyand Auction. Doors open 10.30am, admission still only 50p. G. M. Gardner GOHEM,

New House, Birdbuah Avenue, Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 4DJ. Tel: (0799) 23689

April 7: The 24th White Rose Rally will be held at The Refectory, University of Leeds. Doors open
11 am. All the usual attractions, talk -in on S22 and SU22, extensive free parking, food and drink at very

reasonable prices. Entrance £1 by numbered programme. Free monster prize draw. Senior citizens,
bored wives and kiddies free of charge Tony G4DXA, PO Box 73, Leeds LS1 5AR.

Apri1141Trafford ARC will be holding their Great Northern Rally at G-MFX, City Centre, Manchester.
Doors open 10.30am, rally closes 5pm. Graham Oldfield 061-748 9804.

April 21: Bury RS will be holding their Hamf east '91 rally at the Castle Leisure Centre, Bolton Street,

Bury. Lawrence Jones G4KLT. Tel: 061-762 9308. PLEASE NOTE THE CHANGE OF DATE

April 27/28. The RSGB will be holding their National Amateur Radio Show at the National Exhibition
Centre, Birmingham.

May 5: The 8th Anglo-Scottish rally will be held at Tait Hall, Kelso. Doors open 11am. All the usual
attractions on this holiday weekend. Details from the rally co-ordinator GM4UIB. Tel: (0573) 24654.

May 6: Dartmoor RC have their rally at St. Annes Church Hall, Yelverton (A3861, Devon Doors open

10.30am. Trade stands, Bring & Buy, refreshments, parking. Talk -in on S22. Dave GITPD. Tel: (0752)
703101.

May 12: Yeovil ARC have their 7th DRP Convention at the Preston Centre, Monks Dale, Yeovil. Doors

open at 9am, admission is £1.50 which includes programme. All the usual traders, plenty of food and

refreshments available. There will be four lectures during the day. David Bailey at 7 Thatcham
Close, Yeovil BA21 3BS.

May 18: The Swindon Radio Rally is to be held at the Oasis Leisure Centre, North Star Avenue,
Swindon, leave M4 at Junction 16. Doors open at 10.30am, trade stands, grand Bring & Buy. Repeater

Group. etc. ample free parking. Talk -in by RAYNET on S22 from 0500hrs. For details contact Jim G7GEA

on (0793) 611859 or John on (0793) 619014.

May 19: Mid -Ulster ARC have their annual 'Parkanaur' rally at the Silverwood Hotel. Lurgan, Co.
Armagh. The rally will be open to the public from 12 noon. There will be the usual trade stands, Bring

& Buy, bookstall, OSL bureau, etc. Talk -in on S22,145.550. The proceeds of this rally will go to the
Stanley Eakins Memorial Fund at Parkanaur, nr Dungannon. Jim Lappin GI1YGS. Tel:10762)851179.

May 26: The Maidstone YMCA ARS are holding their biennial rally at the YMCA Sportscentre.
Maidstone. As usual the rally will feature Trade and Special Interest Groups stands, refreshments and
ample free parking. Alan Judge GONCW. Maidstone 750709.

May 26: Plymouth Radio and Electronics Fair is being held at Plymstock School, Church Road,
Plymstock, Plymouth, Devon. Doors open at 11am. Attractions include large Bring & Buy, RSGB
bookstall, many trade stalls, RSGB Morse testing and refreshments. Talk -in on S22. Jan Fisher GOIYZ.

Tel: 10752) 340946.

June 9: The RNARS Rally will be held at HMS Mercury, near Petersfield. Gates open between 1000
and 1700. In addition to the dozens of Trade stands and the RNARS tent, there will be a Bring and Buy,

a flea market offering tables for hire by the hour, a car hoot sale, a large arts & crafts exhibition, radio -

controlled power boats, cars and trains to mention but a few of the attractions. Cliff Harper. Tel:
(0703)557469.

June Elvaston Castle Radio Rally will be held at Elvaston Castle Country Park, Derby. Peter Neal

(0332) 700265.

June 9: The Southend Rally will be held in the Rocheway Centre, Rochford, Essex. Car Boot pitches
will be available, either pre -booked oron the day on a first -come -first -served basis Stephen Blinkhom
G1XGP. Tel: (0702) 712595 evenings.

June 9: Mid -Lanark ARS are holding their annual Open Day at Newarthill C. E. Centre, High Street,
Newarthill. There will be the usual traders plus some new ones. a Bring & Buy stall, catering facilities,
raffle prizes and a lucky catalogue number. Talk -in on S22. They have applied to hold Morse tests as
usual, applications must be made in good time to the relevant department at RSGB HO. Doors open
11am. Admission/Catalogue is £1. David Williams GMISSA, 32/34 Carlin Street, New
Stevenson, Motherwell, Scotland ML1 4JL Tel: (0698) 732403.

For the latest news of special event stations, rallies,
what's on the bands - ring

_Tinig on 08a3Coo4 0030
Up -dated every Friday

Do you want to hear the latest amateur radio news? What DX is about? The latest Satellite information? Mobile
Rallies & Events, Times & Cancellations? All amateur radio news finds its way to the PW'Newsdesk '91' every

month - but did you know that by calling 0898 654632, you can get a weekly up -date on the international amateur
radio scene?

Running an amateur radio car boot sale this weekend? Spare places at your RAE class? Going on a DXpedition to
a remote Island? Operating a special event station this weekend? Call 0202 678558 (answering machine after

working hours) or write to Sharon George at the PW'Newsdesk '91', give her the details and we'll include it in the
magazine and Wireless -Line as soon as we can.

Wireless -Line - Your connection to Amateur Radio and news of your hobby.
Call 0898 654632 Now - for your latest up -date on the news.

Calls charged at 33p off-peak. 44p at all other times.
News & Information prepared by the staff of PW Publishing Ltd, Enefco House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH 15 1PP.
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PW SUBSCRIBERS' CLUB
If you have a subscription then you will know about the Practical Wireless Subscribers' Club. If

you do not have a subscription then doubtless you will be wondering just what this new page is all
about. Membership of the PW Subscriber's Club is free and automatic for all Subscribers and is

our way of saying thank you to all those who have enough faith in their favourite magazine to pay
for it 'up front'. Each month there will be Special Offers and occasional competitions with some

really useful prizes to be won.

ANTENNA
COMPENDIUM

112"

111111 4riorn
.. Ats.

The ARRL publish some of the most useful and
authoratitive books on amateur radio. Their
Antenna Compendium Volume 1 proved to be a
best seller and now Volume 2 has just been
published and should be equally as popular.
This new book contains material that has never
before been published - anywhere. So, whether
you are only casually interested in antenna
construction, or have a more serious interest in
understanding fundamental antenna theory, this
book must find its way onto your bookshelves.
As a member of the Practical Wireless
Subscriber's Club you can obtain your copy of
this useful book for just £7.00 including post and
packing, saving yourself £1.35 over the normal
PW Book Service price. For Overseas
Subscribers the price is £7.50 including surface
postage.
This offer closes on 31 May 1991, overseas
orders posted at own risk. Please mark your
orders PW Subscriber's Club April, PW
Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Enefco House, The
Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP.
This offer is limited to one copy of The
ARRL Antenna Compendium Volume 2 per
subscriber and your order must be
accompanied by your Subscriber Number
or a subscription order using the form
printed below. We regret that only PW
Subcriber's Club members can apply.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Be sure of your copy every month and qualify for the
Subscribers' Club as well. Special offers and discounts
available to all members, including those abroad.
Please indicate the type of subscription required:
PRACTICAL WIRELESS 1YEAR
 £19.00(UK)
0 £21.00 (Europe)
 £22.00(Rest of World)

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 1 YEAR
D £19.00 (UK)
 £21.00 (Europe)
CI £22.00 (Rest of World)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION 1 YEAR ONLY
 £32.00 (UK)
 £35.00 (Europe)
 £37.00 (Rest of World)

Prices current at March 1991
Subscription to commence with issue dated

CI Please include a copy of The ARRL Antenna
Compendium Volume 2 with my first issue at
the special Subscribers' Club price of £7.00
inc. P&P. (£7.50 inc. surface post overseas.)

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Subscriptions Dept., Enefco House,
The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP

Name

Address

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £

 Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of £

Card No.

Valid from

Signature

to

U
Credit Card Orders

can be taken on
(0202) 685524.

If you do not want to deface your PW, a photocopy of this coupon will be acceptable.
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BOOK SERVICE E3 665524
The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers. They are supplied

from our editorial address direct to your door. Some titles are overseas in origin.

HOW TO ORDER
POST AND PACKING; add 85p for one book, £120 for two or more books, orders over L30 post end pecking free, (overseas readers add £1.50 for one book, £3.00 for two or more for surface

mail postage) and send a postal order, cheque or international money with your order (quoting book titles and quantities) to PIN Publishing Limited, FREEPOST, EnefcoHouse, The Quay, Poole,
Dorset BIM 1PP. Please make your cheques payable to Practical Wireless, payment by Access, Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa also accepted on telephone orders to Poole (0202)665524 Boo KS are

normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices correct at time of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.

* A recent addition to our Book Service.
RADIO
AIR 8 METED CODE MANUAL
10th Edits'. Jowl Klingenhas
Detailed descriptions of the World Meteorological Organisation Global
Telecommunication System operating FAX and RTTY meteo stations, and its
message format with decoding examples. Also deluded description of the
Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Networkamongst others. 289pages £15.50

PASSPORT TO WORLD BANO RA010 1991
This book gives you the information to explore and enjoy the world of broadcast
band listening. It includes features on different international radio stations,
receiver reviews and advice as web as the hours and languages of broadcast
stations by frequency 398 pages. E13.95

SCANNERS (Third Edition)
Peter Rouse GU1OKD
A guide for users of scanning receivers. covering hardware. antennas. accessories.
frequency allocations and operating procedures. 145 pages. 09.95

SCANNERS 2
Peter Rouse GUIDO
The companion to Scanners, this provides even rrrore information on the use of the
v.h.f. and u.h.f. communications band and gives constructional details for
accessories to improve the performance of scanning equipment.
216 pages. £3.15

SHORT WAVE RADIO USTENERS' HANOBOOK
Arthur Miller
In easy -to -read and nontechnical language, the author guides the reader through
the mysteries of amateur, broadcast and CB transmissions. 207 pages. VIII

RADIOTELETYPE CODE MANUAL
10th Edition. Joerg Klingenless
This book gives detailed descriptions of the characteristics of telegraph
transmission on short waves, with all commercial modulation types including
voice frequency telegraphy and comprehensive information on all RTTY systems
and cm. alphabets 96 pages. CO.

THE SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK (USA)
A guide to understanding and using amateur radio, weather and TV broadcast
satellites. 207 pages. E7.50

1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL
Edited by Hugo Gemsback
A fascinating reprint from a bygone age with a directory of all 1934 s.w. receivers,
servicing information, constructional projects. mulls and ideas on building
vintage sets with modem parts. 260 pages. C10.15

HIGH POWER WIRELESS EQUIPMENT
Articles from Practical Electricity 1910-11
Edited by Henry Walter Toting
A reprint of interesting practical articles horn the early days of radio.
99 pages £515

BEGINNERS
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DANG (BM)
R. A. Poolold
How to find a particular station, country or type of broadcast and to recap,* it as
clearly as possible.
112 pages. E1.95

BEGINNER'S GUIOE TO RADIO
9th Edition. Gordon J. King
Radio signals, transmitters, receivers, antennas, components, valves and
semiconductors, CB and amateur radio are all dealt with here 266 pages 69.95

ELECTRONICS SIMPURED - CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION (BM). F.
A. Wiliam
Especially written for those who wish to take part in basic radio building. All the
sets in the book are old designs updated with modem components.
72 pages E1.75

THE SIMPLE ELECTRONICSCIRCURANDCOMPONENTS Book One (BRIE)
The aim of this book is to provide an in -expensive bu: comprehensive introduction
to modern electronics.
209 pages. E3.50

TELEVISION
THE ATV COMPENDIUM
Mike Wooding G6101.1
This book is for those interested in amateur television, particularly the home
construction aspect. There is not a 70cm section as the author felt this is covered
in other books. Other fields, such as 3cm N. are covered in depth. A must for the
practical AN enthusiast. 104 pages. 13.00

AN I N TROOUCTION TO SATELLITE TELEVISION 111P195)
F. A. Wilson
Answers all kinds of questions about satell ite television. Forth@ beginner thinking
about hiring or purchasing a satellite TV system there are details to help you along.
For the engineer there are technical details includirg calculations. formulae and
tables. 104 pages. £5.95

A TV-DXERS HANDBOOK IBP176)
R. Bonney
Information on transmission standards, propagation, receivers including multi.
standard, colour, satellites, antennas, photography, station identification,
interference etc. Revised end updated 1986 87 pages. 65.95

GUIDE TO WORLD-WIDE TELEVISION TEST CARDS
Edition 3. Keith Hamer a Garry Smith
Completely revised and expanded, this is a handy inference book for the DXTV
enthusiast. Over 200 photographs of Test Cards. logos. worldwde. 60pages.
0.95

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE
Said Edition. John Breeds
A practical guide to satellite television Detailed guidlines on installing and
aligning dishes based on practical experience. 56pages 01.95

0/P = Out of print, 0/S = Out of stock.

THEORY
COMMUNICATION isms)
Elements of Electronics Book S
F. &Wilson
Fundamentals of line, microwave, submarine. satellite. digital multiplex. radioand
telegraphy systems are covered, without the more complicated theory or
mathematics. 156 pages f295

FILTER HANDBOOK A practical design guide
by Stefan Niewiadomaki
A practical book. describing the design process as applied to filters of all types.
Includes practical examples and BASIC programs 195 pages. MOO

FROM ATOMS TO AMPERES
FA.Wilson
Explains in simple terms the absolute fundamentals behind electricity and
electronics. 244pages. £3.50

AUDIO (Elements of electronics  book 11)
F. A. Wiles.
This book studies sound and hearing. and examines the operation of microphones,
loudspeakers, amplifiers, oscillators. and both disk and magnetic recording.
Intended to give the reader a good understanding of the subject without getting
involved in the more complicated theory and mathmatics 320 pages.13.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE (8P531
F. A. Wilson
This has been written as a workshop manual for the electronics enthusiast. There
is a strong practical bias and higher mathematics have been avoided where
possible 249 pages 0.95

SOUD STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
Wes Hayward W7201 and Doug DeMaw WIFE
Back in print by popular demand, A revised and corrected edition of this useful
reference book covering all aspects of solid-state design. 256 pages. E10.95

The ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK
Doug OeMsw WIER
Back by popular demand. completely revised and expanded. this is a handy
reference book for the r.1 designer, technician, amateur and experimenter
260 pages. 68.95

A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
(88285)
RA. Psnfold
This book covers a wide range of modern components The basic functions of the
components are described. but this is not a book on electronic theory and does not
assume the reader has an in-depth knowledge of electronics. It is concemed with
practical aspects such as colour codes. deciphering code numbers and the suitability
164 pages 035

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK
Mike Imlay BA
This book is an invaluable source of information of everyday relevance in the world
of electronics It contains not only sections which deal with the essential theory of
electronic circuits. but it also deal with a wide range of practical electronic
applications 250 pages 0195

LISTENING GUIDES
AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK (3rd Edition)
David J. Smith
Listen to conversations between aircraft and ground control The author, an air
traffic controller, explains more about this listening hobby 174 pages E6.0

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
David Adair
A guide to air traffic control with maps. drawings and photographs explaining how
eircrah are guided through crowded airspace. 176 pages 0/P

DIAL SEARCH
her Edition (With Updates). George Wilton
The listener's check list and guide to European broadcasting. Covers m w..1.w ,
v.h f. and s.w. including two special maps 54 pages 0.95

RIGHT ROUTINGS 1990
T.T.Williams
Identifies the flights of airlines, schedule. charter, cargo and mail, to and from the
JK and Eire and overflights between Europe and America. 104 pages 01.95

GUIOE TO BROADCASTING STATIONS
zoth Edition 190/911. Philip Denington
Frequency and station data, receivers, antennas, Latin American OXing. reporting,
computers in radio. etc.
240 pages. C10.95

GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS 186 Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
This manual is the basic reference book for everyone interested in FAX. Frequency,
callsign, name of the station, ITU country/geographical symbol, technical
parameters of the emission are all listed All frequencies have been measured to
the nearest 100Hz. 318 pages 04.00

GUIDE TO FORMER UTILITY TRANSMISSIONS
3rd Edition. Jeers Klingenhoss
Built on continuous monitoring of the radio spectrum from the sixties until the
recent past. A useful summary of former activities of utility stations providing
information in theclassification and identification otrathosignals 126pages. 0.00

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS
9th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss
This book covers the complete short wave range from 3 to 30MHr plus the adjacent
frequency bands from 0 to 150kHz and from 1 6 to 3MHz It includes details on all
types of utility stations including FAX and RTTY There are 15807 entries in the
frequency list and 3123 in the alphabetical callsign list plus press services and
meteorological stations 502 pages 119.00

HE OCEANIC AIRBAND COMMUNICATIONS
3rd Edition. Bill Laver
Aircraft channels by frequency and band. main ground radio stations. European R/
T networks. North Atlantic control frequencies 29 pages £3.50

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS GUIDE (BP255)
Revised and updated in 1988. this book shows the site. country, frequency/
wavelength and power of stations in Europe. the Near East and N Africa. North
and Latin America and the Caribbean. plus stem wave stations worldwide
128 pages. 0/P

MARINE UK RADIO FREQUENCY GUIDE
B ill Laver
A complete guide to the UK s.w. and v h.f marine radio networks Useful
information, frequency footings and the World Marine Coastal Phone Stations
62 pages. 01.85

NEWNES SHORT WAVE USTENING PIANO BOOK
Jaa Pritchard GIUQW
A technical guide for all short wave listeners. Covers construction and use of sets
for the sw.l. who wants to explore the bands up to 30MHz. 288pages. £12.95

THE COMPLETE VHF/UHF FREQUENCY GUIDE
1990  1901
This book gives details of frequencies horn 26.2250MHr with no gaps and who
uses what. Recently updated. there are chapters on equipment requirements as
well as antennas. etc. 88 pages. 5.95

THE INTERNATIONAL VHF RA GUIDE
7th Edition. Julien Baldwin G3UHK and Kris Partridge
The latest edition of this useful book gives concise details of repeaters and
beacons worldwide plus coverage maps and further information on UK repeaters.
70 pages CUM

THE POCKET GUIDE TO MT/ AND FAX STATIONS
B ill Laver
A handy reference book listing RTTY and FAX stations, together with modes
and other essential information. The listing is in ascending frequency order,
from 1.6 to 27.1MHz 46 pages 1295

SHORT WAVE USTENERS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY UST
Bill Laver
Covering the services and transmission modes that can be heard on the bends
between 1.635 and 29 7MHz 0195

10101.1HF AIRBAND FREQUENCY GUIOE (Updated)
A complete guide to the airband frequencies including how to receive the signals,
the frequencies and services. VOLMET and much more about the interesting
subject of airtiand radio 74 pages 0/P

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1991
Country-b_y-country listings of long, medium and short wave broadcast and TV
stations. Receiver test reports English language broadcasts. The s.w l.'s 'bible.
E17.99

INTERFERENCE
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK (USA)
William It Nelson WAIIRIG
How to locate and cure r f . for radio amateurs. CRers and TV and stereo owners
253 pages. 08.75

RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE (USA)
What causes r r 17 Are all f f 1. problems difficuft. expensive and time-consuming
to cure? These questions and many more are answered in this book.
84 pages 0.30

AMATEUR RADIO
The ARRL UHF/Microweve Experimenter's Manuel
Various Authors
A truly excellent manual for the keen microwave enthusiast and for the budding
'microwave, With contritsrtionstromovei 20 specialistauthorsChatherscovering
techniques, theory. projects, methods and mathematics. A must for your bookshelf!
446 pages £1350

AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK I FLSGB)
Spring Edition
Now incorporates a 48 -page section of useful information for amateur radio
enthusiasts 310 pages (7.70

AMATEUR RADIO SATELLITES the fire 75 years
Arthur C. Gee G2UK
This souvenir publication mainly° pictorial account of the pattern of developments
which have occurred over the last 25 veers. 34 pages 1225

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONSSATELUTES erne
A. Pickard
This book describes several currently available systems. Mee connection to an
appropriate computer and how they can be operated with suitable software
101 pages 0.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO (Et P257)
L D. Poole
This book gives the newcomer a comprehensive and easy to understand guide
through amateur radio Topics include operating procedures, Jargon, propagation
and setting up a station tad pages e3.90

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
Edited by Charles L Hinchinsat ead Dsvid Newkirk
A collection of practical ideas gleaned from the pages of OST magazine.
152 pages 0.95

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (MGR)
Clive Smith GHFZH and Getup Benbow G3HB
The background to multiple choice exams and how to study for them with sample
RAE papers for practice plus maths revision. 88 pages. EIA
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PASSPORT TO AMATEUR RADIO
Poprintad front PW1981-1982
The famous series by GW3JGA, used by thousands of successful RAE candidates
in their studies. Plus other useful articles for RAE students
96 pages. E1.50

PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS
lea Pools G311IX
Dyers a wealth of hints, tips and general practical advice for all transmitting
amateurs and short wave listeners 128 pages 15.95

PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN THE US
Mike Mansfield GIAWD
Aimed at all user of packet mode being an excellent introduction and reference
manual. Spiral bound to lay flat 70 pages A4 sized ES.95

RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
(HF Bends). F. C. Judd G2BCX
The how and why of the mechanism and variations of propagation in the h f.
bands 144 pages MI5

THE 1991 ARRL HANDBOOK FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
This is the 66th edition of this very useful hardback reference book Updated
throughout it has several new sections covering oscilloscopes, spectrum analysers,
digital frequency synthesis. phase -noise measurement and new constructional
projects. 1200 pages. £16.95

*THE MIRE OPERATING MANUAL
Another very useful book from the ARK Ahhough writes for the American radio
amateur. this book will also be of use and interest to the UK amateur.
684 pages £1195

THE ARRL SATEUJTE ANTHOLOGY
The best from the Amateur Satellite News column and articles out of 31 issues of
OST have been gathered together in this book. The latest information on DSCAFts
9 through 13 as well asd the RS satellites is included. Operation on Phase 3
satellites (OSCAR 10 and 13) is covered in detail. 97 pages. 01.95

THE COMPLETE OX'ER
Bob Lacher IN9KNI
Nov, back in print, this book rovers equipment and operating techniques for the
DX chaser. from beginner to advanced. 187 pages E7.95

THE RAE MANUAL (RSGB)
G.LIInbow G3HB
The latest edition of the stendard aid to studying for the Radio Amateurs'
Examination. Updated to cover the latest revisions to the syllabus.
132 pages esio

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK INTERNATIONAL LISTINGS 1991
69th Edition
The only publication listing licenced radio amateurs throughout the world. Also
includes DXCC Countries list, standard time chart, beacon lists and much more.
Over 1590 pages. E19.50

RA010 AMATEUR CALLBOOK NORTH AMERICAN USTTNGS 1991
69t11 Edition
Listings of US amateurs (including Hawaii) Also contains standard time chart,
census of amateur licences of th world. world-wide OSL bureau and much more.
Over 1400 pages. E1950

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S OX GUIDE (USA)
15th Edina*
The guide contains information not easily obtained elsewhere and is intended as
an aid and quick reference for all radio amateurs interested in OS
38 pages E2.95

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S QUESTIONS t. ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL
Ith Editioe. R. E. G. Petri GiCCJ
This book has been compiled especially for students of the City and Guilds of
London Institute RAE. It is structured with carefully selected multiple choice
questions. to progress with any recognised course of instruction, although is is not
intended as a test book 280 pages. 17.95

ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO (USA)
W. I. Orr W6SAI
VHF/UHF propagation, including moonbaunce and satellites, equipment and
antennas. 172 pages. 0.95.

YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RADIO
Sten Hormpa WAILOU
What is packet radio good for and what uses does ithave for the 'average' amateur?
What are protocols? wive, why, when? lots of the most asked questions are
answered in this useful book. It included details of networking and space
comunications using packet 218 pages. E7.95

MAPS
RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF NORTH AMERICAIUSA)
Shows radio amateur prefix boundaries, continental and zonal boundaries.
7601636ifrn £2.95

INIU LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE DARC
This multi -coloured. plastics laminated, map of Europe shows the AIRU
I'MaidenheadD Locator System. Indispensible for the v h f. and u h f DXer.
55/2 x 872nri E5.25

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART
TThis is a five -colour chart designed for the use of ATC in monitoring transatlantic
flights. Supplied folded.. 740x 5211rm £4.50

RADIO AMATEUR'S PREFIX MAP OF THE WORLD (USA)
Showing prefixes and countries, plus listings by order of country and of prefix.
MN 71Imm. £2.95

RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD ATLAS (USA)
Seventeen pages of maps, including the world -polar projection. Also includes the
table of allocation of international callsign series. E3.50

DATA REFERENCE

DIGITAL IC EQUIVALENTS AND PIN CONNECTIONS (BPI%)
A. Michaels
Equivalents and pin connections of a popular selection of European, American and
Japanese digital i cs. 256 pages. 0/P

INTERNATIONAL DIODE EQUIVALENTS GUIDE (BPI%)
A. Michaels
Possible substitutes for a large selection of many different types of semiconductor
diodes 144 pages. 0/P.

INTERNATIONAI. TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS GUIDE (BM)
A. Micheal.
Possible substitutes for a popular selection of European, American and Japanese
transistors 320 pages. 03.58

UNEAR IC EQUIVALENTS AND PIN CONNECTIONS IBP1I11
A. Michaels
Equivalents and pin connections of a popular selection of European, American and
Japanese linear is s
320 pages. 0/P

NEWNES AUDIO & HI-FI ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK
Vivian Copal
This is a concise collection of practical and relevant data for anyone working on

sound systems. The topics covered include microphones. gramaphomss, CDs to
name a few 190 pages. Hardback 13.95

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
This is an invaluable compendium of facts, figures, circuits and data and is
indispensable to the designer, student, service engineer and all those interested
in computer and microprocessor systems. 203 pages. Hardback 0.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS POCKET BOOK
515 Edition
Presenting all aspects of electronics in a readaNe and largely non -mathematical
form for both the enthusiast and the professional engineer
315 pages. Hardback £10.95

NEWNES RA010 AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
19th Edition. Keith Brindley
Useful data covering math, abbreviations, codes, symbols, frequency bands/
allocations. UK broadcasting stations. semi -conductors. components, etc.
325 pages. Hardback (.1.95

NEWNES TELEVISION AND VIDEO ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK
Eynon@ Trundle
This is a valuable reference source for practitioners in 'entertainment" electronic
equipment. It covers TV reception from vh.f. to s h.f display tubes, oolourcamera
technology, video recorder and video disc equipment, video text and hi-fi sound.
323 pages. Hardback 0/P

POWER SELECTOR GUIDE (13P235)
J. C. J. Van de Von
This guide has the informatinn on all kinds of power devices in useful categories
(other than the usual alpha numeric soul such as voltage and power properties
making selection of replacements easier. 160 pages 61.95

FAULT FINDING
ARE THE VOLTAGES CORRECT!
Reprinted from PW 1982-1983
Flow to use a multimeter to fault -find on electronic and radio equipment, from
simple resistivedividers through circuits using diodes. transistors, i.c.s and valves.
44 pages £150

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTINETER (BP239)
R. A. Pentair!
This book is primarily aimed at beginners. It covers both analogue end digital
multimeters and their respective limitations. All kinds of testing is explained too.
No previous knowledge is required or assumed. 102 pages. E2.95

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265
R.A. Penfold
This book is primarily intended as a follow-up to BP239, Getting the most from your
Muitimeter. By using the techniques described in this hook you can test and
analyse the performance of a range of components with just a multimeter (plus a
very few inexpensive components in some cases? The simple add -ens described
extend the capablites of a multimeter to make it even more useful.
85 pages 12.95.

OSCILLOSCOPES, HOW TO USE THEM, HOW THEY WORK 3rd Edition
Inn Hickman
This book describes oscilloscopes ranging from basic to advanced morels and the
accessories to go with them. E14.55

TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT FINDING CHART (BP79)
C. E. Miller
Used properly, should enable most common faults to be traced reasonably quickly.
Selecting the appropriate fault description at the head of the chart, the reader is
led through a sequence of suggested checks until the fault is cleared.
635 x 455mm lapprarl E0.95

CONSTRUCTION
COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL (8P 160)
B.B. Banhaai
Covering h f coils to power transformers this 100 page pocket sized book is
crammed full of information and tables Ice the constructor. 110 0175ern100pages
12.50

FURTHER PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE
(BP14O)
F. A. Wilson
Covering Maths, digital maths, electrostatics. elactromagnetics and all blITIIS of
electronic calculations, with many waked examples, of amplifiers, noise, feedback
etc. 4.50 pages. 110 x 175mrn

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN P.C.B.s (8P121)
R. A. Ponfold
Designing or copying printed circuit board designs from magazines,
including photographic methods. 80 pages. £2.50

INTRODUCING OAP
Collected articles from PW 1913-1915
An introduction to low -power transmission, including constructional details of
designs by Rev. George Dobbs 531iJ5 for transmitters and transceivers from Top
Band to 14MHz, and test equipment by Tony Smith G4FAI 64 pages. E1.50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS 113P192)
R. A. Ponield
The practical and theoretical aspects of the circuits are covered in some detail.
Topics include switched mode power supplies, precision regulators, dual tracking
regulators and computer controlled power supplies, etc. 92 pages. 1235

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS (BP711)
R. A. Penfold
This book gives a number of power supply designs including simple unstabilised
types, fixed voltage regulated types and variable voltage stabilised designs.
91 pages. f2.50

PRACTICAL POWER SUPPLIES
Collected articles from PW 1978-1965
Characteristics of batteries. transformers, rectifiers. fuses and heatsinks, plus
designs for a variehrof mainsdrivenpowersupplies, including the P W-Marchwood"
giving a fully stabilised and protected 17V 30A d.c. 48 pages n.m

tIRP NOTEBOOK
Doug DMew WIFB
This book deals with the building and operating of a successful CIRP station. Lots
of advice is given by the author who has spent years as an ardent ORPei All the
text is easy -to -read and the drawings large end clear. 77 pages. £4.95

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
RAPenfold
Describes, in detail, how to construct some simple and inexpensive, but extremely
useful, pieces of test equipment. 104 pages. El%

50 (FET) FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR PROJECTS
F.G.Reper
50 circuits for the s.w I., radio amateur, experimenter or audio enthusiast using
tel.& 104 pages 12.95

ANTENNAS (AERIALS)
AERIAL PROJECTS (BP105)
Practical designs including active, loop and ferrite antennas plus accessory units.
% pages 72.50

AU. ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS (USA)
W. I. Oar WRSAI & S. D. Cowen W2LX
Theory, design, construction, adjustment and operation of quads. Goads vs.
Yagis. Gain figures 109 pages. E5.50

ALL ABOUT VERTICAL ANTENNAS (USA)
W. I. Orr INSSAI & S. D. Cowen WWI
Theory, design, construction, operation, the secrets of making vertical work.
191 pages. E7.59

AN INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA THEORY (BPI'S)
H. C. Wright
This book deals with the basic concepts relevant to receiving and uansmittiog
antennas. Lots of diagrams reduce the amount of mathematics involved.
86 pages. 1295

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING
Wilfred N. Cares
Proper impedance matching of an antenna to a transmission line is of concern to
antenna engineers and to every radio amateur a properly matched antenna as the
termination for a line minimises feed -line losses. Power can be fed to such a line
without the need for a matching network al the line input. There is no mystique
involved in designing even the most complex multi -element networks I or broadband
coverage. Logical step-by-step procedure is followed in this book to help the radio
amateur with this task. 192 pages. E11.95

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK (USA)
W. 1 . Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowen W2LX
Design, construction. adjustment and installation of ht. beam antennas.
I% pages. E575

*NOVICE ANTENNA NOTEBOOK
Doug OeMew WIFB
Another book from the pen of W1FB, this time offering "new ideas for
beginning hams". All the drawings are large and clear and each chapter ends
with a glossary of terms. 130 Pages E5-95

OUT OF THIN AIR
Collected Antoine Articles from IV 1977-1980
Including such favourites as the IL Special and '28CX 16 -element beams for 2m.
and the famous "Slim Jim", designed by FredJudd G28CX. Also features systems
for Top Band, medium wave/long wave loop designs and a v.h.f direction finding
loop. Plus items on propagation, accessories and antenna design
80 pages. ELM

SIMPLE. LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS (USA)
W. L Orr MAI & S. D. Cowen W211
Efficient antennas for Top Band to 2m, including "invisible" antennas for difficult
station locations. 191 pages E8.75

THE ARK ANTENNA BOOK (USA) 15th Edition
A station is only as effective as its antenna system. This book covers propagation,
practical constructional details of almost every type of antenna, test equipment
and formulas and programs for beam heading calculations. £1215

THE ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM (USA)
Volume Oen
Fascinating and hitherto unpublished material. Among the topics discussed are
quads and loops, log periodic arrays, beam and multi -band antennas, verticals end
reduced size antennas. 175 pages. 17.58

WIRES & WAVES
Collected Antenna Articles from PW 1 No -1364
Antenna and propagation theory, including NBS Yagi design data. Practical
designs for antennas from medium waves to microwaves, plus accessories such
as &tuts, s.w.r. and power meters and a noise bridge. Dealing with TVI.
160 pages. 12.00

WIER'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK
Doug Miaow WIFB
This book provides lets of designs, in simple and easy to read terms, for simple
wire and tubing antennas. All drawings are large and clear making construction
much easier. 124 pages. E5.95

SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS (BP125)
E. M. Noll
How to build 25 simple and inexpensive aerials, from a simple dipole through
beam and triangle designs to a mini -rhombic. Dimensions for specific spot
frequencies including the WARC bands 80 pages 01.05

25 SIMPLE INDOOR MO WINDOW AERIALS (BPI%)
E. M. Noll
Designs for people who live in flats or have no gardens. etc , giving surprisingly
good results considering their limited dimensions. 64 pages (1.75

ZS SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS (BPI%)
E. M. Noll
Designs fee 25 different aerials, from a simple dipole through helical designs to
a multi -band umbrella. 80 pages El.%

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS (BP195)
E. M. Noll
Simple and inexpensive aerials for the broadcast bands horn medium wave to
49m 64 pages. 01.75

THE RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANOBOOK
Mime I. Orr WSSA1 & Short. D. Cowan WWI
Yagi. quad. event I -p, vertical, horizontal and "sloper" antennas are all covered
Also towers, grounds and rotators. 190 pages E6.75

COMPUTING
AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS (13P177)

Penleld
Details of various types of modem and Meirapplications, plus how to interconnect
computers, modems and the telephone system_ Also networking systems and

pages.

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PERIPHERALS (BP1711)
J. W. Peafold
Covers a wide range of computer peripherals such as monitors, printers, disk
drives. cassette recorders, modems. etc, explaining what they are, how to use
them and the various types of standards. 80 pages. OtP

NEWNES AMATEUR RADIO COMPUTING HANDBOOK
Joe Pritchard GI uaw
Shows how radio amateurs and short wave listeners can 'listen' to signals by
reading tent on a computer screen. This book also covers the replication of
computers to radio housekeeping' lobs such as log -keeping, aSt. cards. satellite
predictions and antenna design as well as showing how to control a radio with the
computer 368pages. E14.915

MORSE
INTRODUCING MORSE
Collected Articles from PW 1992-11115
Ways of learning the Morse Code, followed by constructional details of a variety
of keys including Iambic, Triambic, and an Electronic Bug with a 528 -bit memory.
48 pages. EITh

THE SECRET Of LEARNING MORSE CODE
Mark Francis
Designed to make you proficient in Morse code in the shortest possible time, this
bask points out many of the pitfalls thet beset the student
87 pages. E4.95
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(minimum 12 words), box number 60p extra.
Semi -display setting £13.90 per single
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Please add 15% VAT to the total. All
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post. Advertisements, together with
remittance should be sent to the Classified
Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless,
Enefco House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset
BH15 1PP. Telephone (0202) 676033.

Receivers

B.F.O. KITS, resolves single side -band on almost any
radio, £14.95. Also Steepletone FM/AIR/MW £9.95.
CORRIGAN RADIOWATCH, 7 York Street, Ayr KA8 8AR.

G3LLL for ICOM & YAESU - BUT Holidays? Phone
first) Also CW Filters FT101ZD, 902, 707 & 102 £40 P.P. -
Valves & Mod kits 101E, etc. - P.X. Commission sales.
HOLDINGS AMATEUR ELECTRONICS, 45 Johnson Street,
Blackburn BB2 1EF. Tel: 10254) 59595.

EDDYSTONE 40A Noise Measuring Teat Sets. In-
strument grede HF receive 130kHz-32MHz AM/SSB/CW
solid state, bett/mains, internal loop, whip or external
antenna. Superb calibrated front end attenuator, built-in
noise calibrator, usable for DF. Ideal for EMC tests, also
general purpose HF Rx, Good condition, with full manu-
als: £150. GAREX ELECTRONICS, STATION YARD, SOUTH
BRENT, SOUTH DEVON, 7010 9AL Te1:103641 72770 Fax:
10364) 72007.

OSCILLOSCOPE EX -MOD Double Beam with lead
and manual £60.00, new Larkspur Morse keys £12.00. A
range of Amstrad and Spectrum Computers. New ex -
MOD whip antennas will tune to 2M £5.50, large selec-
tion of war and post-war manuals. Ex -Mod VHF SWR
Bridge 45-160MHz £27.00. All prices include P&P. Tel:
Wolverhampton 20315.

LOWE SRX30 SOOks to 3OMc/s receiver. £60.00. Tel:
10782) 639491.

HF SPOT FREQUENCY RECEIVER For marine dis-
tress, search and rescue or aeronautical coverage. Build
for under £40.00. Parts no problem. Comprehensive
construction manuel £6.00 incl. Tel: 107521 3404.87 eve-
nings/weekends.

YAESU FL101TX, FR101D, SHURE 444, SP102
MANUALS, boxed. All leads for full transceive. 6 Metre
2 Metre FM boards fitted in RX. £400. Nigel GODTO 10488)
39544.

r Antennas

DESKTOP TUNABLE ACTIVE ANTENNA 150kHz to
30MHz. Details SAE: Peri ns 76c Whitehall Road,
Gravesend, Kent DA12 5PH.

MAST 5 METRES Manually extended complete with
tripod, Guys & Pickens for portable/mobile use. Price
E399.00 delivered U.K. Phone CMTS Ltd. (0983167090 for
placing your order.

C
Whilst prices of goods
shown in advertisements
are correct at the time of
going to press, readers are
advised to check both
prices and availability of
goods with the advertiser
before ordering from non-
current issues of the
magazine

Service Sheets and Servicing

TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICES (PW)
76 ,CHURCH STREET, IARKHALL, LANARKSHIRE ML9 IHE

Phone: (0698) 884585, Mon -Fri, 9am-5pm. OR. Phone: 10698) 883334 any other time.
IMMEDIATE dispatch on all ACCESS & VISA orders

PHONE OR WRITE NOW FOR FREE QUOTE & FREE CATALOGUE with every SA.E.

SERVICE MANUALS & SERVICE SHEETS
Remember, not only do we have EVERY Service S,eet ever made, but we also have
ONE OF THE WORLDS LARGEST SELECTION OF SERVICE MANUALS

NOTE:- Over 200 aep Titles of Technical books are always in stock, over 1/2 are exclusive to TISI
CTV SERVICING by KING - E14.96, VCR SERVICING by BEECHINGS -£25.00, Ku -BAND SATELLITE TV - E25.00

El SERVICE MANUALS
Available for most Video Recorders, Colour & Mono

Televisions, Cameras, Test Equipment, Amateur Radio,
Vintage Valve Wireless, Any Audio, Music Systems,

Computers, Kitchen Appliances, etc.
Equipment from the 1930s to the present and beyond.

Over 100 000 models stocked, orignals and photostats.
FREE catalogue Repair and Data Guides with all orders.

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (PW),
8 CHERRY TREE ROAD, CHtNNOR, OXON, 0X9 40Y

Tel: (0844)511 Fax: (0844)52554

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210, HRO, £4
each. Circuits only 150 pence, plus SAE, lists thousands.
BENTLEY, 27 De Vere Gardens, Ilford, Essex IO1 3E8.
Phone: 081-554 6631.

RACK CHASSIS FOR THE
CONSTRUCTOR

UNITS ARE CONSTRUCTED OF

ALL ALUMINUM PARTS
FRONT a REAR PANELS ARE
CLEAR BRUSHED ANODIZED

THE BALANCE OF PARTS ARE
RUY.1.75' BLACK BRUSHED ANODIZED

MODEL SIZE DL W,01 E PRICE UNITS SHIPPED RAT

1RU5 '1./5 x 19 x 5 3800 UNASSEMBLED

1RU7 1.75 x 19x 7
1RU10 1.75 x 19 x 10
2RU5 3.503119 It 5
2RU7 360 x 19 x 7
2RU10 3-50 x 19 x 10
3RU5 5.25 x 19 x5
3RU7 5.25 .19 x
3RU10 5.25 x 19 x 10

SES
COM

40.50
43,00 SHEET METAL BOXES, RACK mums.

40.50 FLACK PANELS, SHEET METAL

43,00 PUNCHES, PRESS -ON LETTERING,
48,00 HMV PUNCH TOOL AND PUNCH KITS,

51.00 AND OUR ONE Of OVER 300

54.03 PROFESSIONAL

67.03 ANO SEMI.PROFESSIONAL

AUDIO PRODUCTS
ACCESS. VISA ACCEPTED.SMICOM, INC.
SHIPPED MR YXACH MST2100

WARD DR. AT NO CRUM
HENDERSON. NV. 89015 U.S.A.
17021-565-3400 FAX 17021-5654828

TEST EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Spare Parts, Service Manuals and a comprehensive
repair service now available for all makes of Test

Equipment (Scopes, Generators, PSUs, AVOs,
Counters, DMMs, etc. etc.).

We support equipment manufactured by over 100
different companies.

New secondhand Test Equipment also supplied.
Valves & Misc Components also supplied.

Trade Enquiries welcome. No minimum order charge.

HESING TECHNOLOGY
41 Bushmead Road, Eaton Socon, St Neote,

Carnba PE19 3BT
Tel: (04801 214488 (anytime) 216870 IMMO-

Wanted

TEST GEAR, Computers, Computer Surplus, Amateur.
Bought for cash. 10425) 274274

MOST VALVES WANTED: for cash. Large or small
quantites must be unused and boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson
Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU 10253) 751858.

METER VCM 163 for AVO Valve Characteristic meter
Mark IV. Please write to: T. Mitchell, 68 Rowan Street,
Bendigo Vic 3550, Australia.

ORDER FORM PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of Practical Wireless for insertion/s.
I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £ 142p per word, 12 minimum, please add 15% VAT to total). Rates and Postal Address at top of page.
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to Practical Wireless).

Name

Address

CATEGORY HEADING
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Miscellaneous Components Computer Soft/w & Hard/w

G2VF LOOP ANTENNAS COMPLETE WITH ATU FOR H.F. HAM RADIO BAND
TRANSMISSION ISWR One to One 40.15 and 10 and One Petra Five to One 80
and 20) AND SW1.s. AND LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE BANDS FOR BCLs. Loops
21 Inches square or triangle. No special skills required Circurts. Parts Lists
with sources of supply assemblyrdata HIGH FROUENCY LOOPS° to 10 Metres
ES LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE LOOP for BCLs El LONG WAVE MEDIUM
WAVE AND SHORTWAVE LOOP 150010 10 Metres FOR THE BCL AND SWLEIL
SHORT WAVE ATU FOR LOOP OR LONG WIRE ANTENNA (4. SHORT WAVE
ATU BUILT IN PRE AMP FOR LOOP OR LONG WIRE E7. Pre -amp LW, MW and
SWave E2 MW LOOP with pre amp ATU f3 PRE AMP FOR G2W HE Loop or
ATU Et SAE details All projects 015 Metal Detector 12 PhotoCopy HRO
manualf 4 P.O. Rylands, 39 Parkside Avenue, MIllbrook, Southampton SO1 9AF
Tel 107031 775064

HEATHKIT U.K. Spares and Service Centre. Ceda
Electronics. 12 Isbourne Way, Broadway Road,
Winchcombe, Cheltenham. Glos. GL54 5NS. Tel: 0242
602402.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS The worlds foremost VHF/
UHF microwave magazine £12.00 per year for four is-
sues. VHF COMMUNICATIONS, 5 Ware Orchard, Barby,
RUGBY CV23 8UF.

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY
811 Forest Road, London Et 7 Tel: 01-531 1568

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
SING 1Ib 8oz 4oz 2oz
8 to 34 3.63 2.09 1.10 0.88
35 to 39 3.82 2.31 1.27 0.93
40 to 4.3 6.00 3.20 2.25 1.61
44 to 47 8.67 5.80 3.49 2.75
48 15.96 9.58 6.38 3.69

SILVER PLATED COPPER WIRE
14 to 30 10.10 5.20 2.93 1.97

TINNED COPPER WIRE
14 to 30 3.97 2.41 1.39 0.94
Fluxcore
Solder 5.90 3.25 1.82 0.94
Post free, please add VAT (gi 15%. Orders under £3.00 add 50p.

SAE for list of copper and resistance wire.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

Educational

MAIDSTONE YMCA Kents' radio tuition centre for RAE
Novice C.B. & CW. For further information Tel: (0634)
831504 (RAE): (0622) 744545 (Novice): (0622) 30544
(12wpm CW) Morse testing May 11th. Dummy test 23rd
April (0622) 676776.

J. A. B. Electronic and R.F. Components. (Toko now
available). Callers:- 1180 Aldridge Road, Rear of Oueslett
Motors, Great Barr, Birmingham. Tel: 021-366-6928 For
opening times. MAIL ORDER Catalogue & Discount
Vouchers send 75p.

TOROIDAL CORES, FERRITE BEADS, send 50p for
catalogue to: FERROMAGNETICS, PO Box 577, Mold,
Clwyd, N. Wales CH7 1AH.

Veteran & Vintage

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS BOOK LISTING. Published
regularly containing 100s of out of print, old and
collectablewireless and TV books, magazines, etc. Send
three first class stamps for next copy or £1.75 for next 4
issues. WANTED, Pre -1960 wireless books, magazines,
catalogues, any printed material or Ephemera relating
to wireless. CHEVET BOOKS, 157 Dickson Road,
Blackpool, Lancashire FY1 2EU. Tel: (0253) 751858.

VINTAGE RADIO 8 AUDIO ENTHUSIASTS:- Contact
us for components, valves, service sheets, radios &
amplifiers. Mail order to anywhere - over the counter
retails Saturday only. Send f1.50 for 1991 catalogue &
sample newsheet. THE VINTAGE WIRELESS COMPANY,
Tudor House, Cossham Street, Mangotsfield, Bristol
BS17 3EN. Tel: (02721 565472 or Fax: (02721 575442. All
major credit cards accepted by letter, PHONE OR FAX.

WANTED: SHURE 55.SH Microphone (0875) 33291.

NOTICE TO
ADVERTISERS

Would intending and existing advertisers
please note that Practical Wireless has an
editorial policy not to accept advertising for
surveillance and 'bugging' transmitting and
receiving equipment.
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COMMODORE COMPUTERS (+4, C16, 64, 128).
"MICROCOM" CW/RTTY TX/RX with superb Morse tutor.
"TURBO LOG" ultimate high speed station log,
"MICROCOM INTERFACE" ready built. S.A.E. to:- Moray
Micro Computing, Ernie Slackhead, Buckie, Moray ABS
2BR. ITel: 0542 73841.

IBM/COMPATIBLE SHAREWARE 10,000+ FILES.
Send £1.50 for comprehensive catalogue on disk. Cheap-
est prices) AK SHAREWARE, 54 Sheldrake Road,
Mudeford, Dorset BH23 4BP.

ATARI 520/1040/STE MORSE MASTER Complete CW
tutor for novices and professionals. Send/receive under
realistic on -air conditions. Complete with cable. £29.99
from BOSCAD LTD, 16 Aytoun Grove, Baldridgeburn,
Dunfermline, FIFE KY12 9TA. For info Tel: (03831729584,
evenings.

PC SOFTWARE BY G4BMK
RTTY, AMTOR, CW (Tx and Rx) SSTV, FAX,
Audio Analyzer (Rx only). See review PW June
1990 Page 66. A high performance multimode

program for IBM PC compatibles. £99 complete.
Any mix of modes to your choice - send SAE for
details and prices. Use with ST5 Versaterm etc,
or our matching T.U., built, boxed: £69. State
callsign, if any, with order.
GROSVENOR SOFTWARE (PW)
2 Beacon close, SEAFORD,
East Sussex BN25 2JZ
Tel: (0323) 893378

AUCTION of two-way hand -portables, mobiles, aerials
and accessories. Basingstoke area, 2nd April 1991. Ring
(0256) 83528 or 83707 for full brochure.

Pye Lowband AM Portables
for disposal

Quantity P5001, PF20 Westminster
with crystals 86.3125MHz.
For bona fide users.

Offers tel: (0470) 83225

R1 1 55A WWII Ex -RAF receiver with power unit working
condition. Sensible offers. (04024) 73943.

STRUMECH VERSATOWER P.60 18M as new will de-
liver. £500.00 ono. 1076951 3636.

SATELLITE LNC/LNB DOWNCONVERTERS 10.95-
11.75GHz. IF -0/P 950-1750MHz. Contains 1.4dBNF LNA,
Mixer, 10GHz. DRO Oscillator. ONLY £50 each. Also have
various microwave components, subassemblies and
equipment. SATVVAVE Limited. Please tel: 081-464 6252.

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY
to 24 volts up to 0 5 amp 1 to 20 volts up to 1 amp. Ito 16 volts up to 1 5 amps

0 C Fully stabilised Twin panel meters for instant voltage and current readings
Overload protection. Fully variable Operates from 240V A C Compact Unit- size
9,55a 3ins

E42 Intl VAT Post CB

NEW MODEL Upto 38 volts DC at 6amp 10 amp peak. Fully vanable. Twin Panel
Meters Sue 14 5 a 11 s 4 5in FIR inn VAT. Carr ED

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS VISA

337 Whitehorse Reed, Croydon SURREY. U.K. Tel: 051-6841565
UK S 51 Doltsory I Ins Callon Wolcott. KINN VIKKoosslirt

144MHz to 2500MHz Cavity Wavemeter.

One Wavemeter to cover the VHF/UHF Bands
I44MHz to over 2500MHz. Don't get caught
without one.

IAG11, WAVEIAFTPER KIT

Write to: P. Sergent G4ONF,
6 Gurney Close,
Costessey, Norwich.
Tel: (0603) 747782

LIGHT WEIGHT ANTENNA MASTS 5 metre extended
height, aluminium telescopic, manual extension. Full
accessories available. Price £239.00 including carriage
UK & VAT. Phone CMTS (0983) 67090.
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YOUR LOCAL DEALERS
SOUTH WALES

ELECTRO MART
Receivers, Scanners, Howes, ERA, CB, Madre

radio etc. part exchange welcome.

96 High St, Clydach,
Swansea

Tel: 0792 842135

HERNE BAY o
ICOM

ICOM (UK) LIMITED
The Official Icom Importer

Unit 8, Sea Street
Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8L0

Tel: 0227 369464
Fax 0227 360 155

Open Mon-Frl 9 am -5.30 pm
(Lunch 1-2.00 pm)

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Photo -Acoustics Ltd.
Approved Kenwood, Yaesu and

Icom dealer (part exchange
always welcome)

58 High Street, Newport Pagnell,
Buckinghamshire MK16 8A0

Tel: 0908 610625

(Mon -Fri 9:30-5:30, Sal 900-4:30)

CORNWALL 24tvs, 7 Days a Week

SKYWAVE
RADIO AMATEUR & MARINE
COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
ICOM, YAESU, NAVICO

JAYBEAM, Etc.
47 Trevarthian Road,

St. Austell,
Cornwall PL25 413T
Tel: 0726 65418

Voice Bank: 0426 961909

WEST MIDLANDS

BADGER BOARDS
QUALITY PCB's

MULTIPLE or SINGLES & KITS

Please send S.A.E. for information or
write fox quotation to.

BADGER BOARDS
1180 Aldridge Road

Great Barr, Birmingham B44 8PE
021 353 9326

SOUTHAMPTON

South Midlands
Communications
Official Yaesu Importer

S.M. House, School Close,
Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate,

Eastleigh Hants SO5 38Y.
Tel: 0703 255111

TO FILL THIS BOX

call

MARCIA
on

(0202) 676033
ht.

OXFORDSHIRE

PROCOMM (UK)
Cash paid for used Amateur

Equipment.
Part exchange welcome SAE for

stockliat.
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon -Sat

Callers by appointment please.
102 Larkhill Road, Abingdon 0X14 1BJ

0235 532653 & dm.
0860 593052

PORTSMOUTH

Nevada
Communications

Visit our showrooms for !corn,
Kenwood, amateur radio products & a

large range of scanning receivers.
New & part -ex welcome.

189, London Road,
North End, Portsmouth,

Hants, P02 9AE
Tel: 0705 662145

WEST SUSSEX 'Fi'lAAJ ORDER CI
BREDHURST

ELECTRONICS LTD.
High St, Handcross, West Sussex

Tel: (0444) 400796

Srtoated et the Southern end of
M23 Easy access to M25 end

South London. YAE:SU
Open Mon -En 9arn-5pto

except Wed Sent-1231pm ICOMSet 10am-epm.

PLEASE MENTION

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS

DERBYSHIRE

RILEY'S T.V. SERVICES LTD.
SUPPLIERS OF.-

SCANNERS - C.B. 27-934 MHZ -
AERIALS - TEST METERS - TOOLS -

TELEPHONES KITS AND CABLES

125 LANGWITH ROAD
HILLSTOWN

CHESTERFIELD S44 9SP
PHONE 0246 826578

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

DEVON

Reg. Ward & Co. Ltd.
The South -West's largest amateur
radio stockist. Approved dealer for

Kenwood, Yaesu and Icom

1 Western Parade,
West Street, Axminster,

Devon, EX13 5NY
Tel: 0297 34918

(Closed 1:03-2.02 and all day Monday)

YORKSHIRE YAESU

ICOM
Kenwood

Alan Hooker
Radio Communications

42, Netherhall Road, Doncaster.
Tel: 0302 325690

Open Mon-Sat 10-5pm
Closed Thursdays

SOUTH YORKSHIRE

NEW COMPONENTS KITS TRANSISTORS IIC
AND SURPLUS EQUIPMENT MAIL ORDER

CATALOGUE SEND COIPO FOR E1.50
96 Reensorsh Hill
Perham
Rotherham
South Yorks
582 REX

Open Six Days
Mon to Sat

Phone 107091 527109

RADIO SHACK Access

KENWOOD TS -850S
The latest transceiver from this famous stable

TS -850S SUPERB SPECIFICATIONS
Creating a new era in Amateur Radio!

Call us for the latest details and stock position, also for any other
model from

KENWOOD ICOM YAESU
Scanners by AOR, Fairmate, Jupiter, Icom, Realistic,

Bearcat to name but a few.
Competitive service and prices.

We will be pleased to quote you for anything you
require in the communications or computer field. In
order to avoid a great deal of time wasting on both
our parts, we now deal with callers by appointment.
We are pleased to hear from you and see you, and
we aim to give you the attention you deserve, so
please call us first.

73s Terry Edwards G3STS

RADIO SHACK LTD 188 BROADHURST GARDENS,
LONDON NW6 3AY

(Just around the corner from West Hampstead Station on the Jubilee Line)
Giro Account No. 588 7151 Fax: 071-328 5066 Telephone: 071-624 7174

Access
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ICOM Count on us!
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We enjoy listening. It's part of what we do well. So when ICOM
heard you talking, our engineers designed a transceiver
specially for you - the serious DX enthusiast with worldwide
contacts in mind. The result is the new super advanced IC -765,
an HF all band transceiver built to expand your HF world.

The IC -765 is equipped with ICOM's exclusive DDS (Direct Digital
Synthesizer) System, a fully automatic antenna tuner, an electronic
keyer with iambic operation and a full break in function.

Fully Automatic High Speed Antenna Tuner
A built in CPU automatically memorises the pre-set position
of each band without pre-set controls. tuner speed is ultra fast
since tuning starts from a preset position. If the tuner cannot
tune from the previous preset position, the re -try function
changes the preset position and memorises the best position.

10Hz Digit Display
The large fluorescent display shows 7 digits for the operating
frequency, the 10Hz digit is displayed.

Band Stacking Register
Each band memorises the last used frequency, mode and IF
filter condition (narrow or wide).

Complete System for CW Operators
The IC -765 has many advanced functions for CW operators
such as CW pitch control, a built-in electric keyer, a keying
speed control and high speed full break-in capability.
New PLL Circuit
The advanced ICOM DDS System ensured high speed PLL
lock -up times, clear signal emissions, and high C/N
characteristics. A high speed PLL provides very fast CW full
break-in performances.
Convenient Miscellaneaous Functions
 105dB dynamic range
 10dB preamp and 10, 20 30 dB attenuator
 99 memory channels

Split memory on channels 90-99
Built-in FL32A and FL52A CW narrow filters

 Programmed scan and memory scan
IF, shift and Notch filter

 Fast/Slow/OFF Selectable AGC
 RF type speech compressor
 Noise blanker
 DATA switch for advanced data communications

Icom (UK) Ltd.
Dept PW, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 363859. 24 Hour.
Helpline: Telephone us free -of -charge on 0800 521145. Mon -Fri 09.00-13.00 and 14.00-17.30. This service is strictly for obtaining information
about or ordering Icom equipment. We regret this cannot be used by dealers or for repair enquiries and parts orders, thank you.
Datapost: Despatch on same day whenever possible.
Visa & Mastereards: Telephone orders taken by our mail order dept. instant credit & interest -tree H.P. VISA



...set your sights on a better sound!
Experience a new sensation. An experience that
opens up a whole new spectrum of sound.

Put yourself on stage at the Albert Hall, surrounded by a great
orchestra. Imagine the sound you will hear, every nuance, every note;
or travel up the Nile with an intrepid explorer, a journey not only full of
breathtaking beauty and colour, but rich in the sounds of another
continent; or capture the hidden gasps of 100,000 hardened fans at
Wembly for the F.A. Cup Final, when the ball skims the crossbar with
the last kick of the match; follow with your ears as well as your eyes.
dodging the bullets, as your favourite hero battles out of yet another
tight corner, it's just like being in a cinema!

Nicam hi-fi stereo will turn your living -room into a living room of

sound! You don't settle for second best with television picture quality,
why settle for second best in television sound quality? Nicam sound is
the new high quality digital stereo sound system, pioneered by BBC,
ITV and TV/video manufacturers. In fact so good is Nicam it is
comparable to the superb sound reproduction of the compact disc,
when played through your existing hi-fi arrangement. If your television
hasn't got a built-in Nicam decoder, you will need the Maplin Nicam
Tuner System. Ultimately almost all of your favourite programmes will
be broadcast in superb hi-fi quality stereo -sound. Without a Maplin
Nicam Tuner you won't be able to capture every sound to its full.

Nicam hi-fi stereo. Catch your breath, open your eyes, and pin
back your ears! It's what your hi-fi system was made for ... It's what
your ears are made for!

/82 S ELECTRONICS

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE1
0702
For a friendly welcome and the very best of service why not visit our
shops in Birmingham. Brighton, Bristol, Leeds, London (Edgware and
Hammersmith), Manchester. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Nottingham,
Reading, Southampton and Southend-on-Sea.
Subject to availability. Prices subject to change. Digital stereo sound companion for your TV set.

DIGITAL STEREO TV
SOUND FROM YOUR HI -Fl
The complete kit contains all the components

required to build the unit. However you will also

need: a power supply, I 2V at 600mA regulated
e.g. YZ2I X at £8.95; a co -ax se adaptor e.g.

F623A at £1 .20: a co -ax lead to connect to your

TV or video; RW36P 2m long at £1.28, JW39N 5m

long at 01 .98, or JW40T 10m long at 12.95; a

phono lead to connect to your hi-fi e.g. RW508 at
98p or a SCART'Peritel lead JW36P at £4.95. An
infra -red remote control kit is also available

LP2OW at C29.95.

Complete kit LP19V only £139.95 incl. VAT + C1
mail-order handling charge.

NICAM ffatuiviL
. ruMYRONresTELEVISION

TUNER


